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The Boston Marathon BCPD cracks down on drug
dealers and use on campus
By Emily Hancock
HEIGHTS NEWS

HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR/DAM LEVASSEUR

The BC community Was in full force to cheer on BC students?some running
for charity, some for themselves?who joined marathoners from all over the
world:for the 98th annual Patriot's Day classic.

EDITOR

In an Administrative Hearing Board
decision last Friday, a male BC student
was suspended from the University for
one and a half years, effective immediately, dismissed from University Housing permanently and permanently barred
from entering all BC residence halls for
possessing drugs with the intent to distribute them, according to Dean for Student Development Robert Sherwood.
The student's return to BC is pending
his enrollment in a drug treatment program. Until his suspension is over, the
student is not allowed on the BC campus.
Also on Friday, a second male BC student was placed on deferred suspension
for the remainder of this year, suspended
from University Housing next year, and
banned from entering all residence halls
through his graduation in May, 1995.
These latest disciplinary actions came
after the BC Police Department's (BCPD)
recent sweep of drug raids on the BC
campus, which included a bust of these
two male students in their Hillsides apart-

BCPD Chief Robert Morse said Friday
that the latest crackdown on drug use on
campus came after BCPD officers arrested
Christopher Maloof, a former BC student, on two felony counts of possession
with intent to distribute. Officers apprehended Maloof after a standard check of
his car, which was being towed from campus, revealed two outstanding State Police warrants for his arrest.
BCPD officers made the arrest, and an
inventory search of the car revealed large
quantities of marijuana, hashish and hallucinogenic mushrooms "in large quantities that led us to believe he was dealing,"
Morse said.
Morse said the car also contained a
scale and other drug paraphernalia.
Maloof, who withdrew from BC during
the 1992-93 school year, attended and
dropped out of the Evening College last
semester and was believed to be a major
supplier to the two students disciplined
Friday, as well as to other BC students.
Maloof's statement apparently led
BCPD and University Housing officials
to the room in Rubenstein Hall of the two
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ment.

Springfest marks end to students' hibernation
By Diana Pisciotta
HEIGHTS ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Hundreds of Boston College
students crowded onto the
Dustbowl Friday to enjoy the
spring weather and the Residence
Hall Association's (RHA) annual
Springfest.
"Springfest is the one RHA
event that is truly campus-wide,"
said recently elected RHA president Brian Kelly, A&S '95.
There was a continual stream
of entertainment on the
Dustbowl, beginning with BC a
capella groups The Bostonians,
Sharps, Heightsmen, and Acoustics, as well as the music of Sal
Liberto. Later in the afternoon,
Main Campus was filled with
the sounds of three bands: Miss
Amanda Jones, Cowlick and
Beaten Path.
Evian, one of the afternoon's
cosponsors, provided two volleyball courts for its "Spikefest"
volleyball tournament. Evian

also set up picnic tables, gave
out prizes and water, and one of
its affiliates, Dannon, was giving away free yogurt samples.
Students crowded around a
grill, where the afternoon's free
barbecue was in progress. "We
gave away about 1,000 hot dogs,
hamburgers, and sodas," Kelly
said.
Members of the ski team were
also on the Dustbowl collecting
pledges for their run in the Boston Marathon to benefit the
Jimmy Fund of the Dana Farber
Cancer Institute. "We've probably got 60 or 70 pledges today,"
president of the BC Ski Club
John Houle said. "Students will
probably be contributing a
couple of thousand dollars to the
Cancer Institute."
Kaplan, which provides
classes for students taking standardized tests such as the GREs,
LSATs, and MCATs, was also on
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Spring fever hit the Heights as students enjoyed the festivities of the RHA's annual Springfest
celebration last Friday on the Dustbowl.

Quinn receives BC senate Bald Eagle Award
By Christopher Stephen
HEIGHTS ASSOC. NEWS

EDITOR

Robert H. Quinn, BC '52 and
former Massachusetts state attorney general, received the seventh-annual John E. Hurley Bald
Eagle Outstanding Alumnus
Award Sunday night.
The award, inaugurated in
1987 by the Undergraduate Government of Boston College
(UGBC) senate as a way for students to recognize outstanding
alumni who have continued to
adhere to Boston College traditions through their life and work,
was renamed in 1993 by the senate for Hurley. Hurley, the 1992
recipient, was, according to the
senate, "the embodiment of what
this award represents and ofwhat
it means to the Boston College
HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR/DAIS LEVASSEUR

A custom purported to bring good luck, Bald Eagle Award
recipient Robert H. Quinn rubs the head of his Eagle trophy.

community."
"We renamed the award for
Mr. Hurley because he is remem-

bered fondly for his long and
distinguished career in Massachusetts politics," said senator
Catherine Adams, A&S '94, chair
of the senate's executive and legislative committee.
After graduating from Boston
College in 1952, Quinn went on
to earn his law degree from
Harvard University as a
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Stoughton Scholar. After serving as a law clerk for Massachusetts Supreme Court Justice
Harold P. Williams for two years,
he was elected to the state House
of Representatives.
In 1967, after serving as MajorityWhip and Majority Leader,
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BOSTON COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE
Book Signing
Frank Taylor will be signing and
discussing his new book, To Hell
with Paradise, on Wednesday,
April 20 from 2:oopm 4:oopm
in the McElroy Conference
Room!

I

$1 Bud Drafts Every Day!
10 Cent Buffalo Wings!
Mondays -9to 11 pm

-

Attention Seniors
Your Graduation Announcements
are in! Please pick them up at the
information desk in the
bookstore.

Pool Table

*

UNION ST.

5 Ft.
&

T.V.* 20 Beers

The ATTIC Bar

107 R Union St.(behind Bayßank)
Newton Centre, MA #964-6684
Green LineQD Newton Centre Stop
"

J
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Students learn the ropes at 'Networking Night'
By Christopher Stephen
HEIGHTS

ASSOC. NEWS EDITOR

One of the first things

stu-

dents think about while at college is a career field that interests them. In response to this,
the BC Parents' Council and the
Career Center organized a "Networking Night" for students to
speak with career professionals
who could shed some light on
what skills are necessary and
what certain jobs entail.
"This is definitely better than
anything I've seen in the past
three years," Mark Jurgen. A&S
'94, said."There are so many different professions here that it's
difficult not to find something
interesting."
From seeing what the event
had to offer, Jurgen said that the
Career Center could learn something from it. "They should really try to get more communications and arts-oriented professions. They are lacking in that
area."
Students filled the "Heights
Room" of the New Dining Hall
to meet with professionals from

-41 different fields including law,
medicine, social work, journalism and investments.
Many of the professionals also
said they enjoyed the precise

questions and the caliber of student inquiries.
"There is a terrific turnout
here," said Frank Gatti, vice
president and corporate control-

ler of The New YorkTimes Company. "The questions I' ye fielded
thus far have been intelligent,
important questions that I feel
students should know the an-

swers to if they are to get into
specific area of work."

a

Gatti said that he has never

participated in a "career night"

event before, but said he would
volunteer to do it again. "A great
way to start in a profession is to

pick someone's brain, and this
informal format helps to increase
student confidence and the
toughness of the questions,"
Gatti said.
Charles Bradley, senior partner of the New York City law
firm Davis Hoxie Faithfull &
Hapgood, said he was surprised
by the showing of the students.
"These students are really interested in getting their questions
answered, from how to get started
to what to expect once they get
started," Bradley said.
"What I' ye told students is that
the law profession is tough right
now, but if they are really interested, I encouraged them to stick
with it and maybe work in a
prosecutor'sorpublic defender's
office getting experience in a
courtroom before trying to beHEIGHTS

ASSOC.

PHOTO EDITOR/BECKY YANG

Students utilized the opportunity to get straight answers about careers at Networking Night.

Professionals, page 33

As construction projects end, others begin
By Diana Pisciotta
HEIGHTS ASSISTANT NEWS

EDITOR

Will the construction on the
Boston College Campus ever
end? According to Alfred
Pennino, associate vice president
for planning and construction,

the answer is "no." However, by
the fall of '94, most of the current Lower Campus construction
should be completed and new
projects will begin.
"The stadium may not be 100
percent complete, but it will be
at a point where the stadium can
be
occupied
safely for the first
home
game,"
Pennino said.
Although the
stadium construction started two
months behind
schedule, everything that is
needed to complete the job has

been purchased,
and the timetable
forthe installation
of structures is
established. The

construction
crews have also
been working
overtime in order
HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR/DAN LEVASSECIR

The stadium expansion will be complete for
the home football opener on September 17.

to

keep produc-

tion on schedule.
The parking ga-

rage should be completely finished by mid-July and will be
available for temporary occupancy during Commencement.
"The two main components of
the project that must be completed are two sets of stairs and
elevatortowers which have to be
put in place," Pennino said.
While the Fulton Hall project
has encountered some delays due
to the harsh winter, the building
is still scheduled to be finished
in January, 1995. After Fulton is
completed, it is probable that
Carney will be next on the list of
academic buildings to be reconstructed.
The next two major projects
will be the renovation of the BC
Law School and the building of a
student center. "Our hope is that
we can break ground on June 15.
We will be building a 80,000
square foot law library, which
they need very badly," Pennino
said. The building of the library
is the first phase of an eight-year
Law School reconstruction

project.
The plans for the student center are currently being finalized,

and construction will most likely
begin in the fall, pending the
completion of other Lower Campus projects.
The proposed site for the center is at the base of the hill behind O'Neill Library. There will
also be access to the center from
Main Campus.
Whether or not
Higgins stairs will
be demolished by
the construction is
presently unde-

academic buildings and other
projects," Pennino said. "Construction on campus is not going
to end, but I do hope that construction is going to slow down
in the future. It is one of my aims
not to have three or four projects
going at once."

cided.

There are also
tentative plans for

a new Recreation
Complex to be
built adjacent to
the north end of
Alumni Stadium.
This project will
most likely not be
completed until
1998.
"The key to all
the campus construction is balance. I think we've
HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR/DAN LEVASSEUR
managed to keep a Although not completed, the garage will be
balance between used for graduation parking.

Voices from the Dustbowl

by Dan Levasseur and John Dempsey

What was your favorite part of Springfest?

~'

Andre Bessett,

A&S '95

HeshamAli,CSOM Mike Mamula, A&S
95 & Kevin
'95&AmyMitchefiy

k&S*95
"The drinking."

"Cheating on my
girfriend."

Jobjisbi^CSOM^S^

"Not having to go to
practice."

Deb Nugent, SOE
'94&Tara
McGrath,A&S9s

Scan O'Leary &
Brian McConnell,
A&S9S

"The liquid in my

"The chicas."

Dunkin' Donuts
mug."
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Heights race relations survey results
Survey shows AHANA students face discrimination in
By Emily Hancock
HEIGHTS

NEWS EDITOR

A surprising number of BC
students have heard both professors and students make inappropriate remarks about AHANA
students, a statistic revealed in
the results of The Heights race
relations survey taken last week.
264 BC undergraduates of all
races and ethnicities responded
to the survey, which asked students how often they studied or
dined with students of the same
or different race, how often they
felt threatened because of their
race or ethnicity, how often they
had been involved in interracial
relationships and how often they
heard professors and students

Respondent comments:
"This institution, because it
began as all-male and all-white,
is inherently racist. The students
and the administration need to
see this and understand that it is
the responsibility 6f the-white
students and administration to
reach out and include the black,
Hispanic and Asian communities."?Caucasian, '97.
"I think the greatest problem
on the campus is the fact that the
majority of the students on campus are pretty closed-off to the
cultural differences each color

make inappropriate remarks
about AHANA students.
The survey revealed that 88
percent of the respondents have
heard other students make inappropriate remarks aboutAHANA
students and 32 percent of the
respondents heard professors
make inappropriate remarks
about AHANA students. Among
these, most heard the professors
make remarks in a classroom
environment.
The respondents to the survey
also said more frequently dined
and studied with members of
their same race, no matter what
race or ethnicity they were. However, AHANA respondents reported they dined and studied
with students of a different race

has. A person may be Asian, but
they're Filipino or Chinese or
Vietnamese. A person may be
black, but they're Haitian, Dominican or African. People don't
see these differences among the
ethnicities, and they are extremely important differences
with rich, unique cultures all their
own."?Asian, '95
"At BC there seems to be a
need to place everyone in a category, and each person must stick
to his/her own category. Also,
many Caucasian students don't
see the need for AHANA, and
they are very ignorant about rac-

or ethnicity more often than Cau-

casian students did. In other
words, Caucasians were more
likely to dine and study within
their same race than members of
any other race or ethnicity.
45 percent of the respondents
reported they have been in, or
are now in, an interracial rela-

tionship.
According to the survey results, 38 percent of AfricanAmerican students said they have
felt threatened because of their
race, as did 28 percent of Asians,
19 percent of Latinos and 14
percent of Caucasians.
Very few students responded
that they have ever felt pressure
not to socialize with students
from other racial groups.

&

out of classroom

Survey respondent profile:
. 264 siudents responded to the survey. Of these, 159 were Caucasian (60 percent of respondents), 57 were Asian (22 percent), 27
were Latino (10 percent), 13 were African-American (5 percent) and
8 respondents (3 percent) checked the "other" category.
Because only approximately 3 percent of the BC undergraduate
population responded to the survey, the results are somewhat limited. Also, a disproportionate number of AHANA students responded to the survey.
African-Americans comprise 3.3 percent of the BC undergraduate
population, but 5 percent of the survey respondents were AfricanAmerican. Asians comprise 7.3 percent of the BC undergraduate
population, but 22 percent of the respondents were Asian. Latino
students comprise 4.8 percent of the BC undergraduate population,
but 10 percent of the survey respondents were Latino. Caucasians
comprise approximately 80 percent of the BC population, but comprised 60 percent of the respondents. The remaining 3 percent of
those surveyed responded "other."
Also, not all percentages add up to 100 percent, as some respondents did not answer all questions.

ism."?Caucasian, '97.
"The only group I feel uncomfortable with are ethnicities that
frequently speak other languages
in my presence. It is kind of
rude."?Caucasian, '95.
"I totally think that some form
of segregation does exist on campus where students of color tend
to stay with other students of
color; white students tend to do
the same. AHANA offers many
opportunities to promote unity,
but whites as well as ethnic students do not join it. I've felt a lot
of animosity from white students."?Asian, '97.
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PACK + SHIP
We Pack and Ship your
clothes, bikes, books, TV,
stereos,furniture and computers
We sell boxes, tape and
packaging materials
International Shipping is our
specialty

Lowest Prices
State of the Art Storage Facility
(24 hour security)
Free Pick-up and Delivery in Sept.
Insurance Available

Media Internship Fair
Mandatory for all 94- 95
Media Workshop Students
,

?

Thurs. April 21st
7:30-9:00 p.m.
Lyons Basement
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FREE BOXES If You Reserve by April 18 (Marathon Day)
CALL 938-7447 Open 7 days a week
We accept personal checks, MC/VISA/AMEX

,

Open to Current and Prospective
Communications Majors

?

Come

GO WITH EXPERIENCE

"We've been serving the BC Community for 5 years."
Boston Collegiate Storage & Pack + Shipis owned an operatedby Larry Byron, BC 79
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Candidates gear up for UGBC senate elections
According to senate chairperson
John Mancini, A&S '95, the uncontested seats for the class of
'95 will be filled by appoint-

By Philip Dujardin
HEIGHTS STAFF

The 1994-1995 Undergraduate Government of Boston College (UGBC) senate elections
will be held Wednesday and
Thursday in McElroy, Stuart and
the New Dining Hall. The class
of '97 fields the most candidates
with 20, followed by the class of
'96 with 18. Only four candidates are seeking election from
the class of '95.
Students can vote for up to
sevencandidates from their class,
plus one commuter candidate.

pointments by members of the

Fetherston, A&S; Michael
Fraczek, A&S; Scan Greene,
CSOM; Brooke Higgins, A&S;
Ashley Judge, A&S; Chong-Min
Kang, A&S; Massiel Medina,
A&S; Zeb Miletsky, A&S;
Maurice D. Ouimet, A&S; Cassia C. Picard, A&S; P.J. Sala,
CSOM and Derek D. Smith,
A&S.
The incumbents for the class
of '97 are Mary Quinn, A&S;
Dustin Rawlin, A&S; Lisa Spratt,
CSOM; and Charles Thomas,

senate. There are 40 senators in

all, 10 from each class.
The candidates for the class of
'95 are all seeking re-election.
They include John Butters, A&S,
Jackie Gillis, SOE, John
Mancini, A&S, and Christopher
Stenmon, CSOM.
The four incumbents for the
class of '96 are Michael Hurley,
A&S; Seph McKenna, A&S;
Scott Tower, A&S and Lyle
Underkoffler, CSOM. The other
14 candidates are Michelle
Brennan, A&S; John R. Craven
(commuter), A&S; Andrew

ment.

"The same thing happenedlast
year. It is standard procedure for
the senate chair to appoint the
remaining positions," Mancini
said. "The appointments are
made through an application process. Applications will be out in
the fall."
In addition to the eight senators from each class elected this
week, two more positions from
each class are made through ap-

I

JSA promotes awareness
FOR THE HEIGHTS

Every semester there are new
clubs and organizations that may
be culturally, politically, or athletically oriented. One such organization, the Jewish Students
Association of Boston College
(JSA), was started last fall by
Adam Winthrop, A&S '95.
Winthrop said he was motivated
by his father: "[My father] raised
my awareness about my identity."
JSA organizations have existed at BC prior to this year, but
have been unable to continue due
to poor planning. When asked
about the future of the organization, Winthrop said, "The fact
this organization exists now is a
major accomplishment." There
are currently over a dozen individuals in JSA.
Winthrop said the purpose of
JSA is "to serve as an educational, religious, cultural and
social organization for the BC

JBIJ
***$Vj

for the club, the administration
encouraged me to use the
University's resources at my disposal. In regards to the future of
this organization, I would like to
see it continue, grow and add to
the religious and cultural diversity of a predominantly Christian and/or Catholic school."
Addressing the advertisement
that appeared in The Heights
which called for an "opendebate
of the Holocaust" was the best
thing that could have happened,
Winthrop said. "It raised an up-

A&S; Matthew P. Ross, A&S;
Jennifer Schwab, A&S; Reggie
Sealey, A&S; Colleen J. Shogan,
A&S and Cameron Ward,
CSOM.

Undergraduate Program
May 25 June 18,1994
-

Boston College offers a unique three credit
course in Louvain, Belgium focusing on:
?Cultural and Historical Roots of the
European Community
Politics and Institutions of the European
Community
?Economics of European Integration
?Belgian Art and Architecture
*

?

The deadline for applications has been
extended. Students interested in applying
should contact Katherine Hastings,
Assistant to the Academic Vice President,
Bourneuf House, 552-4779. For course
information, also contact Professors David A.
Deese (Political Science), Jeffery W. Howe
| (Fine Arts), or Robert Murphy (Economics).

CAREER UPDATE

April m 1994

Summer '94...W0rk at the Career Center!

jk

Looking for a summer job?

-v

The Career Center needs two full-time work study students:

#

1

#2

I

SUMMER PROGRAM
IN BELGIUM
The European Community

could have promoted ourselves,"
Winthrop said. "That whole set
of events let us put our footprint
into the foundation of Boston
College, and it also showed that
there was no debate on the Holocaust ?it happened, period."
JSA provides an organization
that allows Jewish students to
relate in a very special way,
Winthrop said. "I don't feel 100
percent comfortable here because most don't understand my
ethnicity. I want those who know
a little to know more, and those
who know nothing to learn something about history."
On April 20, Rena Finder,
who survived the Holocaust because of Schindler's list, will be
speaking at 7:30 p.m. in Devlin
008.
Of the event, Winthrop said,
"I hope that people will have a
better understanding of what
happened, and I want people to
walk out of the lecture and say,
'Wow! I didn't know that."'

Winthrop said.
"When I proposed my plans

Morin,A&S;SandraO'Sullivan,

LAST CALL

roar of awareness that we never

Jewish Community and others
who are interested in Judaism
and Jewish affairs."
Winthrop wants the mission
and drive of the organization to
continue long after he leaves BC.
"It doesn't matter what the number is. The only thing that matters is the strength of our group
to continue to persevere and raise
awareness that there are different cultures here at BC,"

By Mamatha Medermetla

A&S. Others seeking election are
Joseph Alden, A&S; Lisa
Caperna, A&S; Kristen Cole,
A&S; Alex Danesco, CSOM;
Erik Elliot, A&S; Danielle
Forgione, A&S; Scan M.
Harrington, A&S; John Minardo,
A&S; Jolie Mingoia, A&S; John

Work in the Internship Office and the Career Resource Library.
Work includes coding internship listings, assisting students using the Career Library and Internship
Office, answering phones, working on mailings, and general clerical work.

z3»*

Assist our Campus Recruiting Office in launching a resume matching project.
Work includes data input, resume filing, handling mailings, answering phones, and acting as general
office assistant. Macintosh knowledge is required.

INTERESTED? Stop by the Career Centerfor

MERC

more information, or ccdl Janet Ringuest, at 552-4775 Positions start in late May.

JOB FAIR

(Massachusetts Educational Recruiting
Consortium)
Annual Job Fair for teachers and administrators to
interview with school systems
across the U.S.
J

WEDNESDAY

AND

FRIDAY

April 20

April ZZ

All dav at the Boston Park Plaza Hotel

fy. Summer

.

ik

"Tuesday Career Talks"

$8$
I

Tuesday, April 19; 5-6 PM
Career Center Library

to Eia^©lim<£nt

CSUT©©ITS

,

With Frank Previte, President
,?.,,

&

?

,

_

~

__

~

M?.

Cambridge Conservation Commmission
-Conning next week: Careers in Human Resources-

Jobs and I nternsbips...bow to get one:

How to Find a Summer Job/Internship Workshop
?

a
4 : 30PM

-

Mark Oldman and Samer Hamadeh, recent Stanford graduates
and authors of the book

AMERICA'S TOP 100 INTERNSHIPS

Career Center Internship Office

will discuss how to find internships and turn them into
permanent jobs, and moret

Make your summer plans now!
This is the last of these workshops this year!

Wednesday, April 27; 2:00 PM
Career Center Internship Office

????1?

????1?
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The 1993-94 UGBC Report Card
As the Drane administrationrelinquishes the UGBC offices, The Heights takes the
opportunity to look back over the year and analyze the performances of the different
departments that comprise the outgoing administration.

AHANA Affairs: B
AHANA Affairs presented numerous programs promoting increased communication and
interaction between races and ethnicities. There was the AHANA retreat offered in the
spring, as well as the and the multicultural celebration in October. There were also numerous co-sponsored lectures and events held throughout the year. One of the more notable of
these eo-sponsorships was presenting Le Ly Hayslip in conjunction with Women's Issues.
Communications: CThe weakness of UGBC this year, the Communication department's most notable accomplishment was the publication of The CLUE, a student-written alternative to the CoRSS.
However, it merely amounted to a sparse compilation of surveys on random courses
offering limited information to the concerned or confused reader. (Hint: If you are going to
include a table of contents listing page numbers of sections, then put numbers on the
pages.) The result'was a publication that meant well, but fai|ed to adequately fulfill it's
originalpurpose. The Communicatorpage in The Heights was improved this year, but
overall publicity for events was inadequate.

Programming: AProgramming sponsored and co-sponsored by UGBC this year was frequent and covered
a vast array of topics and tastes. From events like Maya Angelou and Steven Wright to
concerts like Big Head Todd & the Monsters and Ziggy Marley, the schedule appealed to
the wide range of student interests. This is the most visible department of UGBC, and every
week there seemed to be another announcement of an upcoming program. The offerings
included some perennial favorites like Livingston Taylor and Frank Santos, but also
included new, major events like a provocative lecture by Chuck D of the rap group Public
Enemy (co-sponsored by the Black Student Forum) and the moving lecture by Edward
James Olmos (co-sponsored by the Organization for Latin American Affairs).
Student Issues: B
The department of student issues is comprised of many different aspects, from environmental issues to race relations to intercultural affairs. However, one sub-department
emerged at the forefront of Student Issues: AIDS Awareness. The Dead Are Dancing
performance, along with various lectures, helped AIDS Awareness stand out as the premier
achievement of the department. Race Relations sponsored a multicultural retreat in the fall
that was well attended. However, Student Issues would have been a more well-rounded
branch of UGBC if only its other areas of concern were as effectively coordinated as was
AIDS Awareness.

University Issues: B+
Although less visible than other departments, University Issues introduced one of the
most productive, highly regarded series of events held on campus this year. The Town
Meetings (co-sponsored with ODSD) were a unique opportunity which allowed students,
faculty and administrators to openly debate major issues facing the BC community. In the
area of safety, numerous self-defense workshops were offered throughout the year. The
other duties of University Issues involved advisory meetings with the administration. While
having a direct impact on matters of policy, the influence of University Issues often goes
unnoticed by the student body, rendering its performance difficult to grade. However, the
quality of events from University Issues was unquestionable.
Women's Issues: B+
Women's Issues held numerous events throughout the year, many co-sponsored with the
Women's Resource Center. These events, from Stop! Violence Against Women Week to the
Clothesline Project, helped educate the University community about the problems of
violence against women and increase the general level of awareness on campus. The
Laughing Medusa publication, aimed at providing a voice for women writers, was
succesfully published twice this year, and the aggressive programming efforts of the
department contributed substantially to the work of the WRC in increasing awareness of
gender issues and safety concerns.
The UGBC cabinet alsoreceives extra credit for running on or even under budget while
maintaining quality programming.
Cumulative G.P.A.: B

Cobain not a
hero for Gen. X

To the Editor:

As I listened to the radio following the suicide of Nirvana
lead singer, Kurt Cobain, I was
deeply affected by a comment
made by a seemingly ignorant
radio announcer and other media personalities. "Kurt Cobain:
hero of our generation." My
immediate reaction was one of
uncontrollable anger and disappointment. My feelings were
not directed at the loss of the
talented musician, but at the
shock of hearing on public airwaves the proclamation of the
substance-abusing, self-absorbed coward as the hero of my
generation. What heroic gesture
has Cobain made to my peers
and me? Should we consider his
enduring lyrics and chords, his
life-style, his principles as worthy of imitation? Did Cobain
attempt to enter rock and roll
martyrdom by terminating his
existence with family, friends,
and followers? It is a scar on
Cobain as a distinguished and
revered human being. We should
be outraged at the very notion
that a man of such cowardly and
selfish actions should be labeled
as a figure worthy of being labeled heroic.
Heroic figures are devoted to
causes and principles higher than
themselves. Cobain's taking of
his own life signifies his preoccupation with himself and his
own private interests. He chose
to become a public figure, and in
doing so took on its responsibilities. Cobain was not compelled
to bring his songs to the legions

of young Americans who were
ready to embrace them. Professional musicians do not aspire to
perform in the privacy of their
own homes. They perform because they want to reach out to
the public. Should we sympathize with Cobain because he
was unable to resolve his inner
conflict between being a private
individual in the public domain?
Should I, when faced with the
turmoil of my soul, choose to
end my existence?
Do we forget that he left a wife
and children behind when he took
his life? Do we forget that he left
behind the fans he created? His
death was an act of pure selfishness. Critics might argue that
Cobain's suicide was induced by
the unrelenting pressure modern
society places on our search for
individuality.
Aren't all adolescents and
adults subject to those same conforming pressures though? Iwill
not subscribe to the hopelessness Cobain justifies. I grieve
for the lone fact that he chose
suicide as a means of resolving
the inner conflict that we are
faced with every day.
Let not the appealing image of
Cobain?rock and roller of a
higher cause ?derail us from
seeking to form the true image
of Cobain. Let us peel away the
music, the press clippings, and
the sorrow and paint Cobain in a
more revealing light. Hopefully
his suicide will awaken us all
and cause us to aspire to higher
goals than resignation.
Scott Alberino
A&S '91

Female: women's
issues is selfish
To the Editor:
I hope this response will serve
of a reality check to all of
BC when I say that the recent
Women's Issues have turned ridiculous. In scanning the November 10 issue of The Heights,
one finds articles on Women's
Studies, Women's Rallies, The
Women's Resource Center, and
"Viewpoints" of two females
regarding sexual assault. First
and foremost, I am completely
against rape, discrimination, etc.
However, I am not the hypocrite
that most of these stories' subjects are.
The "Take Back the Night"
rally at O'Neill Plaza was described as wanting to "Raise
awareness of and protest violence against women." Could the
rally not have been to simply
heighten the awareness of violence on campus against everyone?men and women? Did part
of the chant have to say, "Women
unite; Take back the night?" The
Women's Resource Center sponsored a "Women's Art Extravaganza." Could the center not have
displayed simply an inclusive Art
Extravaganza? And the people
of the WRC: do they feel that
their problems are theirs alone?
Eating disorders and similar topics affect males too, believe it or
not (consider wrestlers, male
crew coxswains, etc.).
I will not pretend to have attended the rally at the Plaza, and
perhaps what occurred there was
different than what it seemed to
be. However, Iwill point out that
as a bit

these women are doing to men
exactly what they don't want
done to themselves. In handing
out "Stop the violence against
women" stickers at McElroy and
making one feel ashamed if he or
she did not accept it, the idea
that violence is fine, so long as it
is against men seemed to be the
point. What absurdity! Are you
saying that they deserved it?That
they shouldn't have a sticker for
their gender because empirically
the perpetrators have often been
male? The males that do commit
violence, against men or women,
are ill. They do not represent the
whole.
The common thread at the
town meeting regarding sexual
assault was described as "wanting to dispel stereotypes." I think
the women's groups should take
that advice. They should work to
help everyone and not crucify
one sector based on a stereotype
created by acts of the obviously
(mentally) ill. A female should
not demand a center with a paid
staff solely for women. The last
time I saw a breakdown of the
BC population, it was relatively
half female, half male. I guess
the requesters feel they deserve
to utilize their male counterpart's
funds for this center simply because degenerates that happened
to be of his gender, but had nothing to dowith him, hurt a female.
"Empower" yourselves enough
to have the class to lose your

selfishness.
Erin M. Stepno
A&S '96
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BC should

This
speaker
at low
volume

provide
Cable TV
To the Editor:
There is one facet of many
students' lives that Boston College has not been able to provide
its students. Many students recognize this as we come back from
the comforts of home or from
living on our own during the
holidays or summer, vacations.
Nearly every student can appreciate and understand the wide
variety of benefits including
news, events, weather, social issues, entertainment, sports, and
other information that cable television brings to our lives. In addition to 24-hour coverage of
events and issues that shape our
lives, cable TV also provides a
source of inexpensiveentertainment for all students on campus.
In order for students to be aware
of whatis happening in theworld
today in full perspective, they
must have access to the most
important, fastest-growing
source of information and not
have to rely on finding time to
read the paper or sift through the
fuzzy images of poorly received
local TV broadcasts. With the
number of University housing
requirements students abide on
campus, the least Boston College coulddo as a leader in higher
education and student services
is to provide its on-campus students with the option of cable
TV service.

Jeremy Scott McGraw
CSOM '94

WRC betters
BC gender
relations
To the Editor:

There

was a whole lot of
head-scratching going on
last week. Dutiful Heights
readers of all shapes and sizes
picked up their copy of the paper, turn to page one, and read
the headline proclaiming "Cokie
Roberts to give Commencement
address." Then the scratching begins.
"Cokie Roberts?!" they said.
I mean, who is
"Why her?
she?
I mean, I know who she
is, but can't they do better than
...

...

Students thanked for aid
in Fenwick fire aftermath

To the Editor:

As the April 11th Heights reported, "Money is only money,
however, and the real scars the
girls carry with them are not financial, but rather, emotional..."
Yet the great portion of the article, including both quotes and
sentiment, reflect that which the
residents of Fenwick had lost,
not that with which they had es-

caped.
As a Resident Assistant in
Fenwick, I have heard the complaints, received the calls from
worried and sometimes misguided parents, and listened to
countless lists of items lost or
damaged in the fire. I have not,
however,heard a single "thanks"
extended to the Resident Assistants who, though they did not
live in Fenwick, or even on the
Upper Campus, contributed their

Jeff Korgen

A&S '89
GA&S/GSSW '95

Do I Dare Disturb The Universe? After the publication of
Stephanie Millette's article, that
is the question I am asking myself. Though I felt that she understood most of the principles
behind the production of the

Hempography Society flyers,
there were a few problems with
the impression a reader might
get of our small group.
We are not a marijuana legalization organization and do not
distribute pamphlets glorifying
the beauty of hemp. We are not a
group of drug pushers who advertise their careless and disrespectful assault on social stability. Neither are we a protest organization who set out to undermine the ODSD, though we did
not ask for their permission to
express our thoughts. We do not
huddle in the corners of our
dorms violating housing rules
and commenting on how "cool"

Letters

The Heights is printed
100% recycled paper.

on

endless hours of labor and assistance. While professional staff
members have truly "bent over
backwards" for the residents and
tried, to the best of their abilities, to take the worry, fear, and
complaints in stride, the RA's
were the dominant force in the
counseling of Fenwick residents
and a valuable commodity.during the clean-up itself.
Thanks to all the Residential
Life staff who came to our rescue during and following the incident. Sweaters, sneakers, blankets, pillows, beds, personal
items and countless hours of
counseling were graciously donated, amid the normal, sometimes hectic duties of an RA.
Many were awakened in the
middle of the night for assistance and none withheld. Even
when all the third-floorresidents
had been relocated, the help remained, cleaning and organiz-

ing. Loaning of showers and beds
to tired RA's was greatly appreciated, as was their presence
during the trying weeks following the fire.
A fellow staff member said to
me, "It's all part of the job." But
I believe that recognition of and
thanks to the entire staff is in
order. Let me say, "Thank you."
I apologize for taking so long.
Thanks also to the understanding residents of Boston College
who allowed the displaced men
and womenofFenwick into their
already-crowded rooms. I know
of several students who welcomed guests at three in the
morning without question. Thank
you, especially to those in
Cheverus,
Fenwick
and
Fitzpatrick halls.
David S. Shapiro
A&S '95

BC Society clarifies ideals
To the Editor:

I agree with Amy Gunderson,
Heights Assistant Features Editor, that the Women's Resource
Center is not "a gathering place
for Femi-nazis who spend their
time marching through campus
chanting and spreading their antitestosterone message."
By participating this year in a
few activities sponsored or cosponsored by the Women's Resource Center, I have come to
know the Women's Resource
Center community as a vibrant,
caring group. They seem more
than willing to dialogue with men
who are willing to listen, as well
as honestly respond to their concerns. I hope that more men at
Boston College will take the time
to participate in WRC activities?it seems like it will only
promote better gender relations
on campus.

Collins

the posters on the wall are in a
blacklight.
All that the Hempography Society amounts to is a small group
of friends who, like the many
other types of groups around
campus, share some common
feelings. There are many minisocieties that are just like ours;
we just gave a name to describe
ourselves. Hemp use is only one
aspect, and should not overshadow our messages. I compiled the flyers as a form of expression, in hope that they offered a few pieces to the puzzle
that we are all attempting to assemble as students in a mostly
arid cultural atmosphere.
The point was to juice up the
boring and advertisement
plagued walls of the bus stops in
the aspiration of tuning people's
heads toward something which
was not out for their pocketbooks. These are an expense to
me, and the cost of production is
about a dollar a flyer. Since we
do not take in any money, they

are merely a hobby. I can only
dream about free expression after this publicity and hope that
there are enough open minds that
can see over the issue of hemp's
legality at this time. After all,
GeorgeWashington was a strong

proponent of the plant and its
importance, saying "Make the
most of the hemp seed, sow it
everywhere..." Let's just hope
that we are able to elect a president who knows enough to inhale, or at least knows enough
about honesty.
It is a new day around here,
and a better day is coming. I
thank The Heights and the community for their attention. Remember to keep your eyes and
your mind open so that we can
grow out of these dark ages.
Wake up and experience the
Heights of your rationality.

Alberich
Member of the BC
Hempography Society

to the Editor Policy

Letters must be typed or submitted on disk by Thursdays at 5 pm.
To be consideredfor publication, letters must be 500 words or less, and
include the author's name, school, year of graduation, andphone number
(for verification purposes only).
The editor reserves the right to reject, edit and condense all letters. The
letter's author, not The Heights, is responsiblefor all statements.

Cokie Roberts?"
Evidently this year, they
couldn't do better. Harvard gets
Al Gore, and last year Northeastern landed Bill Clinton, but
we get Cokie Roberts. Gore and

Clinton are big-name speakers,

speakers who make you stand up

and take notice. But Cokie Roberts? Well, it's not that she's a
bad selection ?someone like Jeffrey Dahmer would be a bad selection?she's just not a great
one. She's a very well-respected
broadcast journalist for ABC and
NPR, and she'll probably offer a
great deal of insightful, intelligent comments.

Boooorrrrring!
The one thing that Roberts
does have going for her is her
name. She's a Godsend to headline writers everywhere. Just
imagine the possibilities: The
Cokie Crumbles; Roberts Falls
Apart in Interview With Howard
Stern. Or: Cokie Dough: How
Much Money Does Roberts
Make ?
But name-association aside,
why did BC select Roberts as
1994 Commencement speaker,
Fr. Monan's last Commencement
ceremony ever? I can't answer
that question. But I'm always
looking for ways to help out, so
I've compiled this list of potential replacement commencement
speakers, if Roberts should be
unable to attend. Each one is
sure to satisfy even the most finicky member of the selection
committee. The list:
Siren: Like Cokie Roberts,
she's a well-respected woman
who has made it to the top of a
difficult field. Of course, her
field is beating people up on
"American Gladiators," so no
one can complain that she's a
boring selection. There may be
one problem, however. If Fr.
Monan moves in to award her
with an Honorary Doctor of Laws
degree, she may instinctively flip
our president over her shoulder
and into the hands of Jazz, Sky,
Laser and Hawk, whereupon all
hell would break loose.
Ronald McDonald: Why not?
Unlike Roberts, every student is
familiar with his work. With
some luck, maybe he can pass
along some tips to the cooks at
the Rat.
That guy who wears the unicorn hat at basketball games:
He'll probably be there anyway,
so why not let him talk?
Che-chi: For his uncompromising business savvy. And free
hot dogs for everyone!
Steven Wright: He'll be on
campus this Tuesday anyway, so
maybe we could ask him to.stick
around until May 23. "Hello.
Thank you for this degree. I have
a friend who's a midget dwarf.
He poses for trophies."
Well, that's the list. I hope
Cokie Roberts isn't offended by
it. In fact, I hope she doesn't
even get to read this, because
she won't be pleased. And if she
does get upset, she'll probably
the Cokie Monster.
turn into
....
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Fultonians debate restrictions on pornography
NEWS EDITOR

The federal government's restriction of pornography, a topic
of relevance on the Boston College campus due to the Women's
Resource Center's (WRC) recent
assault on violent pornography,
was debated by the four members of the Fulton Debating Society during the Fulton Prize
Debate last week.
Brian Danforth, A&S '94, and
Wenyu Ho, A&S '95, debated
the affirmative, which resolved
"That the federal government
should restrict violent pornography." Danforth began the argument by attempting to correlate
the relationship between violent
sexual pornography and rising
rates of violence against women.
He cited the statistic, "51 percent of all X-rated films contain
the rape of a woman.
"Restricting violent sexual
pornography will not restrict first
amendment rights, because the
proposed ordinance is aimed at
stopping actual harms," Danforth
said.
Ho later added to his argument, recounting the story of a
young girl whose father would
force her to watch pornography
and molest her. Ho told the audience that the girl's father said,
"What they were doing was not
wrong, because they were doing
it in a film, and it was okay.
"Every piece of evidence tells
1you the way to solve for theproblems associated with violentpornography is to stop pornography
depicting violent sexual acts,"
Ho said.
The counter argument proposing a maintenance of the status
quowas debatedby Chris Strunk,
..-

'

:

:

;

?

A&S '95,andLizaDiBella,A&S
'94. Strunk began his argument
saying, "The affirmative is working with misrepresented data,
flawed logic and an inability to
solve the problem." He disputed
the claim that violent pornography was on the rise, or that a rise
in this media was necessarily
connected to violent crimes

against women.
Dißella argued that the regulation of violent pornography
was a fundamental violation of
first amendment rights. In addition, "Censorship offers a simple
solution to a complex societal
problem. When we enact censorship, we deflect energy from
finding a solution to the real
problems," Dißella said.
In response to the argument
that prohibiting violent pornography restricts free speech,
Danforth said, "Our plan does
not restrict free flow of ideas,
but tries to prohibit speech that
is violent."
The opposing team argued that
education, not a restriction of
ideas, was the key to changing
perceptions regarding violent
acts against women, citing the
numerous educational programs
offered by the WRC as an example.
The debate was won by
Danforth and Ho, on the affirmative side.
In addition, Ho received the
Fulton Medal, given annually to
the best debater. She took the
opportunity to thank director of
forensics, Dale Herbeck. "Dale
has really been the backbone of
Jhe Fulton for many years," Ho
said.
The Fulton Debating Society
is currently ranked third in the
national standings.
??

?

-

-
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Fultonians Wenyu Ho, A&S '95, and Brian Danforth, A&S '94, debated against fellow
Fultonians Christopher Strunk, A&S '95, and Liza Dißella, A&S '94 (not shown), on the issue
of whether or not the federal government should restrict violent pornography.

Christian/Jewish relations,

anti-Semitism focus of movie
By Barbara Restaino
HEIGHTS STAFF

The Boston College Jewish
Students Association (JSA)
sponsored a screening of The
Cross and the Star: Jews, Christians and the Holocaust last
Monday in Gasson Hall. Produced by Professor John
Michalczyk, the film traces the
routes ofChristian anti-Semitism
from ancient times.
"The reason for the showing
was to make us more sensitive to
Jewish and Christian relations
and to pave the way for guest
speaker and Holocaust survivor
-

;

By Diana Pisciotta
HEIGHTS ASSISTANT

;

-

Rena Finder," Michalczyk said.
The film raises the question of
how to claim superiority of one's
faith without putting down others. It asserts that feelings of
racial superiority are at the base
of all the problems between
Christians and Jews.
According to the film, antiSemitic attitudes were present in
Biblical times, when Christians
charged the Jews with crucifying Jesus Christ. Later, Saint
Augustine stated that there was
no salvation outside the Church.
Convert or die was the prevalent
idea during the crusades and the
Inquisition. In addition, Martin
?

?

Luther said that Jews were Christian enemies.
In this century, the film focused on the anti-Semitism of
Adolf Hitler in Nazi Germany.
Hitler believed he was working
with the blessing of the Lord,
and pastors were forced to swear
their allegiance to him.
The film claimed that, during
the Holocaust, Jews were made
to feel like animals and faith
became secondary to basic needs.
They asked not where God was,
but where was man.
During the Holocaust, there

Michalczyk, page 31
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Introducing the fastest ways
to get through college.
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Speed. Power. And more speed. That's what the new Power Macintosh" is all about. It's a
Macintosh" with PowerPC" technology. Which makes it an
incredibly fast personal computer. And the possibilities are
endless. Because now you'll have the power you need for high-performance applications

like statistical analysis, multimedia, 3-D modeling and much more. So, what are you
waiting for? Visit your Apple Campus Reseller for more information and see for yourself. Now
that Power Macintosh is here, college may never be the same.

Boston College Computer Store

Gasson Hall, Room 15-552-8563,
Mon.-Fri. 10am-4pm, Thurs evenings until 6pm
Apple Computer loan applications available at BC Computer Store
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Sullivan seeks link between Church, gays
reason, between homosexuals
whose tendencies come from a
false education, from a lack of

By Laurie Claret
FOR THE

HEIGHTS

Focusing on how the gay community relates to Catholicism,
editor of The New Republic
magazine Andrew Sullivan was
featured in a lecture titled "Homosexuality and the Catholic
Conversation" last week at BC.
As part of a forum sponsored
by the University Committee on
Sexual Diversity and Personal
and Community Development,
Sullivan addressed a packed audience, comprised mostly of
graduate students and faculty
members. The committee's purpose is to provide an environment open to all members of the
BC community for dialogue and
reflection on issues related to
human sexuality and its aspects.
Sullivan, an openly gay Roman Catholic conservative, spent
a substantial portion of his hourlong lecture citing the Roman
Catholic Church's letters on the
matter of homosexuality from
1975 and 1986.
Quoting the Vatican's 1975
Declaration on Certain Questions Concerning Sexual Ethics,
Sullivan said, "A distinction is
drawn, and it seems with some

normal sexual development,
from habit, from bad example,
or from other similar causes, and
it is transitory, or at least not
incurable, as homosexuals who
are definitively such, because of
some kind of innate instinct, ora
pathological constitution, judged
to be incurable."
Sullivan explained, "That distinction was a dramatic moment
in the development of the Church
doctrine regarding homosexuality. Before that, officially, ho-

Sullivan, page 32

HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO/KEVIN BREEN

New Republic editor Andrew Sullivan spoke last Thursday
about the issue of being openly homosexual and a member of
the Roman Catholic Church.

'Real Choices' examines women's options
Green's research was that it was

By Stephanie Patafio

not material, but emotional concerns that influence women to

HEIGHTS STAFF

Frederica Mathewes-Green,
project director of Real Choices,
a program designed to reduce
the need for abortion in the
United States, held a press conference last Thursday to discuss
the results of her research which
concerned the reasons why
women have abortions.
Mathewes-Green surveyed
post-abortion women and studied case histories of women who
have had abortions with the hope
of finding the motivating factors
behind why women choose to
have abortions. Mathewes-Green
also wanted to show that there
are other options besides abortion for women with unwanted
pregnancies.
One result of Mathewes-

have abortions. Many had abortions to please people they were
close to, such as parents or a
boyfriend. Mathewes-Greensaid
that, in many cases, the women
is forced to feel she "has to
choose her family or baby.
Mathewes-Green's research
also showed that the emotion
linked with giving a baby up for
adoption also makes abortion
seem more appealing to many
women. "To sever the bond with
the baby is harder than having an
abortion early on," was one notion many women have stated
Mathewes-Green.
Mathewes-Green said she is
not interested in pushing any legal action against abortion. She
feels the right to choose an abor-

tion is one which the American
society does not want taken away
from women.
Mathewes-Green would rather
show the heartache women suffer after having an abortion and
point out that there are other
options. "[Abortion] plays havoc
with a woman's self esteem,"

Mathewes-Green said. She said
that post-abortion effects can
include alcoholabuse, binge eating and women feeling that they
have loss control of their lives.
research,
Mathewes-Greendiscovered that
the number of first-time abortions are decreasing, while the
number of repeat abortions are
increasing. Mathewes-Green
said this increase is caused by

Through

atonement

her

pregnancy?a

woman's subconscious desire to
get pregnant again.

When awoman becomes pregnant after previously having

an

abortion, she is then faced with
the same situation. MathewesGreen said women will have a
second abortion to either prove
the first one was not wrong or
because they feel they are no
longer worthy to be a mother
since they have already killed
one baby.
Leila Little, executive director of Women Affirming Life,
arranged Mathewes-Green's
press conference. Little explained that she wanted to have
it on a college campus "because
of the growing interest of students in the pro-life cause."
Through a pro-life publisher,
Real Choices will print
Mathewes-Green's research,
which will be available in Christian bookstores in October.
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Leonard Persuasive Speaking
Contest Winners
The winners of the 1994 Leonard
Persuasive Speaking Contest are
first place, Courtney Colavita,
A&S '97; second place, John
Waguespack, CSOM .'94; and
third place, Jennifer Egan,
CSOM '95. Awards will be presented at a reception held in the
Communication Office in Lyons
Hall 215 A-B on Thursday, April
21, at 2:00 p.m.

BC Hawaiian Club Sponsors

mosexuals didn't really exist
from the Church's point of view."
He added, "According to the
Church, homosexual acts had
existed, but they were performed
by heterosexuals for a variety of
reasons?all of which were no
reason to condone it, whether
these things were because they
were brought up a certain way,
or because they were curious.
"These heterosexuals were
acting wrongly because they
were acting against the purpose
of sexuality, which is procreation," Sullivan said.

BC BRIEFS

Affordable Rates
"Secure and Safe
*Clean, well-lit facility

*

Space is limited. Call today to make a reservation.

*Must present valid student ID.
*Subject to availability.
Not ahd combinatlon wth
I
other offer.
any
l
*

X
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Expires 6/30/94

Luau
The BC Hawaiian Club,
Huilokahi, welcomes spring with
its third-annual luau on Saturday, April 23, from 5:30 to 10
p.m. at the Lyons cafeteria.
Guests will enjoy a dinner buffet
of traditional Hawaiian fare and
island treats. Dinner will be followed by an evening of entertainment with authentic Hawaiian music and dancing and demonstrations of the ancient art of
the hula. "The luaus of the last
two years were a tremendous
success, and we want this year's
to be even greater. It will be a
night of true Hawaiian hospitality," Jonah Ka'auwai, president
of the BC Hawaiian Club, said.
Tickets are available at the
McElroy ticket booth.

Veterans Club Proposed
Christopher Combs has taken the
initial steps to organize a Veterans' Club of BC, a group that
existed as a recognized organization in 1986-88. The purpose
of the club would be to address

issues and

concerns relative to
veterans. Among these would be

housing, VA benefits, reserve
duty and assimilation into civilian society. The group would be
open to students, faculty and staff
of BC and possibly include students who participate in various
R.O.T.C. and Marine P.L.C. programs at the University. If interested, contact ODSD in McElroy

233.
Tworkov exhibit to be discussed
Robert Storr, curator of painting

and sculpture at the Museum of
Modern Art in New York, will
discuss the works of American
artist Jack Tworkov on Thursday, April 21, at 8 p.m. His address, "Tworkov: Gesture and
Interval," complements an exhibition of Tworkov's paintings
and drawings titled, "Jack
Tworkov, 1935-1982: An Abstract Expressionist Inventing
Form," on display through May
22 at the BC Museum of Art. The
lecture, which will be in Devlin
008, is funded by a grant from
the Lowell Institute of Boston
and is free and open to the public.
Asian American Heritage
Month Events
The 14th-Annual Culture Night
will be held in celebration of
Asian/Pacific American heritage
month. This event will consist of
cultural entertainment and ethnic cuisine from the Philippines,
China, Japan, Korea, Southeast
Asia, Vietnam, India and Hong
Kong. The event will be held on
Friday, April 22, from 6 p.m. to
1 p.m. in O'Connell House.
There will also be a art exhibit,
"Welcome to Asian America."
This multimediaart exhibit will
be on display on April 25 and 26
in the CabaretRoom, 70 St. Thomas More Drive.

SOE T-shirt sale

The School of Education (SOE)
senate is selling SOE T-shirts for
$10, benefiting the senate for
their programs and events. Tshirts are available for sale in
Campion 111.
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Kennedy's campaign manager seeks volunteers
By Jen Kavanaugh
HEIGHTS STAFF

.

As part of Senator Edward
Kennedy's reelection campaign,
the Senator's nephew, Michael
Kennedy, son of the late Robert
F. Kennedy, appeared at Boston
College last Monday to recruit
volunteers for the Senator's
statewide campaign.
As campaign manager for his
uncle's reelection bid, Kennedy
has been visiting college campuses around the state to generate student support. His appearance at BC was coordinated by
student campaign intern Joe
Alden and sponsored by BC
Democrats.
Kennedy was pleased with the
attendance of the nearly fifty students, saying, "When I was in
college there wasn't much political enthusiasm. This is encouraging. It is important for
young people to be involved."
In his address to the students,

Kennedy emphasized what a
critical time this is in his uncle's
career. He listed health care reform, AIDS, breast cancer research, and education finance
reform as the foremost concerns
on Senator Kennedy's agenda.
Kennedy provided an explanation for this recent activity. "The
dam broke with the election of
Clinton, because he is someone
who shares the same concerns of
Senator Kennedy," Kennedy
said.
Besides detailing his uncle's
accomplishments in the Senate,
Kennedy also discussed thechallenges involved with the reelection campaign. He explained that
the Senator was experiencing a
"disconnect" with the voters,
which has hindered his attempts
to communicate his message to
them. Kennedy's task is to reconnect Senator Kennedy with
his constituency.
According to Kennedy, convincing the voters to view his

uncle's platform objectively is
another obstacle. "What we
face," he said, "is that we don't
have many people who haven't
formed an opinion [about Senator Kennedy]." Kennedy estimated that one out ofevery three
voters will vote against the incumbent senator, regardless of
who the opponent might be. He
cited the Senator's length of time
in office and special-interest opposition as the two main causes
of voter dissension.
However, when questionedby
students about his uncle's often
turbulent private life, Kennedy
acknowledged that the "celebrity take" on the Senator's life
has undermined his attempts to
deal with the issues. "People,
especially those under thirty,
might not remember some of the
reforms, but they will remember
Palm Beach, or a divorce, or
something like that," he admitted.

Kennedy, page 31
Boston College
The

Rena (Ferber) Finder:

Kimberly S. Bisset
HEIGHTS STAFF

SCHINDLER'S
LIST
RENA FINDER, Saved by Oskar Schlndler at
the age of 13, discusses her personal experiences
In light of Steven Spielberg's film

SCHINDLER'S LIST.
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Wednesday, April 20
7:30 PM
Devlin Hall Rm 08
FOR FURTHER DETAILS: John Michalczyk (552-3S9S)
Adam Winthrop (646-6563)
Art Swift (558-8985)

COURTESY

OF BC DEMOCRATS

EC's Graver shares works

The Cinema Society and
Jewish Student Association present:

Recalling

PHOTO

Michael Kennedy, Senator Edward M. Kennedy's campaign
manager, hopes to find volunteers from all over the state.

A small, yet enthusiastic portion of the literary community
was drawn out last Tuesday to
hear Elizabeth Graver, a current
visiting assistant professor of
English at BC, read excerpts from
her works.
Graver took her place at the
podium after a praise-filled and
personalized introduction by
Professor Bob Chipka in which
he detailed her various literary
accomplishments. These accomplishments include authoring a
collection of short stories titled
Have You Seen Me? awarded the
Drue Heinz Literature prize in
1991 and published by Pittsburgh
and Ecco Presses. Graver was
also the recipient of a National
Endowment for the Arts Fellowship in 1992 and an O. Henry
award in 1994.
After a brief explanation of

why she chose the readings.
Graver shared some background
from her novel, a work-inprogress that she chose to read
from, titled Hungry Girl. Although Graver started off the
reading timidly and carefully,
her nervousness dissipated as she
put her hand to her cheek and
settled into her craft of storytelling.
As Graver revealed her stories, the air in the room was one
of anticipation and responsiveness one might think would be
reserved for football games or
pep rallies.
As Graver began to open up,
the audience became more involved in her work, laughing at
times, lending nods of agreement
and occasionally uncomfortably
readjusting positions in their
chairs when she revealed images
of particular uniqueness or
frankness.
In her second selection, from

the book Have You Seen Me, from
the story of the same title, Graver
again examined the motherdaughter relationship from anew
perspective despite its familiar
setting. For example, in the beginning of the story a child joyfully eats a cheeseburger at
McDonald's "while her mother
drank water and tried not to look
at the food."
Throughout her reading.
Graver was continually engaged
the audience subtly and quietly
by both connecting and disassociating the characters from one
another and the audience, by
carefully revealing and concealing their understanding of themselves and their relation to the
world.
Graver uses complex and intricate themes in her work that
were conveyed sensitively and
intelligently through images as
well as genuine character interaction within her stories.

ATTENTION SENIORS
in the
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES
Announcements and instructions regarding
the Baccalaureate Mass, May 22
and Commencement, May 23
and the traditional Senior Survey
will be available beginning on Wednesday.
April 20 in the Associate Dean's office,
Gasson 109.
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BUSINESS

Senior panel gives hints for Wall St. interviews
FOR THE HEIGHTS

Is working on Wall Street a
dream of yours? For the five
students who sat on the Senior
Wall Street Panel last Tuesday,
April 12, in O'Neill 255, the
dream will soon be a reality.
For nearly an hour and a half
the panel, composed of members of the finance academy and
the Beta Gamma Sigma Honor
society, discussed strategies and
techniques learned from their
experiencesinterviewing on Wall
Street. The Panel, chaired by
Charles Trafton, discussed many
aspects that relate to a successful job search in the fields of
investment banking, trading and
other Wall Street endeavors.
Everything from resumes to handling the big interview was discussed and sometimes debated
among members of the panel.
Between them, the Seniors
estimated they had endured over
four hundred interviews, sometimes stretching straight from
eight in the morning until six at
night. One Senior cautioned,
"Your resume gets you your first
interview. From that point on,
it's all you there evaluating."
Another advised, "Make no mistakes on your resume. Every
company gets so many that
they're just looking for an excuse to get rid of yours." Other
tips on resume enhancement included leaving out the objective
part of the resume, after all, the
firms know why you are applying from your cover letter and
bucking the preset format found
on many professional resume
programs. They emphasized the
need to make your resume stand
out but warned against using
gimmicks of any kind. The kind
of creativity that may have
helped you get into college will
not work on Wall Street.
What if your resume says that

4:00

then practice, practice, practice."
Another advised, "Memorize the
current market indexes and be
ready to recite them." A good
deal of the inspiration for the
questions interviewers will ask
you comes from recent Wall
Street Journal articles so it's a
good idea to get a subscription
and read it regularly.

you have spent four years in the
school of Arts and Sciences
studying philosophy? "Not a
problem, many of the undergraduates they hire have liberal
arts backgrounds. Only one of
the Ivy League schools, Perm,
has a business school. Therefore,
they are used to taking a good
deal of liberal arts majors who

how aggressive they should be
in interviews. The consensus of
the panel seemed to be that each
interviewer was different, but
that one should always keep in
mind the question the interviewer is asking, "Can I work 80
hours a week with this person
and still want to go out for a beer
at the end of the day?"
Do not forget to have intelligent, wel 1-constructed questions
foryour interviewer. A good half
of every interview will be reserved for your questions, and it
can get uncomfortable if you try
to ask questions off the top of
your head. "People love to talk
about themselves. Find out what
they do, what projects they are
working on, what it's like to work
in their company."
What's the best way to get in
the door to use your interviewing skills? The Carrier Center is
a good start, but nothing beats
networking. Looking at lists of
alumni, available on the second
floor of the career center, who
have voluntarily agreed to meet
and discuss their professions is
an excellent way to gain information about a particular field
and get names of others who
might be willing to help BC stu-

dents..

HEIGHTS STAFF
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SHAWN MEAD

Panelists (from left to right) Charles Trafton, Brian Gorczynski, Glenn Corliss, Sage Kelly
along with Aaron Ford, not shown here, gave invaluable advice on Wall St. interviews.
Be ready to do some math in come up with your own answers
they train after they hire, but that
doesn't mean you can get away your head as well. "It's a good and do the necessary research to
without any business knowledge idea to know your square roots be convincing. "Your last interat all. You have to be able to
views will be your most successup to 20, the value of pie, comful, so save those two or three
demonstrate you're serious."
pound interest and other basic
So how do you prove to your
mathematical functions." What
companies your most enamored
if you get stuck on a question? with until the end," several paninterviewers that you are serious? "Do your homework," ad"Don't panic; rather, work it out, elists suggested. One panelist
vised Aaron Ford, who was the
indicated that he had interviewed
verbalizing how you would attack the problem to your interat accounting firms, even though
only member of the panel going
into trading. "You can study for
viewer. A wrong answer is a it was outside his field of interinterviews, go to the bookstore wrong answer, take the opportuest, just to gain experience.
nity to showcase what you do
Many in the audience asked
and pick up books on logic and

It's important to realize that
relatively few companies actually recruit here, and of those
that do recruit, only a few of
their departments are involved.
"Take it upon yourself to find
out the many opportunities that
are available and go after them,"
the panel advised. Job hunting
can be a full time forty hour a
week activity. Keep a database
of what you have done and who
you have met. Without organization the process can quickly become overwhelming.
The Panel was recorded on
video tape and is available in the
Career Center for use by any
interested students.

Stock of the Week

METING TUESDAY
I
BUSINE THIS
AT

know." Never bluff, however,
just remember your interviewer
knows the answer and will know
whether or not you do too.
Be ready for the inevitable
questions of why you want to
work for the particular company
you're interviewing for and why
they should choose you over an
Ivy League candidate. You must

.

Hotel is the only one of these
properties that is currently in
operation. It is basically still in

HARVEYS CASINO RE-

SORTS

\u25a0

EXCHANGE: NYSE
SYMBOL: HVY
PRICE AS OF 4/15/94: $ 13 5/

8
EPS 1993: $0.67
EPS 1992: $1.04

Wagon Wheel, with its 118
hotel rooms, will change this.
the same location where it was This expansion will take advanfirst established by Harvey and tage of a presently untapped
LlewellynGross. The facility has market and, with the guidance of
various expansions good management, should prove
to be a very profitable project.
oughout the years and curWhat is probably even mare
Uly has 740 hotel rooms and
an 88,000-square-foot floor interesting is the Hard Rock
which includes roughly 2,360 Hotel inLas Vegas. The Las Veslot machines, 106 table games, gas environment is quite satupoker tables, a sports book rated by hotels, and to survive,
A a keno lounge. Also the relet alone thrive, it is necessary to
have uniqueness, incomparable
-1 has almost 3,000 parking
quality or extreme cost-effectiveices, a convention center, a
:ater, a wedding chapel, pool
ness to attract customers. Hard
i healthdub, along with eight Rock, as a name, has such recogitaurants. The resort, as a
nition that first-time customers
lole, offers high-quality will be plentiful and the return
>ms, excellent dining facilivisits should be assured by the
s and continues to foster a
quality that Harveys managers
ely gaming atmosphere.
demand from their employees.
Harveys owns a 70 percent
The Wagon Wheel Casino is
located just outside of Denver
and 40 percent equity interest in
Colorado. The casino will be the Wagon Wheel and Hard Rock
first of two major casinos to serprojects, respectfully. On top of
vice the two million people in this, Harveys will receive four
the Denver area. Currently the percent of the gross revenues
from Hard Rock for managing
The

\u25a0dergone

Harveys Casino Resorts,
which had its first public offering on February 15, is by no
means a new company. The
company was first established
in 1944 in South Lake Tahoe
and continues to have its base

very interesting. The company
has interest in or owns outright three differentproperties:
Harveys Resort Hotel/Casino
Lake Tahoe, Harveys Wagon

Wheel Gambling Hall & Saloon, and The "Hard Rock"
Hotel of Las Vegas.
The Lake Tahoe Resort and

By John K. Dempsey
Business Editor

Heights
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Part of Harveys success can
be explained by their targeted
customer base. The company
targets middle to upper-middle

income customers who tend to
have more disposable income
for gaming and entertainment.
The company also has established one of the best strate- '
gies for recruiting and retain- j
ing higher activity casino i
tomers. This is very important
in operating a very successful

j

By Seph Mckenna

Harveys is a greatlong term
stock because of its management and the entire strategy of
the company. The gaming industry is very strong, wii
large amount of good buys.
Probably the best of the?
Mirage Casino andresorts. The
property that this company
owns now is, in itself, w
the price of stock. At the p
that it is selling, it is

I
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Former department chair Cartier dies at 80
By Christopher Stephen
HEIGHTS ASSOC. NEWS

EDITOR

Boston College Professor
Emeritus Normand R. Cartier,
former chairman of the modern
languages department, died at
his Chestnut Hill home on April
7 after a long battle with cancer.
He was 80.
A native of New Hampshire,
Cartier served in the Army
Counter Intelligence Corps during World War 11. After participating in the Battle of the Bulge,
he was among the first Americans to enter the liberated concentration camps in eastern Eu-

rope at the end of the war.
Before the war, following his
graduation from Assumption
College, he studied at the
Sorbonne in Paris and later
earned Masters degrees from
both Columbia and Harvard. In
1941, he received a Ph.D. in
Romance philology from
Harvard, where he taught French
and Spanish before being recalled to service during the Korean War.
Upon his return, Cartier held a
number of teaching posts prior
to coming to BC in 1962. He was
appointed themodern languages
department chair in 1963, and

during his tenure brought many
distinguished scholars to the department, as well as inaugurating its Ph.D. program in Romance languages and literatures.
He also founded Aquila,
(Chestnut Hill Studies in Modern Languages and Literatures).
Though Medieval French literature was his principal area of
research and publication, Cartier
was distinguished for his wideranging knowledge of all major

*

CHESTNUT HILL
The Boston College Ski Club, regarded
by man at BC as the most popular student club, sponsored a
fund-raiser for the Jimmy Fund
of the Dana Farber Cancer Insti-

*
*

Eurail passes
Cross-country travel
Lowest prices available
Airline tickets on all major airlines

1

I

tute.

The Jimmy Fund provides as-

sistance for children suffering
from cancer. Jeffrey Hubbard,

Call your Garber Travel Agent today !

Assistant Director of the Jimmy
Fund, contacted John Houle, a
senior at BC and president of the
BC Ski Club to arrange an event
at the Loon Mountain Ski Resort.

"The BC Ski Club was unable
to attend," Houle said, "but I
assured Hubbard that our club
was interested in working with

the Jimmy Fund in the future."
Houle then began planning an
event for the Boston Marathon
on Patriot's Day. After a consul-

BROOKLINE STORAGE, INC.
Specializing in Student Storage
?

?

Family owned and operated since 1979.
Five story brick building with a 24-hour central alarm

?

?

?
?

?

?

?
?

Individual locked rooms or spaces.
Insured/licensed/bonded warehouse.

Individual itemized Inventory taken on all lots.
An individual insurance policy made out in your name,
covering fire and theft.
May access room at any time during office hours.
Near most major Boston colleges and universities.
Deliver to storage yourself or we'll move it for you! Pickup
and delivery service by our own licensed and insured
moving service, Brookline Moving Co., Inc. (MDPU * 1178
We do not restrict to boxes only.
Furniture/boxes/futons/bikes,everything in your
dorm/apartment is welcome.
Free delivery available on packing and moving supplies.
The Pineo Family serving students for over 15 years

Call
254-5550 or 254-5007
138 Harvard Avenue, Allston, MA
and Brighton Aye.
Jtetween
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for," Houle said.
Following the Marathon, the
BC Ski Club held its final party,
a beach volleyball game and
cookout with live music. All proceeds collected will be given to
the Jimmy Fund. Cityside Restaurant of Brookline, George
Haivanis of Boston, and The Ski
and Tennis Chalet in Newton are
proud sponsors of the event. In
addition, Cityside is donating the
food for the cook out. The BC
band Headcase will perform free
of charge.
Houle hopes to donate thousands of dollars to the Jimmy
Fund. "While we were running
in the snow and on the ice, what
motivated us to run that extra
mile was the fact that the more
we run, the more money we donate to the Jimmy Fund," Houle
said.

EAMTH ©AY
FEATURING:
GUEST SPEAKER: BONNIE REISS
THE BOSTONIANS
THE SHARPS
MY MOTHERS FLEABAG
HEADCASE
CRAWL
NORTH JANE FADING
READINGS BY THE ENGLISH
ASSOCIATION

10% OFF SI 254-5007
mm
m
S\ STORAGE CHARGES P& VnS«? ma"
WITH THIS COUPON

tation with Hubbard, plans for
the biggest Patriot's Day event
at BC began.
According to Houle, five
members of the BC Ski Club ran
in the Boston Marathon yesterday. John Houle, A&S '94, Andrew Hegadus, A&S '94, Christopher Hayhurst, A&S '94, John
Giuliano, A&S '96, and Christopher Barnowski, A&S '96, all
ran in the 26.2 mile race. The BC
Ski Club urged members of the
club and BC community to
pledge money to the runner of
their choice for each mile ran.
"Our members know the
lifestyle we lead and doubt
whether some of us can run more
than a mile, but if event in South
Bend and in Landover, Maryland, prove anything, its that BC
students are capable of much
more then they are given credit

FRIDAY, APRIL 22 ON THE DUSTBOWL

system.

?

dents, many of whom are themselves college professors today.
He was also well known for
his quick wit, his conversation
sparkling with apposite quotations from classical and modern
Romance authors.
Since his retirement in 1979,
Cartier had been engaged in creative writing, and in keeping with

the admonition of Voltaire's
Candide, cultivating his beautiful garden which adjoins the
Boston College campus.
A man of great faith and spirituality, accompanied by Betty,
his devoted wife of 47 years,
Cartier was a daily communicant at St. Mary's Chapel, Boston
where
College,
a
concelebrated funeral mass was
held on Monday, April 11, with
homilist Patrick J. Ryan, SJ.

BC Ski Club raises money
for Jimmy Fund program
?

*

Romance languages and literatures and also for his inspiring
teaching and devotion to his stu-
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ALSO:
RAFFLES
MOONIBOUMCIE
FREE FOOD
AND MORE!
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"All the news that fits, we prim

Tenure a valuable insurance for professors
By Mike Hofman
HEIGHTS EDITOR_

Few students realize how important it is, but the process of
tenure has a powerful effect on
them. Its goals and results shape
the entire system of education in
America. When it works right, it
enables professors to teach whatever they want without the fear
of administrators who hold contrary views. At its worst, however, it serves to protect teachers
from being fired even if they are
not excelling in the classroom.
In the College of Arts & Sciences this past year, eleven professors out of sixteen received
tenure or promotion, which will
essentially be their lease to teach
at BC indefinitely. Some will
rise to the occasion, and others,
perhaps, will not. When all is
said and done, however, they are
here to stay.
According to J. Robert Barth,
SJ, dean of the College of Arts &
Sciences, this contract is infrequently broken.
"A person [with tenure] cannot be dismissed from the University as long as they are satisfactorily fulfilling the requirements for the job, and they can

only be dismissed if there is a
serious failure on their part. Tenure provides lifetime security
that protects one's freedom of
speech and protects them against

being dismissed for ideological
reasons," Barth said.
"Tenure was very important
during the McCarthy Era, when
faculty members were threatened
because of positions they took

J. Robert Barth, SJ, dean of Arts

that were thought to be left wing.
This ideology could be perceived
to be unpopular with the government and tenure began to gain
significance as a means of protection," he added.
Barth is a member of the pro-

Backpacking it
across Europe
By Becky Marlis

motion committee which decides
tenure matters. Other committee
members include Dean Donald
J. White of GA&S, History Professor Paul Breines, Chemistry
Professor T. Ross Kelly, Theol-

independentofany travel agents.
"Our only guides have been
the Let's Go Europe b00k..., a

&

Sciences

HEIGHTS FILE PHOTO

Professor Pheme Perkins,
and English Professor Robin
ogy

Lidenberg. The two deans retain
their seats on the committee from
year t6 year while the faculty
members are elected.
The process begins wheneach

department in A&S prepares its
faculty in making a case for presentation. The case must then be
brought before the committee
with the recommendation (by
vote) of the department's entire
tenured faculty. Over a six to
eight week period, each committee member reviews the detailed application from the candidate. This generally includes
student evaluations and a summary of the statistical evaluation of the professor's performance. Then, a formal presentation is made by the department
chair and the committee decides
each professor's fate by vote.
The process is one of nailbiting for the professors, who
are either set forth life or left
twisting in the wind by the
committee's determination. BC
does not like to burn its bridges,
however, and professors are allowed to resubmit their application. Generally, those seeking
promotion must have received
tenure by their fifth year; if they
have not at the beginning of their
sixth year, their terminal year,
they have one last chance.
"We hire people for tenuretrack positions with the hope and
expectations that they will be
hired with tenure, unlike at other
[universities]," Barth said.
The University's requirement
is a demonstration of excellence
in both teaching and research.

Cobain's death raises
awareness about suicide
By Eileen P. Brown

feeling that, whilerebirth is occurring all over the world, it is
not in one's own life.
As May quickly rolls around,
hostel service on Commonwealth
It was at the recommendation
Many aspects of society remany of us are racking our brains
Aye., and [information] by word
of one of my English professors main the same, many of the presto finalize summer plans.
of mouth from friends," Oliva
that I happened to read a book sures that might drive a person
Whether you are returning home said.
which
touched me in a way few to an ultimate act of desperation.
for the summer or subletting in
Last week her roommates purbooks have.
Suicide amongyoung people has
Boston, what could be more chased airline tickets for $585
Thebook was The Bell Jar, by hit alarming rates. I think I could
worthwhile than beginning your departing on May 18 from NewSylvia Plath, a largely autobiosafely wager thatthere are people
summer with a backpacking trip
ark Airport in New Jersey and
graphical account of a gifted on this very campus who have at
in Europe? Nothing, you say,
arriving in Madrid, Spain. Acwho falls into
it.
but what about the expenses and cording to Oliva it only took a college student attempts a least thought about
depression,
suiWhat might drive a person to
the hassle of making plans? Perfew phone calls and a little reand spends several months lose hope? Picture this: Jane is a
haps it is a lot easier than you search to find such reasonable
mental
freshman hundreds of miles away
institution.
think.
prices.
I'm nineteen years old, the from home for the first time.
The most popular mode of
Diana Oliva, A&S '96, and
as Plath's protagonist,
She has been here for a few
four close friends will embark
travel for backpackers is "riding same age
Esther Greenwood, and I find months, and everyone else in her
upon a three-week trip this May. therails" on The European Eurail
that I can relate to Esther in many dorm seems to have made a lot of
Oliva explains that her friends
transit system. There are various
ways.
It occurred to me that friends. But for Jane, it just isn't
and she began talking about the
types of Eurail passes available.
men, happening. Her roommate is
trip in December. Oliva, who The Eurail provides a uniform many womenour age?and
as well?have probably experi- super-popular, and all the mail,
has resided in Milan, Italy, for system for travelers, with serenced the kind of despair de- phone calls, and messages on the
the past two years, had been vice to destinations in almost
in The Bell Jar.
board are for her, never for Jane.
thinking about such a trip for a everypart of the continent.Prices picted
It also struck me that Esther's Jane's classes are much more
while, and it was the interest of range from $348 to $1398, constory, if it is truly meant to mirdifficult than any she has ever
four of her friends that enabled
tingent upon the type of class,
rorthe author's own experiences, taken, and she's not getting
her plans to become reality.
number of train rides and amount
is a tragic one; Sylvia Plathlater straight A's like she did in high
Although Oliva is still finalizof time the pass will be used.
talk with
ing plans, she estimates that the
Oliva opted for the Youth committed suicide at age thirty, school. She has tried to
Jar
was her R.A. about her feelings, but
one
month
after
The
Bell
total cost for the trip will be Flexipass which allows 15 trips
the R.A. merely referred her
approximately $1900. Not bad, in two months. If purchased published.
lot has changed in society away, "Why don't you go to
if you consider the $1000 many
before 1994, the price for the
cc 1953, the year in which counseling services?" The
BC students spent funding their pass was $474. As of January 1,
c Bell Jar takes place. Yet, in thought of spilling her guts to a
1994, the price s $540. If the
Spring Break trips to Cancun and
1994,Kurt Cobain's suicide has complete stranger who is getting
the Bahamas this past March.
timing is right, you can save a lot
revived
discussion about the paid to listen to her is too scary
Oliva believes it will be "a of money when planning your
cause of these senseless, self- for Jane. Now it is beginning to
great opportunity to see a lot of trip.
acts. At least one seem like things will never get
different places with a group of
Darcy Mullin, A&S '96, went destructive
close friends. It will be a lot of backpacking in Europe for a other person, a Seattle teenager, any better.
has reportedly committed suiOr this: John is a senior, prefun. I like the idea that it will be month in the summer of 1992.
of paring to graduate. He knows
in
fashion
copy-cat
an easy, anything-goes type trip."
She went with two friends, but
>ain's. Experts are worried that as an English major he is
They plan to visit Spain, explained that "along the way
ause the spring months of going to have a hard time getting
France, Italy, Switzerland and you meet other students from the
rch
and April are the peak a job, but that is what he was
Greece. All of Oliva's and her
c period for suicides, due to a interested in studying at college.
Backpacking, page 16
friends' planning has been done
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"Teaching is very, very strongly
evaluated in the process, but it is
also harder to judge. You can
count books, but teaching is more
difficult to evaluate,"Barth said.
The balance between research
and teaching varies between programs that offer doctorates and
those that do not. For example,
the fourteen departments that offer Ph.D.s might place more
weight in the professors' research
capabilities, while purely undergraduate programs would redouble their emphasis on teaching. Still, according to Barth, the
University statutes regarding tenure state that "in no case is promotion to give without excellence
in teaching."
Professor Paul Breines, as
stated above, is a member of the
committee. His presence provides
an arresting irony: Breines was
originally denied tenure in his
fifth year and only received the
promotion after his sixth, terminalyear at BC.
Breines' understanding of the
process is thus very
as he has experiencedthe inside
and the outside.
*>v
"My sense then was, even when
I was turned down for tenure,
that the tenure process is for the
candidate and for the decision
makSrs, in many ways, the most
vital moment in the University's
life. It is fraught with all sorts of
Professors, page 14
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Now all of his friends in CSOM
are landing jobs, and John has
still had no luck. Graduate school
is out of the question; John's
parents refuse to pay for it, and
John certainly does not have the
money to pay for it himself. The
end of May is drawing closer
and closer, and John has no idea
what will happen to him after
that. Maybe life really is over
after college.
Obviously, there are enough
situations that occur at this time
in our lives that might lead to
feelings of depression and hopelessness. The question is, what
can we do for all the Janes and

McGuinness, directorof University Counseling Services, feelings of helplessness and hopelessness, a fear that there is "no
way out," are the main factors
that lead an individual to think
of suicide.
"The problem, generally, is the
hopelessness the person feels,
not that which actually exists,"
McGuinness said.
He was quick to add, however,
that one cannot really makebroad
statements about suicide. "It's
very idiosyncratic. You can't
make generalizations," he said.
McGuinness acknowledged
that suicide is a very real phe-

nomenon on college campuses.
This is demonstrated by the literature given to R.A.s during
their training.

"We don't just

hand them this information.
16
page
Suicide,
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Nest not the same without cashier

Best

By Laura W. Tholen

HEIGHTS

Bets
for the
Week:
What: Edible Art: A Visual
Feast
Where: ShreveCrump & Low,
and 330 Boylston Street
When: Friday, April 22
Has yourmouth everwatered
after looking at a Cezanne still
life? Well maybe not, but here
is a great opportunity to stuff
your face with creations from
some Boston's culinary geniuses. This is the chefs tribute
to their favorite artists who will
recreate the works of Monet,

Picasso and O'Keeffe with the
real thing. This comes with a
hefty price of $35. The price
increases to $75 if you really
want to dish out the dough and
down some champagne with
your food. Proceeds from this
benefit goto the Art Institute of
Boston's scholarship fund. For
\u25a0

more details call 262-1223.

What: Boston Poets and the
Poets' Theatre, 1955-1960
Where: Longfellow Hall on
the Harvard Campus
When: Wednesday, April 20,
at 8 p.m.
If you have any sort of interest in poetry, thenyou will want
to check out poet Peter
Davidson's recount of the early

days of the Poets' Theatre. He
will give his perspectiveon such
greats as Sylvia Plath and Robert Frost. Call 695-8119 for
more information. Tickets are
$10.

What: Anthrax
'\u25a0

Where: Avalon
When:. Friday, April 22
'

A night of intense moshing
and music loud enough to cause
permanent damage to yourhearing: whatcould bebetter? This
19+ show also includes Fight.
Tickets are $19.50 without the
extra Ticketmaster service
charges (don't you just hate
those?).
What: Biloxi Blues

|§

Where: Chiswick Park Theater in Sudbury

When: Shows start April 22
and ran through May 15
This trilogy of Neil Simon's
autobiography continues with

ASST.

FEATURES

EDITOR

Most of you wouldn't know
her by name, but all of you would
know her by sight. She's
Meredith Wood, the woman on
the far left side of the Eagle's
Nest who methodically calls out
the price of your food as she
passes your ID card through the
scanner: "$5.95... thank you."
Her line is often the most
popular because everyone loves
to see her smiling face after a
hard day of classes before sitting down to eat their PB & J on
wheat ($2.85... thank you).
Meredith Wood has been with
Boston College ever since September, 1971, when she started
working for BC food service and
then was transferred in 1975
when the Eagle's Nest opened to
commuter students and students
who had schedules that conflicted with regular McElroy

Meredith Wood at the Nest
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Professors gain tenure, sometimes on the second try
Continued from page 13
possibilities: for those who receive it, it is a moment of joy,
and for those who do not, there is
very definitely a sense of defeat.
It has essentially become a rite
of passage," Breines said.
He noted that, in his case,
even though he was denied tenure, he was able to reapply.
"If a candidate is turned down
and feels she or he has been aggrieved, they can appeal the decision. It is a very important system, and the promotion committee meetings were some of the
most intense and emotionally
powerful experiencesof my life,"
Breines said.
And, as one who has been overlooked, Breines has advice for
those who were denied tenure:
"Being turned down is not the
end of the road. I recognize that
they feel terrible, and there are a
lot of different ways in which
the system works that create a
lot of instances of people being
turned down for reasons that are
correctable later in their work
here," Breines said.
"Every candidate believes that

she or he deserves tenure, and
there certainly are cases where
we lost people who should still
be working here," he added. "But
I don't think that it was ever an
unjust process."
The only part of the process
that has been thought to be unjust deals with professors who
were forced to take a maternity
leave. BC has since altered the
system to allow women who are
not able to improve upon their
teaching and their research because they are pregnant during
their first five years at BC. The
new academic policy allowsfor
women to make up for lost time.
"According to a policy that
went into effect on September 1,
1993, a faculty member, prior to
the year of his or her terminal
year, may request from the academic vice president an extension of the probationary period
preceding the tenure decision
based on special circumstances
such as pregnancy," Barth said.
"No matter how sympathetic
to females male academics may
be, it is highly probable that all
kinds of small and not-so-small

biases can enter into the picture," Breines noted.
Nevertheless, the new policy
is a clear move toward making
the process even more equitable
than it was before.
Perhaps the best understanding of tenure can be discerned
by the most successful person to
have gone through the process in
recent memory. Chemistry Professor Amir Hoveyda was promoted from the position of assistant to full professor this year,
foregoing an associate professorship entirely. According to
him, success is easy if a professor maintains a dispassionateand
professional demeanor.
"The most important thing
about the process is not to worry
about it and not to think about
it," Hoveyda said. "If the quality
of teaching and research is there,
there is no problem. In terms of
scholarship, it is the quality, not
the quantity that matters. You
have to love your students and
love what you do. In the end, you
don't care if you are promoted,
and that is precisely when you
will be promoted."

more information and ticket
prices.
What: Boston Symphony Orchestra Open Rehearsals Where: Symphony Hall
When: Wednesday, April 20,
at 7:30 p.m.

See the musical greats ofBoston perfect their performance.
The ticket prices are relatively
cheap at $11, and you will get
to see how the conductor and
musicians work together in a
less formal atmosphere. Call
266-1200 for more details.

It is professors like Hoveyda
who, of course, deserve tenure,
and the promotion committee
knows that. The process runs into
gray areas along the way, however, and that is when the diligence of the committee, the candidates and the departments is
most

important.

"Since I have admitted that

[tenure] works, my closing com-

don't want to say
that. Everyone who is denied tenure is wronged, certainly by their
point of view, and I don't want to
betray them. Every denial of tenure can be seen as an error, and I
have a built-in bias to say that the
system works because I am part
of it," Breines said.
"Any process can be improved,
but their is no committee at the
University that takes its job more
seriously or works with more
sense of integrity than the promotion committee," Barth said.
"I would really like to convey
that I feel very confident about
the process. It is done by people
with a strong sense of dedication
of concern for the individual and
the institution," Barth added.
ment is that I

Viewpoints.
Opinions from students on current issues.
By Becky Yang

Would you like to see more cultural diversity
included in BC's curriculum?
Allyson McLean,
Carlos Fermo,
SOE 97.
A&S '95.

this revival. There are nightly
shows Friday through Sunday
and matinees on Saturday and
Sunday. Call 508-443-7070 for

dining hall hours.
Mrs. Wood is a Leslie-College-trained dietitian and a native of Wilmington, Vermont, but
she now makes her home in good
old Newton, just beyond the
freshman campus.
Turning 80 this past year has
not stopped Mrs. Wood from
making her journey by car to BC
every day, though. She's seen
the Eagle's Nest be remodelled
three times, as well as twentythree classes graduate, but she's
still going strong as a five-daya-week, five-hour-a-day cashier.
"I'm many years past retirement, but I love it here! All of
it's good. I love the students and
the people, and the football players are all such sweet boys!" Mrs.
Wood proclaims eagerly.
So the next time you're running through the nest with your
chicken noodle soup, say "hi" to
Meredith Wood. She's one of the
nicest people you'll ever meet.

I am basically
happy with the
curriculum, but
I would like to see
more diversity in
the courses and
have
issues
examined from
many different
points of view.

As an English
major, I find that
there is not
enough diversity
in the electives. I
would like to see
more on Eastern
European writers and less on
Irish studies.
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Che-Chi's heralded as a BC weekend ritual
By Stephanie Millette
HEIGHTS

STAFF

After a long, hard night of partying, there is nothing more com-

forting than returning to BC,
greeted by that unforgettable
smell of Che Chi's steaming hot
food. Now that the warmer days
are becoming more and more frequent, that familiarfood cart with
its waving aroma and fine latenight cuisine is once again becoming an active part of BC
weekend life.
Since its first season at BC
twelve years ago, Che Chi's business has come a long way. When
he first tried selling food to BC
students, he was quite unsuccessful, often making only five
dollars a night. However, eleven
years later, Che Chi's sausage
etc. stand has become quite a
tradition on the Heights. The
original Che Chi (who will remain nameless) now has an assistant who aids him in the functioning of two carts at BC?one
near Walsh Hall and one near the
entrance to Upper Campus.
Not only does Che Chi and his
assistant Richie see the cart as a
good opportunity to make
money, but they also see it as a
way to keep students safe.
"It's a good late-night thing,"
said Richie. "We would rather
have food available to the kids
here than have them out driving
around drunk looking for something to eat."
Over the years, Che Chi has
found that Friday is the busiest

night, and although the menu includes kelbasi. foot-long hot
dogs and soft pretzels, the most
popular item is the Italian sausage with, of course, Che Chi's
special sauce. No matter what is
ordered at Che Chi's, the secret
sauce seems to be a hot item.
The best thing about the trade-

mark sauce is that, although every night many people try to
guess what it is, no one seems to
know exactly what is in the concoction. Only one person in Che
Chi's twelve years at BC has
guessed the mixture, but has kept
the secret since. "Che Chi should
bottle that sauce," said Richie,

"because 1 see how everybody
sucks it down."
To Che Chi's I6yal customers,
or to those students who stumble
upon the sausage stand only occasionally, a visit to Che Chi's is
definitely a cherished late-night
tradition.
"It's good to see him making a
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These students are just a few of the many who crowd Che-Chi's cart every weekend night. The
Italian sausage with the secret sauce is a perennial BC favorite.

reappearance after a long winter," saidZach Nelson, A&S '97.
"It's a pleasant change from The
Club's food."
Another freshman, Jim
McKernan,
'97,
A&S
complimented Che Chi's food,
"I had a sausage once...lt was
real juicy!"
Students speakhighly not only
about the food, but about Che
Chi himself.
"Che Chi is so awesome," said
one loyal Che Chi's veteran, "because when you go there all
wasted he helps you read stuff
off the board."
There is no doubt that BC students miss Che Chi's stand when
it isn't around during the winter
and during summer break. "I
wish Che Chi would bottle up
that smell that comes from the
cart and make it into an air freshener so I can smell Che Chi's
aroma every day," said Jeremy
Tongish, A&S '97.
For those who fear going
through Che Chi's withdrawal
over the summer, Che Chi's familiar cart can be tracked down
at Fenway Park for all the Red
Sox games.
Whether you are a frequent
Che Chi's customer or you've
never sampled his fine cuisine, a
visit to Che Chi's at either the
Walsh Hall or Upper Campus
location on Friday or Saturday
nights is always a preferred oncampus destination when latenight ends and early-morning
starts. And don't forget to try the
secret sauce!

Addie's name means much more than pizza
By Emily Tiberio
HEIGHTS STAFF

You enter the new dining hall
and ascend the stairs Jo your
right. You reach the top of the
stairs and wait in a line that makes
the popularity of the place evidently clear. As you wait patiently, your attention is diverted
to a fluorescent yellow sign spelling out the name "Addie's."
Addie's is the Italian alternative to the food offered in the
downstairs of the new dining
hall. Addie's pasta and pizza fare
consistently draws a large crowd,
whether it be at regular meal
times or during late-night hours.
As the semester continues on,
the popularity of Addie's has
continued to grow. But what
many of us do not know is that
Addie's is about much more than

spaghetti and sauce ?it's about
a real person.
Her name is Adelaide Lalli,
better known to most as Addie.
Adelaide is thought of as the
mother of the Boston College
Dining Services. "She treats all
the people who work with her as
sons and daughters," said
Michael Cunningham, director

ofBCDS.
Addie has been with Boston
College for the past eighteen
years. She began as a supervisor
in Lyons and then moved on to
manage the faculty and graduate
student area in McElroy. From
there, she moved on to catering
for BC.
This is the position she held
when Cunningham came to BC
in 1987. Since that time,
Cunningham has expressed
amazement concerning the time

and effort Addie put into her job
as catering manager.
"Addie's from the old school.
She would work 85-90 hours a
week. She gave everything her

personal touch."

Addie flourished in her job as
manager, which gave her access
important people.
"Everybody loved Addie,"
Cunningham said.
to BC's most

After a few years

Cunningham found himself in a
difficult position. Although he
couldn't have asked for a better
employee, he was concerned
with the amount of time Addie
was putting in.
"It was just too much for anyone. She needed to slowdown,"
he said.
Addie was eventually moved
from catering to the former
Golden Lantern Restaurant of

Walsh Hall. Cunningham always thought of this move as
temporary and planned to relo-

Addie to the new dining hall
upon its opening. ,
cate

The plans for the new dining
hall included a pizza and pasta
area, but Cunningham wanted to
do something different. His goal
was to create a place with character. He equated it to the exhibits at Disney World. '"Iney all
have aname and a legend behind
them," he said.
This is where everything
came together for Cunningham
and for BCDS. There were two
goals to be accomplished. One

was

to

provide a suitable posi-

tion for Addie which would make
use of both her enthusiasm and
her talent. Secondly, they wanted
to create an Italian eatery which
got away from the traditional
cafeteria environment.
With, this in mind, BCDS proposed an idea to University President J. Donald Monan, SJ. Why
not name therestaurant Addie's?
Naming the restaurant after such
a valuable employee would not
only show BC's appreciation for
Adelaide Lalli's service, but
would also make the restaurant
more personable. The plan was
for Addie to manage the new
spot to eat. She would not only
watch over the way it runs but
also utilize her hands-on approach in dealing with customers and employees.
Cunningham said Monan was
quick to support the idea, but it
took a little more coaxing to convince
Addie
herself.
Cunningham said Addie was
embarrassed with the attention
at first, but quickly warmed up
to the idea.
"I wasn't really that uncomfortable, I saw it more as an
honor, said Addie when asked
about the restaurant.
Addie's dedication is evident
to everyone who has eaten at
Addie's. While waiting in line,
customers can see her bustling
around the kitchen, either cutting pizza, stirring sauces, 6r
doing other restaurant duties.
"
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The second floor of the new dining facility is named after a veteren of BCDS, Addie Lalli.

Never taking a minute to stand
still, she keeps Addie's running
smoothly and in top condition.
"No matter what job I'm doing I try to dV my best:' Somet
time;s I missthe hustle and bustle
of catering, but I keep busy here,
and I have no thought ofretiring
yet," she said.
Despite the remarkable nature of this woman, it is not surprising if this is the first time
you are hearing the story behind
Addie's. Cunningham explains
that, at this point, not many
people know there is a woman
behind the restaurant, but he intends to change this in the future.
"Right now we're just trying
to get business to run smoothly.
The new dining hall just opened
four months ago. Once we get
things under control, we will take
advantage of the personality and
name ofAddie's." Cunningham
believes this will attract more
customers to Addie's than there
presently are now.
"With Addie as manager, the
place has a personal touch. She
is a very warm and likable lady,"
Cunningham said.
For years Addie has provided
BC students and- faculty with
only the best service. Most students go through four years at
BC failing to realize how the
service of people like Addie has
made their stay more comfortable.
, Having a restaurant named
after yourself is an experience
which most of us will neverhave.
Such notable recognition does
not come from luck, but rather
from dedication and years of excellent service.
What does Addie have to say
about all this? Well, not much
about the honor in the naming of
the restaurant itself. She tends to
move the attention away from
herselfby praising others.
"In the years I've been here its
the students I've worked with
who have kept me young at
heart," she said.
And you wondered why it was
called Addie's.
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Cabaret to host
production of
play for charity
By Theresa Regli
HEIGHTS EDITOR

Few people can look at an
empty area and see possibilities
the way a theatrical director can.
Senior Jhon Doria is making a
theatrical vision a reality in the
Cabaret of Seventy St. Thomas
More Drive, as this weekend it
become
Closetland.
Closetlandis a world of strength
within the self that most people
can only hope to find.
Doria, whose BC theatricalcawill

reer has merited such on-stage
roles as Brutus in the fall 1992

production of Julius Caesar,
George Anderson in the spring
1993 production of Observe the
Sons of Ulster Marching towards

the Somme, and Count Dracula
in this fall's Dracula: The Vampire Play, has stepped into the
role of director to make his vision a reality.
Clearly, Doria is a pro when it
comes to putting together a production on this scale.
Closetland was originally a
screenplay written by Radha
Bharadwaj; Doria adapted it for
the stage. This play is by no
means one for the closed or weakminded; the story is one which
necessitates great mental exercise to absorb its full meaning.
This is a play that is meant to
keep the audience still for a few
minutes after the performance in

unavoidablereflection.

The story centers around a
woman writer of children's fiction who is accused by the government of subliminal indoctrination through her books. The

play is about the woman's inter-

rogation and struggle against
"big brother" and the powers that
be, as she attempts to convince
her keepers that she by no means
attempts to indoctrinate children.
The show features Lara
Khlopin (last seen in The House
of Blue Leaves) as the writer,
and Doria as the interrogator.
Musical Director for the show is
the ever-popular Dan Rockett,
who plays the entire musical
score for the show while on stage

character.
Closetland is a play that could

as a

be grossly misinterpreted (like
just about everything today) as a
battle between the sexes. Although the production shows the
victimization of a woman, the
important theme is her strength.
Closetland is the place where
she finds her strength.
As Assistant Director/Assistant Stage Manager Geoff
Crouse, A&S '94, pointed out,
"This play is about an amazing
amount of female perseverance."
Above all, Closetland is a
challenge in thought. As Doria
explains it,"The play is about a
will that everyone possesses but
some will never meet. The play
tells the person experiencing it
to think.
"It says that we should look at
whatrules each of us and decide
whether or not we truly feel comfortable with it."
Closetland will take place this
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
evenings in the Cabaret of 70 St.
Thomas More Drive beginning
at 8:00 p.m. Admission is free,
but donations will be accepted
which will buy books for needy
children.

Summer break
Continued from page 13
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is," states Mullin.
"Don't keep your trip too
structured. Make a simple outline, because you might be somewhere and want to stay longer or
leave sooner. If your itinerary is
too structured, you feel like you
have to stick to it," Mullin said.
"You should always travel at
night. You not only save money
by avoiding hostel costs, but you
also save days for sight-seeing,"
Mullin said.
Another helpful hint Mullin
revealed is to "make sure you
sleep on yourbackpack and keep
all of your money in a hidden
pouch around your neck or
waist." She explained that while
the trip is relatively safe, there is
always a danger of being robbed.
Although both Mullin and
Oliva planned their trips without
the help of any organized service, perhaps there is cause to be
a little weary about making the
right plans. Don't fret, there is
still hope.
The International Back-

Continued from page 13

for attempts range from 80 to
250 per 10,000.
"These are broad figures,"

though," he said. "We spend
hours with them, making sure
they know what to do if a situation arises. Unfortunately, some
have the attitude that it won't
happen, mainly because they are
afraid it will and they won't be
able to handle it."
McGuinness noted that suicidal thoughts are not unusual,
especially among adolescents.
"It is a fairly common reaction
to depression or disappointments," he said. "But most don't
act on it."
The current estimate for suicide among individuals aged 16-24 years is approximately one
per 10,000. For each completed
suicide, however, there are many
more attempts. The estimates
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Sagittarius, November 22-December 21: You will
find a solution to a problem through an unexpected
source.
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McGuinness emphasized. "No
one knows for sure about attempts because many are never
discovered." He defined an attempt as "an act of self-damage
with self-destructive intent."
It is important to take suggestive or indicative comments seriously, McGuinness noted. A
1988 survey of 158 survivors of
people who committed suicide
found that the top five warning
signs displayed by those who
died were talking behaviors:
statements about hopelessness,
helplessness, worthlessness, direct talk aboutsuicide, and showing a preoccupation with death.
"I disagree with the notion that
people are just looking for attention when they talk about suicide," McGuinness said.
There are different levels of
lethality in the methods chosen
by those who attempt suicide,
but McGuinness agreed that most
people don't truly want to die, or
are, at best, ambivalent. "At the
moment they may want to die,
but most basically know that it is
not the answer." There is help
for those who may be thinking
about suicide.
"Not just counseling, either,"
McGuinness said. "There are
many, resources, the main one
being one's peers."
Reactions from peers faced
with a friend who is suicidal vary
widely. "Some are very help-

then research the most cost-effective rail pass options and student discount airfare."
International Backpacker's
Union is a student-oriented service, available at the convenience
of a toll-free telephone call at 1-800-313-PACK. Some of the services offered are a 24-hour emergency service, travel insurance
and counseling and"the lowest,
competitive rates available."
According to both Mullin and
Oliva, no matter how you plan
your trip, you won't regret it.
"It teaches you responsibility
in a fun way...lt gives you the
freedom to make your own
choices and teaches you to be a
lot more open-minded. You can't
be closed-minded, because the
exposure to different cultures and
places is part of the whole experience," Mullin said.
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ful," McGuinness said. "And
some may abandon the person
because the situation scares
them. They don't know what to
say or do, so they avoid the situation altogether.
"You cannot underestimate the
importance of reaching out to
someone who is distressed and/
feeling
hopeless,"
or
McGuinness concluded. "Just
be caring and be supportive."
The number of woman writers
of this century ?Sylvia Plath,
Virginia Woolf, Anne Sexton, to
name a few?who have ended
their own lives is striking. When
I finished The Bell Jar, it made
me sad that a book that touched
me so deeply was the only one
the author had a chance to write.
Not only is the loss of individual
life a tragedy, but I wonder how
much has been lost in great literature, art, music, athletic talent, scientific discoveries, and
other aspects of culture because
talented, but despairing people
cut short their own lives.
It would seem, then, that each
suicide must be looked upon as a
terrible tragedy and that everything possible should be done to
ensure that there be as few as
possible. If the value of each
human life is not incentive
enough, then perhaps if we look
upon every desperate person as
the person who will find a cure
for AIDS or be the next William
Shakespeare, we will be more
inclined to look out for our fellow men and women.
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This article appeared in the 4/14/94 issue
of The Boston Globe and was entitled "News
blackout ensures victory."
BECKET, MA
A town Health Board member up
for reelection wasn't taking any chances when the
local newspaper ran a story questioning her performance. Gail McGeer drove around to general stores
in Becket and two adjacent towns in rural western
Massachusetts, buying up all available copies of
The Berkshire Eagle. She bought more than 100
copies. Hours after Tuesday morning's editions hit
the streets elsewhere, McGeer won renomination,
topping a four-way field with 55 votes. She now
faces Valeric Kirchner, who finished second with 50
votes, in the May 21 town election.
?
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nave t0 make a difficult decision regarding a new
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packer's Union was formed expressly forstudents who "wanted
to travel without spending a fortune." It is a service founded by
two recent Cornell graduates with
the intent to "specialize in helping perfect [a student's] plan. We

Oddest News Item
of the Week

path to inner peace and thereby

Libra, September 23-October22: Something you've
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Europe

Tragedy of college suicide

Taurus,

'

day. "You will be carrying your
backpack around enough as it

U.S., and you begin to travel
with them also."
Mullin's trip included France,
Italy and Greece. According to
Mullin you "definitely have to
do the Greek Islands...lOS is a
24-hour party...lt was one of the
best times of my life." She
laughed at how so many people
who had gone to lOS never left.
Mullin advises interested students to buy Let's Go Europe,
which provides information on
hostels, airfares and miscellaneous types of pertinent information about backpacking trips.
An essential part of the backpacking trip is, of course, the
backpack. Oliva recently purchased a backpack for $220,
which she found to be an average price. But, Mullin relates
that many people avoid these
costs by choosing to rent backpacks from wilderness stores.
Mullin warns against hostels
with curfews and also hostels
which don't allow you to keep
your backpacks there during the

HOROSCOPESn^I
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HEIGHTS BOOK
REVIEW
Sabine's Notebook a superb sequel
By Laura W. Tholen
HEIGHTS ASST. FEATURES EDITOR

Sabine's Notebook
by Nick Bantock
Chronicle Books $17.95

Griffin's intense confusions, but
content that he will reurn to London and find her there after his
journey around the world trying
to find himself and who Sabine
is in his life.

Griffin goes to Florence, Alexandria, Kyoto, Brisbane,
Guadacanal, the Solomon Islands
and Paris, all the while writing
his insecurities and journeys into
himself back to Sabine in Lon-

Sabine's Notebook: In Which
The Extraordinary Correspondence ofGriffin & Sabine Continues is the second in the trilogy of the unique book of letters
and postcards traded between
Griffin and Sabine are displayed.
After the power and the beauty
of the first Griffin & Sabine
book, one can hardly expect to
be equally impressed by its sequel, but Sabine's Notebook does
an excellent job of continuing its
Romantic tradition of mystery
and intrigue of the telepathic
Sabine.
The book begins with a letter
from Griffin still questioning the
existence of his soulmate,
Sabine, and confused about the
direction in which his life is heading. Griffin explains to Sabine
that he can no longer stay in the
confines of London and has fled
to

Dublin.

.

"Will you wait for me? Stay
in my house, be my guest and
live here till I return. I'm running from you, but I'm also
searching for a way to accept my
fate, which I know to be bound
to yours."
Sabine writes from Griffin's
house in London,

perplexed by

don.

This is where the beauty of
their relationship lies. Sabine is
so confident in her love for Griffin and of their destiny to be
together someday, she writes
Griffin back not only supporting
his need to explore the world
before facing her, but reassuring
him of her devotion to him.
She plays no games with him,
she just patiently waits for his
return, which is so uncommon
and unheard of these days. It is
comforting to know it still exists, at least in some people's
heads.
Griffin's trip to Sabine's home,
the Sicmon Islands in the South
Pacific, is somewhat of a disappointment to the reader, since
essentially, Sabine and Griffin
are trading places in the world,
and nothing comes out of it.
Whether or not Griffin returns
and he and Sabine are able to
meet at last, is left until the end
of the book. Griffin, Sabine says,
cannot come home until he can
love himself as much as she loves
them, for he cannot truly love
her until then.
The book lives up to it's predecessor in beauty and readability and is, perhaps, even a bit
more suspenseful than Griffin &
Sabine.
All three of the Nick Bantock
Griffin & Sabine books are available at the BC bookstore and are
fast becoming bestsellers.

LOST CLASSIC

J.D. Salinger's Catcher in the Rye
By Nadia Ragab
HEIGHTS STAFF

The Catcher in the Rye
By J.D. Salinger
The Catcher in the Rye has
often been critically acclaimed
as the most penetrating study of
an adolescent ever written. It is
hard to argue with this assessment when the reader first opens
the novel and begins to listen to
the
Holden
protagonist,
Caulfield, narrate his strange,
funny, and painful coming-ofage story.
Holden begins his story on the
afternoon he decides to leave
school, a few days before Christmas vacation.
Having been expelled from
his high school, Pency Prep, he
decides to spend a few days vacationing in New York City before returning home and confronting his parents with the news
of his expulsion.
He conveys his dislike for

Pency Prep through a perceptive
and hilarious running commentary in which he denounces the
school and the people there, most
of whom he regards as "phony,"
a word he frequently repeats.
He takes the train to New York
that night, glad to have escaped
from school.
In New York, he hides out at a
hotel and thinks about the different issues that have arisen in his
life.

At sixteen, Holden realizes
that his problem is not that he is
a child on the threshold of adulthood who wants to remain a child
and resist growing up; rather, he
knows he is a part of the adult
world, but he finds this world
revolting and wishes he could
reclaim the innocence and simplicity of childhood.
During his New York adventure, Holden encounters people
who are even more phony and
cruel and disturbed than the
people he left behind at school.
When he tries to explain his turmoil to adults, they are unable to
fully understand and help him.
The person who understands
him the best, and helps him to
find some happiness, is a child,
his ten-year-old sister Phoebe.
He conveys to her how he desperately wants to save children
from falling from innocence to
adulthood by relating a whimsical daydream.
He imagines himself in a rye
field near a cliff in the midst of a
group of children playing a game.
If any of them came too close to
the edge of the cliff, Holden says,
he would catch them and save
them from falling; thus, he would
be the "catcher in the rye." He is
unable to think of anything he
would rather be then a savior of
childhood.
The novel's conclusion is
somewhat ambiguous, but not
without a sense of triumph. Altogether, Holden's voice is able

soar above his 1950s slang
and reach the hearts of readers
many years later.
The Catcher in the Rye was
to

originally published by Little,
Brown & Co. in 1951 and is
available at the BC bookstore
and at most libraries.

Campus Bestsellers
1. The Client John Grisham
2. The Pelican Brief John
Grisham
3.Schindler's List -Thomas
Keneally
4. Jedi Search Kevin Anderson
5. Winter Moon Dean Koontz
6. The Talisman of Shannara
Terry Brooks
7. The Tao of Pooh Benjamin
Hoff
8. The Te of Piglet Benjamin
Hoff
9. The Way Things Ought To Be
Rush Limbaugh
10. Young Men and Fire
Norman Maclean
~
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Signings*^
New England Booksellers
Association Celebrates the
New England Book Awards
The New England Booksellers Association (NEBA)
announces the fifth-annual
New England Book Awards
to be held on Wednesday.
April 27. at the Boston Public Library in Copley Square.
between 6 and 8 p.m. The
event, which is open to the
public and free of charge,
honors the very besl in New
England Publishing.
In the tradition of the New
England Book Awards, this
year's recipients bring their
readership, with honesty and
integrity, new perspectives
on life in twentieth-century
America.
All of the w inners share
New England tools, live in
the area or write about the
region in their work.
Tracy Kidder, the Pulitzer
Prize nonfiction writer, is
being honored lor his new
hook. Old Friends, about
grow ing old. Kidder, who is
recognized lor his ability to
delve into the lives of his
subjects w ith invention, precision and sympathy, has received a Pulitzer Prize for
Soul of a New Machine. He
is also the bestselling author
of such books as House and
Among Schoolchildren. Kidder lives in western Massachusetts.
Richard Russo, the master
of realism and the "Dickens
of our time." is being honored for his book. Nobody's
Fool, a week in the life of a
60-year-old on partial disability Russo's realism does
not occlude the inner life of
his characters, as they
struggle through life with the
hands they've been dealt.
Russo lives in Waterville.
Maine, where he is a professor of English and creative
vvriiing al Colb) College.
Poet, artist,

folklorist and

storyteller. Ashelv Bryan, is
being honored for his Afri-

can-American-influenced
children's books. Lion mid
the Ostrich Chicks: All Night,
Ml Day: and What a Morning!
Bryan has also recently received the Coretta Scott King
Honor Book Award.
NEBA represents over 600
bookstores across the sixstate region. Its members
across New England celebrate the region's rich literal') talent and is the largest
regional bookseller of its
kind in the country.
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Common questions about STDs answered
almost two- thirds of all STDs
occur in peopleless than 25 years

By Joyce David and
Lucy Graves, RNC
UNIVERSITY HEALTH

SERVICES

This article is the second in a
two-part series. The first article
appeared in the March 28 is-

sue.
Sexually transmitted diseases
are an uncomfortable and poten-

tially devastating fact of life for
students who are sexually active. In this second article of a
two-part series we further explore how STDs are acquired,
how they may be treated, and
how they can be prevented.
Who gets an STD?
Men and women of all backgrounds are affected by STDs,
but they are most commonamong
teens and young adults. The National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases reports that

old.

Why is the incidence of STDs
rising?
The incidence of STDs is rising because sexually active
people today are more likely to
have multiple sex partners during their lifetime. In part this is
due to the high divorce rate, as
well as to young people becoming sexually active earlier and
marrying later.
Are STDs high among college
men and women?
STDs are among the more frequent reasons for visits to college health services throughout
the country. Besides causing illness and potential complications,
they are a tremendous source of
anxiety and aggravation. Nationwide there are 13 million STD

cases a year.

Most occur to

people under the age of 25.
How likely am I to get an STD?
If you are young, sexually active with more than one partner,
and live in an urban area, you are
at the highest risk for an STD. If
you are sexually active with one
partner and do not use effective
protection you are also at substantial risk for contracting an
STD.
If my partner has an STD what
should I do?
You should inquire which STD
he or she has and what treatment
he or she has received and seek
medical care for yourself at once.
How will I know if I have an
STD?
Many people with STDs can
gofor a long time without exhibiting symptoms. This is one of
the reasons it is critical for sexu-

ROOMMATE WANTED FOR '94-95 SCHOOL YEAR
Four male sophomores need fifth roommate to fill out their 3
bedroom, 1600-block apartment on Commonwealth Aye.

ally active people to protect both
themselves and their partners
from infection with STDs.
Any abnormal genital discharge, brrning with urination,
pain with intercourse and genital lesions or bumps are an indication to see a health care provider for further evaluation.
Where can I be tested?
Most tests for STDs may be
done at University Health Services. There are tests available
forchlamydia, gonorrhea, syphilis, herpes and hepatitis.
Where can I go for treatment;
what will be prescribed?
Treatment for most STDs may
be given at University Health
Services, and depends on the
STD diagnosed. Some STDs
such as chlamydia, gonorrhea,
and syphilis are treated with antibiotics. Others such as genital
herpes are treated with antiviral
medications. Another STD, Human Papilloma Virus (genital
warts) has several treatment options available. The medical follow-up required after treatment
varies with the patient's presentation, the STD diagnosed, and
the patient's response to treat-

Reasonable rent Parking
Near BC bus
CALL 558-9975 FOR MORE INFORMATION
ment.
LOST-IN COLLEGE
?

?

Free

?

If I'm on the pill and sexually
active with only one partner
do I need to worryabout STDs?
Although the pill offers a very
good means of contraception, it
does not offer protection against
STDs. A person who is sexually
active with one partner needs to
keep in mind that he or she is at
risk for exposure to any STDs
that previous partners of the current partner may have had. Although a current partner may
report that he or she has always
been careful in the past, it is
important to realize that effective prevention means condom
use every single time. The general recommendation is that
sexually active couples who rely
on the pill for contraception
should use condoms for protection against STDs.
Will a condom guarantee I
won't get a sexually transmitted disease?
Abstinence is the only guarantee that a person will not contract an STD. While condoms
markedly reduce the risk of STD
transmission, condoms can break
or be defective or be used improperly, and in such cases they
offer little, if any, protection.

By Scotus White
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MURRAY'S LIQUORS Says.
"Pick A Price
Pick A 12-Pack"
.
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4.99
8 6.99
$ 8.99

Anheuser Busch Natural Light

O

Bud, Bud Light, Bud Ice

Rolling Rock

9.99

Molson Ice, Fosters, Becks

$ 10.99

Pete's Wicked Ale ILager

tp

747 BEACON STREET, NEWTON CENTRE

964-4550
1

[All Beer Prices Plus Deposit/All Bottles Except A.B. Natural Light

Open Till 11 Six Nights
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Solution, page 32

Coming Saturday, Apr.

23

TICKETS: $12 in advance, $14 at the door
ON SALE AT: Lobby 10, MIT Museum Shop

JOHNSON ATHLETIC CENTER

?

DOORS OPEN AT 8

For more information, call SCC at 253-3916.
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BC BEAT THREE TOP-RANKED TEAMS ALREADY

#
\q,

BOSTON COLLEGE 41
BOSTON COLLEGE 2
BOSTOH COLLEGE 75

NOIRE DONE 39
HHRUHRDI
NORTH COROLIHR 72

&
M

NOW'S YOUR CHANCE TO BE A PART OF
A WINNING TEAM!!!!

Last year's class pledged oner $45,000. Give the underclassmen an upperhand with the
Class of 1994 Scholarship Fund.
This fund supports the financial needs of deserving BC students.
This year members of the class of 1994 mill be asked to do the same.
YOUR PLEDGE TO THE SCHOLARSHIP FUND WILL MAKE
A DIFFERENCE TO A STUDENT!

HDD YOUR POINTS TO THE SCOREBOHRD BEFORE THE TiHECLOCK RUNS OUT! !!
To volunteer or call in your pledge, please contact 552-0901. Thank you!

__
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Heights Sports
By Ed McLaughlin
HEIGHTS SPORTS

EDITOR

Boston College Head Basketball Coach Jim O'Brien agreed
last Thursday to a multi-year
contract extension, according to
an annoucement made by athletic director Chet Gladchuk.
In accordance with University
policy, the terms of the new contract were not released. However, a reliable source within the
athletic department cited the figures of the new deal as a five
year package worth and estimated $150,000 per year plus
incentives.
O'Brien, who has been BC's
head coach since 1986, led the
Eagles to a 23-11 season, and the
team advanced to the East Regional Finals in the NCAA
Championship Tournament. His
team scored victories over No.
1-ranked North Carolina, Indiana, and Washington State in
tournament play.
Gladchuk said the extension,
"will keep [O'Brien] with us for
many years to come."
"I am pleased that our discussions have led to an extremely
positive solution," Gladchuk
said, "one which reflects a high
degree of support and enthusiasm for Jim's leadership. We
expect Jim O'Brien to lead Boston College to even greater accomplishments in the years to
come."

It's about time
this got done
Ed Mclaughlin

HEIGHTS PHOTO

EDITOR/ DAN LEVASSEUR

Head Basketball Coach Jim O'Brien finally received a
contract extension last week.

Whip out the cliches?they
all fit. Good things come to
those who wait, patience is a
virtue, there's a pot of gold at
the end of therainbow; this story
has a happy ending. Head Coach
Jim O'Brien signed a well-deserved contract extension last
week to put an end to the soap
opera.
Although University officials
did not disclose the terms of the
contract, it appears as if O'Brien
will coach the Eagles as long as
he chooses. AD Chet Gladchuk
said the contract would keep
O'Brien at BC for a very long
time.
The oft-maligned and recently-canonized O'Brien had
one yearremaining on his threeyear contract. He met with
Gladchuk for the first time on
the Monday after the Florida
loss in the Elite Eight for a good
part of the day. The two have
kept in close contact, through
O'Brien's attorney, ever since.
Let's look at a brief summary
of O'Brien and the Eagles' season in terms of peaks and valleys. Peak?The team started
off strong, beating Syracuse

again up in the Carrier Dome,
Winning at Arizona State, and
moving up to number 13 in the
polls.
Valley?Losses at Connecticut and Seton Hall, and a heartbreaking loss to Pitt at home,
woke up the vultures, I mean,
critics. Various letters to the editor of this paper called for
O'Brien's head on a silver platter as some fans questioned
O'Brien's late-game coaching.
Peak ?The Eagles return to
the winning ways in style as
O'Brien leads the team to wins
in six of seven games, including a thrilling win over
Georgetown on ESPN. That
streak also included Gerrod
Abram's backboard breaking
dunk against Providence.
Valley?The Connecticut
loss. The Eagles blew an 18-point lead over the Huskies in
the second half at home. UConn
eventually won the game in
doubleovertime. Again the critics questioned O'Brien's lategame coaching.
Deep Valley?Although.the
Eagles put together a few nice
wins before the end of the season, the team dropped low after
theßlGEASTTournament.The
See McLaughlin, p. 22
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O'Brien signs contract

The Year in Sports: '84-'85 versus '93-'94

A comparison of the two best years in current BC sports history
By John McInerney
HEIGHTS

ASST.

SPORTS EDITOR

Beating Notre Dame. A New
Year's Bowl Victory. Consecutive victories over North Carolina and Indiana that put Boston
College in the hoop Final Eight.
A Beanpot victory over Harvard.
Wouldn't all that make 1993-94 the greatest year in BC
sports history?
While '93-94 is considered
one of the best overall years, it
might have to take second to the
1984-'B5 year, a year in which
the Eagles were in the national
spotlight in football, basketball
and hockey. The football team
featured the best player in college, the basketball team a future NBA guard, and the hockey
team had several future NHL
players. Needless to say, it was
an exciting year on the Heights.
But was it the best?
"These are the two greatest
sports years we have ever had."
said Reid Oslin. assistant athletic director for sports information.
The second game of the 1984
football season was on the road
against the Alabama Crimson
Tide in Birmingham. It was
considered a benchmark game

to see if the Flutie-led Eagles
could compete on the national

level and contend for the National Championship in front of
a national television audience.
What transpired was what ABC
commentator Keith Jackson
called, "The greatest comeback

win in college football history."
Down 31-14 midway through the
fourth quarter, Flutie led BC
back, and when Troy Stadford
dashed 44 yards for a touchdown, the Eagles had started
their 1984 season with a bigtime victory.

There were several other highlights from that football campaign, most of them revolving
around Flutie. The senior threw
six touchdowns in an ESPN
game against North Carolina,
propelling him to the front runner position in his bid for the

HEIGHTS PHOTO

EDITOR/

DAN

LEVASSEUR

Bill Curley (L) and Howard Eisley (R) put the finishing touches on one of the greatest years in
BC sports history by advancing to the Elite Eight and beating North Carolina in the NCAAs.

Heisman Trophy. And, of
course, there was the game
against Miami on Thanksgiving weekend, a game that will
forever live in the minds of
Eagles faithful.
"It was an enjoyable game to
watch." Oslin said. The 47-45
victory was also shown on national TV, this time on CBS.
Flutie's miracle pass was seen
by millions on live television,
and then seen by the rest of the
country in countless replays and
interviews. Since the game was
during Thanksgiving break, the
campus was not filled with celebration. But when the team
returned to Logan Airport,
thousands of adult fans showed
up to greet the team and show
their thanks.
The city was definitely behind BC in 1984, which was
shown by the sellout crowds at
Alumni Stadium. "We were
sold out all year long," Oslin
said. The fans were coming in
the hopes of a National Championship, and they almost got
that title. A loss at Perm State
by a touchdown, and a one point
loss at West Virginia, spoiled
that goal. However, the Eagles
still had their choice of bowl
See Year in Sports, p. 26
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Sports Shorts
The Week that Was

Bettencourt, Cross
earn Player of the
Week honors
Marc Bettencourt and Kelly Cross both won BIG EAST Player
of the Week for baseball and softball, respectively. Bettencourt
pitched a complete game in the Eagles' 3-1 win over Seton Hall last
Sunday. He allowed one run and scattered seven hits in nine innings.
Bettencourt, a junior from Peabody, MA, also earned BIG EAST
Pitcher of the Week honors for his performance.
Cross, a first baseman for the softball Eagles, earned Player of the
Week honors for the first time in her career. She hit .320 over eight
games to lead the Eagles to a 6-2 week. In doubleheader play against
Seton Hall, Cross led the Eagles' offensive attack with a triple in
each game.
Later in the week. Cross' offensive efforts once again sparked the
Eagles in the first game of the Maine doubleheader. Her two-out RBI
double in the bottom of the sixth gave BC a 2-1 lead and the eventual
win. In the eight games for the week. Cross totaled eight RBIs, two
triples and one double. On the defensive side, she recorded 83
putouts and two assists while committing two errors for a .977

fielding percentage.'

UConn's Marshall
denies allegations
Donyell Marshall, the All-America junior forward from Connecticut, has denied reports about his conduct the night before
UConn's loss to Florida in the Sweet Sixteen. Marshall denied
reports from The Day newspaper of New London that he was out
partying until the early morning hours at an entertainment complex
in Miami and blamed the venture for Marshall's poor performance
in the game when he missed two free throws that would have won
the game for UConn.
Connecticut Head Coach Jim Calhoun said he inquired and found
no substance to the allegations. However, Marshall was spotted after
the loss to Florida at an entertainment establishment. Marshall and
an unidentified teammate were seen at the Baha Beach Club at
Miami's Coconut Grove at approximately 4 a.m. after the Florida
loss.

THE HEIGHTS

The Coach gets his reward
Coach O'Brien signs a long-term deal
McLaughlin, from p. 21
81-58 loss to Georgetown in
the BIG EAST humbled everyone as the team returned
home, according to O'Brien,
"With our tails between our
legs."
On the train ride home from
New York, the site of the BIG
EAST Tournament and the
city that never sleeps, I sat
next to a BC fan. He shared
this reporter's dismay over the
Eagles' lackluster performance against Georgetown.
The fan said O'Brien could
not win the big one, and if
UMass Head Coach John
Calipari coached the Eagles,
BC would have won the BIG

EAST.

Question?The Calipari
coached Minutemen never got
passed the Sweet Sixteen
round and got knocked out in
the second round this year by
Maryland. How is Calipari a
bettercoach? Which school is
the State's school?The Choice
is obvious.
Highest Peak?The NCAA
Tournament. In easily the biggest win of his coaching career, O'Brien outcoached,
outmaneuvered,
and
outdressed North Carolina
coach Dean Smith as the
Eagles upset the Tar Heels.
The next week, BC knocked
off Indiana as O'Brien received adulations from Hoosiers' Head Coach Bobby
Knight. Knight could not say
enough good things about
Coach O'Brien
O'Brien stated shortly after the initial meeting that all
paths looked toward a long
term contract extension this
year if BC wanted to retain

his services next year. He wanted
job security, a commodity he has
not received since he came to
BC. and capitalizing on his team's
success gave him the perfect opportunity.
To add some fun to the contest,
O'Brien dropped the fact that,
although he personally had not
had any contact, various schools
had contacted friends of his.
These contacts, of course, were
offers from other schools for
O'Brien to jump ship at BC and
settle into to a new pair of
Reeboks. A wise business move
to keep all of his options open
should the athletic department
decide to give him a raw deal.
The coach also cited a different reason in asking for a LONG
TERM contract extension. Not
many recruits will go to a school
where the coach they want only
stays for a year. He described the
situation in recruiting Durfee's
Chris Herren. Herren, like Robert Blackwell jr. before him, only
wanted to play at the Heights if
O'Brien would coach him.
Without a long term contract
extension, O'Brien could not assure this year's recruiting class
that he would coach them?they
only had hope. Next year's recruits will have the security of
knowing that O'Brien will coach
them, providing he still wants the
job.
The negotiations approached a
close as Gladchuk made an offer
to O'Brien. O'Brien tendered a
counterproposal and remained
patient, because, of course, patience is a virtue. His counterproposal reportedly centered
around differences in incentives
in the contract, not really the salary figures or the time frame being discussed.

O'Brien finally accepted a proposal from Gladchuk late last
week.The deal unoffically was a
five-year deal worth around
$150,000 per year, laden

The Eagles held their yearend basketball banquet last week.
Amid all of the glamour and glitter surrounding the seniors, the
players and coaches took time to
appreciate what they did and
laugh at themselves as well.
As Abram made a speech in
accepting his portion of the Most
Valuable Player Award, he said
he felt overwhelmed by the
award. Abram said if anyone had
told him he would win a team
MVP, he would never have believed it.
After Abram's speech,
O'Brien added a caveat. "I can't
tell you how many times Gerrod
was in my office saying, 'Coach
I'm the most valuable player on
this team,'" O'Brien said with a
laugh.
O'Brien showed his appreciation for a member of the managerial staff. O'Brien told the audience how he receives inspiration every day from manager
Mary Kaye Waldron as Waldron
received her team award .
Mary Kaye is one of the greatest human beings I've ever met
and brings a smile to the face of
everyone she meets. She deserves all of the credit and praise
that O'Brien threw uponher, and
then some.
Ed McLaughlin, A&S '95, is
the Heights Sports Editor

ATTENTION FANS:
Spring game still
BASEBALL
BEANPOT
uncertain
IS COMING UP!!!
MONDAY, APRIL 26
AGAINST BOSTON
UNIVERSITY AT
FENWAY PARK.
Women's rugby
WATCH THE EAGLES
heads to nationals
DEFEND THEIR
CROWN A SECOND
TIME.
Contrary to the vicious rumors circulating around campus, the
Maroon and Gold Spring Football game probably will take place on
Shea Field on April 30.
The football staff and athletic department contemplated playing
the game on Alumni Stadium on April 30, amidst the construction
work. The administration planned to play the game within the fence
on the field and put the fans in the upper decks, the only seats left in
Alumni Stadium.
The game shifted from Alumni to Shea this week but problems
still exist. Little space remains on Shea with the baseball fence
abutting the football sidelines and the other sideline abutting a hill.
Where will the fans sit?. Probably up on the roof of the parking
garage or down on the hill.
If the Shea Solution does not work out due to muddy conditions.
the team might look to move down the street to BU's Nickerson
Field.

The women's rugby team is following up last year's mediocre
season with their second trip to the nationals in three years. Victories against UPenn (5-0). James Madison (22-0). UConn (20-0). and
Princeton (15-10) led to the title of East Coast Champions.

The nationals will be held during the first week in May when the

team will travel to Oregon to scrum.
The 1992 women's rugby team captured the national championship; last year's team was narrowly edged out for a wild card berth
at the tournament.

with

lucrative incentives. The finest
year in BC sports (see related
story) was capped off by the
classiest guy at BC getting the
reward he deserves.
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Eagles split matchup with powerful Friars
BC wins first game of doubleheader and loses second to rivals
more first baseman Kelly Cross

By Matt Gelb
HEIGHTS

earning the BIG EAST Player of
the Week honor, the pitchers?
Beckman and sophomore Liz
Walker?contributing on the offensive end as well as on the
mound, andjuniorshortstopJulie
Obear batting .317 to lead a balance attack, the Eagles should
be soaring to new heights very

STAFF

After eight straight BIG EAST
Conference games played away
from the friendly confines of
Shea Field. Head Softball Coach
Nancy McGuire and her Eagles
felt optimistic and confident going into their doubleheader
Thursday afternoon with the
home field advantage against
the second place Lady Friars of
Providence College.
Although the Eagles had been
shut out twice in their last attempt to humble the home team
in Providence at the end of
March. Coach McGuire was
quick in defending her young
team before the final set of this
home and home affair. "You
have to understand, we faced
them [in Providence] without a
single practice outdoors. We're
looking at the rest of the season
with a completely different

light."
And that is exactly what the
Eagles did Thursday afternoon:
splitting their doubleheader, continuing their impressive season
(16-12 overall, 5-5 in the BIG
EAST), and vaulting into third
place in the BIG EAST, surpassing Villanova.
With
freshman
Alexis
Beckman on the mound for the
opener, the Eagles accomplished
a feat that two other teams in the
conferencehad previously done.
They kept Providence's potent
offense in check while supporting the effort with some potent
offense of their own, emerging
victorious. En route to the 5-3

soon.

The Eagles split their doubleheader last week with BIG EAST rival Providence College,
winning the first game and losing the second.
win, which the coach referred to
as "possibly the best effort of the
year," the team "played tough in
the field, aggressive on the base
paths, and aggressively on offense overall," according to
Coach McGuire.
Beckman may have put it best
when asked about her victory,
"The hitting was there and everything clicked. It was good to
get them back."
Everything fell into place for
the Eagles, something which
seems to have been missing in
their last couple of outings.

Beckman pitched a sterling
game: her "biggest win of the
year," according to McGuire.
She allowed only three runs to
score while scattering seven hits
over seven innings of work.
Along with two strikeouts,
Beckman had the usually consistent and strong PC offense
baffled and scrapping for runs.
"She really shut 'em down today," an extremely pleased and
ecstatic McGuire added.
After the offense mustered six
runs in the last five games, the
five quality runs were a sight for

sore eyes. "The bottom of the
lineup was huge today," a thrilled
staff replied, eyeing the statistics from the triumph. The seven,
eight, and nine hitters?freshman second baseman Diane
Croff, sophomore center fielder
Kate Giardi, and freshman left
fielder Laura Thompson, respectively ?each went two for three,
with Croff scoring two runs and
Thompson driving in another

pair.
This unexpected surge solidifies a team which already consists of a solid core. Withsopho-

Eagles drop doubleheader to BU
Terrier pitching proves too strong for Eagle hitters
By Kate Bresonis
FOR THE HEIGHTS

Tuesday afternoon, the Eagles
softball team fell to the Bqston
University Terriers in a doubleheader on Shea Field. The Eagles
lost 4-1 in the first game and 3-2 in the second.
After last week's doubleheader
wins over Brown, St. John's and
Seton Hall, Coach McGuire and
her team were finally scheduled
to play on Shea Field. Unfortunately, they weren't able to clinch
a first home victory.
Defensive play was solid, especially from Kelly Eiring at
third base, short stop Julie Obear,
and freshman outfielder Laura

rally in the third when sophomore Kale Giardi smacked a nice
drive down the left field line.
Her triple moved her into scor-

ing position. Then the lone senior, Angela Mascenti, stepped
up to the plate and ripped a hard
grounder to center field for a

Thompson.
Pitcher Liz Walker hurled for
the bulk of both games. Power
pitcher Alexis Beckman came off
the field at the beginning of the
second game complaining of
back pain, sending Walker back
to the mound. SophomoreKelly
Cross finished up at the mound
late in the game.
The Eagles offensive play
seemed to suffer a bit as a result
of a strong BU pitching force,
an aggressive infield, and an
outfield that hustled for each ball.
The Eagles did, however, have
some effective hits to round off
their overall play.
In the first game of the doubleheader the Eagles started a short

HEIGHTS
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BC third baseman Kelly Eiring throws out a runner in the
Eagles' doubleheader against the Terriers.

single and RBI. Mascenti's single
put the first and only run on the
board for the Eagles.
The hitting picked up again in
the sixth inning when Obear
bounced one down the left field
line for a single. Freshman Deb
Nasitka sacrificed a bunt to the
pitcher to advance Obear. However, this effort just wasn't
enough, and the Eagles were
downed 4-1.
The second game proved to be
another tough one, as the Terriers of BU took a 3-0 lead in the
first inning. Again the sixth inning was productive for the
Eagles and they rallied back.
Nasitka came through again
as she ripped a shot over the
head of the BU left fielder to
grab a double. Next to the plate
was Cross who bounced a hard
grounder off the pitcher's glove
for an infield single. With runners on first and second junior
Sue Corwin grounded to third
giving up the first out of the
inning.
In came freshman Diane Croff,
who tore a line drive over second to short center for a single
and RBI. Herhitsentarunnerto
third.
The Eagle rally came to a close
after Kate Giardi stroked a forceful grounder that knocked the
short stop off her feet, gaining a
single and RBI making the score
3-2 in favor of BU.

Although the team was on the
loosing end of a 7-0 score after
the second game of the series,
"the score [did not] reflect the
way we played today," a satisfied McGuire started. "We hit
the ball hard, but we hit it right
at people.
Sometimes there's
not a whole heck of a lot you can
do," she reiterated.
Splitting a series in conference might not be the quintessential idea in most cases, but
Coach McGuire remained "really pleased" after the double
header.
"We reached a level intensity
wise this afternoon...which is the
way you get things done. Just
goes to show you what a little
practice [outdoors] can do for a
young team," an optimistic
McGuire explained. If the Eagles
can keep this intensity up and
continue to click in all aspects of
their game, the rest of their season may be as enjoyable as their
sweet victory on Thursday afternoon.

Heights
Sports
Meeting:
Tuesday
at 5:30
p.m. in
113
McElroy
Follow
in the
footsteps
of
Craig
Falzone
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Goff chases all-time school scoring record
Frustrated senior takes out his aggressions on opponents' goalies
HEIGHTS STAFF

Boston College's senior class
this year is loaded with celebrated sports figures, among
them, of course, basketball's Bill
Curley, Howard Eisley, Malcom
Huckaby, and Gerrod Abram.
Also leaving the Heights is football star quarterback Glenn
Foley, who graduated last May
but played out his eligibility this
past fall. These players will be
remembered as among the best
in school history. Surely there
are others, but their names and
deeds are not known to newspapers and TV stations, and perhaps even to most of the students.
One such player is men's lacrosse senior attacker Laurens
Goff. Goff is wrapping up one
of the most successful lacrosse
careers in BC history, but so far
the spotlight has eluded him. He
plays for a comparatively mediocre team in a comparatively
small sports program at BC. But
his accomplishments are no less
historic and worthy of attention.
Entering Friday's game
against the University of Vermont. Goff held the team lead in
total points (37). goals (23). and
shared the team lead in assists
(14). His four-year statistics so
far place him second on the alltime list in total points (156),
second in assists (70). and eighth
in goals (86). With five games
left in his BC career. Goffis just
14points shy of the all-time scoring mark of 180, set by Jim
Sullivan, class of 1974.
But so far, the Eagles' record
since Goff's arrival in 1991 is
25-28. Goff. along with his seniorteammates/roommates Rich
Merklinger, Jason Silkey. and
Brendan Toulouse, has endured
four years of unfulfilled promise
and unrewarded hard work. Still,
he has managed to shine.
Goff came to BC from Moses
Brown High School in his hometown of Providence. RI. where
he played lacrosse all fouryears.

I

game-winner, in the Eagles' next
game against Stony Brook University. However, BC dropped
its last match of the year to
UMass 18-8, and finished the
year with a 7-7 record.
Goff's predictions didn't come
true, and last year's squad turned
in a disappointing 7-8 mark, despite Goff's team-leading tallies,
including an 11-goal boost from
his 1992 total.

The summer after his sophomore
year at BC, Goff joined an amateur lacrosse league in Canada.
There he says he honed his stickhandling skills in a rougher-style
game with smaller goals.
"I drove 10 hours one day to
get there, had a tryout, and played
that night," he said.
After graduation, Goff has a
job lined up at a financial services company in Philadelphia.

By Craig Falzone

too, and before. Friday's match

with Vermont, their record stood
at 5-5.
Alumni Stadium's construction, which has forced the team
to move its home site to Bentley
College in Waltham, is salt in the
wounds.
"Our schedules are never set,"
Goff said. "And it's 15 minutes
there and 15 minutes back.
That's a half-hour we could be

HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO/ SIMRAN PURI

Senior attack Laurens

'

Goff is within fourteen points of the school

But right now, his mind is still on
BC lacrosse, and he is frustrated.
His frustration has always, it
seems, been masked by his confidence. Back in Goff's sophomore year, after BC's emotional
12-10 victory versus rival Providence College on April 22, he
spoke to this reporter about prospects the future.
"We want to move it up to the
next level. The younger players
are really committed, and we
want a national ranking. And I
think we can do it," he had said.
As if to prove his point, Goff
went out and scored a careerbest five goals, including the

By the start of this season,
Goffmust have been getting used
to this pattern of unrealized expectations. But following BC's
March 26 win versus Marist
University, which was the
Eagles' third-straight victory and
raised their early season mark to
3-1, Goff didn't mince words.
"Some of us are looking up to
Georgetown,"he said then about
their upcoming games. "That
could be a turning point for this
season. If we beat them, 1 think
we'll definitely crack the Top-20."
Nevertheless, BC lost to Holy
Cross first and then Georgetown,
\u25a0
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career scoring record.

using for extra practice."
The lacrosse crowds are noticeably smaller because, of
course, the miles-long trip tests
the bounds of fan loyalty. The
success of BC's basketball team
in March should have translated
into big home lacrosse crowds,
with the games providing an outlet for students to vent their
school spirit. But that is not the
case.

"Last year on a nice day, we'd
a lot of fans just from people
walking by," he said.
The success of BC's football
and basketball teams and the
ensuing campus-wide pandemoget

nium evokes some wistful feelings from Goff.
He said that he and his teammates celebrated just like the all
the other students, but as a school
athlete himself, "in the back of
your mind, you think, T wish it
was us.' We put in just as much
time and effort. It'sjustadream,
though."
Goff reflected on his time
spent at BC as it nears the end.
"I haven't accomplished anything I've set out to do," he said.
"My goals for the team and myself are so much higher."
Those are strong words to be
coming from one of BC's alltime best. But Goff warns that
despite the frustration, he has
indeed had fun at BC, and he'll
remember his friends and the
camaraderie of the team. He
says he'll even consider playing
lacrosse after graduation at the
club or amateur tournament
level.
"After ten straight springs..."
he said. "It may happen. It
depends on if I miss it."
Players like Goff should be
heralded for their achievements
regardless of the team's overall
success. It is true that numbers
do not tell the whole story. But
is it the job of extraordinary players like Goff to perform even
better, or must greater effort
come from somewhere else to
advance a program that teeters
on the edge of big things, butjust
cannot make the jump?
Goff also warns that his job
here at BC isn't quite over yet, as
the career-points record still
stands.
"I'll get those 14 points one
way or another," Goff said.
The Eagles dropped a 20-11
decision to the Vale Eli early last
week.
Friday night, the Eagles were
to play Vermont at Bentley, the
BC home away from home. The
referees never showed up for the
contest and the replacement referees showed up too late for the
Catamounts to play.
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jHeights Student Choice Athlete of the Year!
Presented annually to that individual who was voted by Heights
readers as the most valuable Boston College athlete.

j

Glenn Foley

j |

Howard Eisley

j !

Kerry Curran

!

j

I I Greg Taylor

j

Michael Spalla

Julie Obear

j

| Holly Porter

Michael
Martin

f JBillCurley

Other

|
!

|

IJ May

Please return all ballots to The Heights office, McElroy 113, by April 29, 1994. Ballots will appear in next week's issue and results will be published in the
2, 1994 issue. Please enter only ONCE.
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Maloney enjoys every day on Field of Dreams
Coach reflects on years of coaching and teaching players at BC
HEIGHTS STAFF

In a year when the news concerning Boston College athletic
coaches has not always been
positive, it is nice to know that
there is one man here who is
obviously well-grounded in his
role as coach at BC.
Richard "Moe" Maloney is in
his sixth season as head baseball
coach for the Eagles, and if he
has his way he will be here for
ages to come. There seems to be
no reason for anyone to want
him to leave. Maloney has led
the Eagles to four 20-win seasons (the team's first since 1923)

and three baseball Beanpot
championships since replacing
longtime coach Eddie Pellagrini
in 1989, and he has created a
tradition of baseball success at a
school where football, basketball, and hockey are the main
priorities of the athletic department.

But Maloney has brought
more to the baseball program

than victories and sound baseball. A member of the BC class
of 1960, Maloney carries with
him the loyalty to BC and the
enthusiasm for the school that
make him an ideal representative of what he calls "the BC
tradition."
"This is the best coaching job
in the country," Maloney said.
"There are better money jobs,
there are bigger programs, but
this place is the best. This is the
best school, and we get the best
kids."
After playing baseball and
basketball during his undergraduate years at the Heights,
Maloney embarked on a coaching career that has covered both
baseball and basketball and included jobs at Boston State College, Massachusetts Bay Community College, St. Sebastian's
Country Day School and Bentley
College. He was named New
England Junior College Coach
of the Year three times during
his twelve year stint at Mass
Bay, and he enjoyed success
working under BC grad Bob
DeFelice at Bentley. But he always harbored a desire to coach
atBC.
"1 always wanted to coach at
Boston College some day, and
I'm not just saying that because
I'm here now. I was able to
fulfill a lifelong dream six years
ago."

HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO/ SHAWN MEAD

Head Baseball Coach Richard "Moe" Maloney is a BC man
through and through.

Maloney immediately made
the most of his arrival at BC,
leading the Eagles to a 20-17
record, the team's first 20-win
season in 66 years. He has had
only one losing season (1992) at
BC, and the team rebounded from
that to post a 22-14 record last
year.
But Maloney is not one of
those uptight, win-at-all-cost
coaches that have become too
common in college athletics. He
is relaxed, eternally optimistic
and adamant about the value of
an education at a place like Boston College.
"Sports should be fun,"
Maloney said after gleefully
pitching 45 minutes of batting
practice on Friday. "It's not always, but it should be fun. My
job as coach is to keep things in
proper
perspective."
"My job as coach is to keep
myself and the team up. If 1
come to the park down because
we lost yesterday, reaming kids
up and down, then I'm not a
good coach. I won't lay into a
kid too bad. How do I know if a

kid doesn't play well one day
because something is bothering
him? Baseball is just a small

part of these kids'lives. As long
as they work hard, that's all I can
ask."
Maloney displayed this relaxed attitude during practice last
Friday, bantering with his players, challenging them to hit his
pitches, even dropping his pants
on the pitcher's mound (he was
wearing shorts underneath). "I'll
do anything to make a kid laugh,"
he says. But through all the
joking around Maloney doles out
baseball knowledge and demands that his players work hard.
He has a sharp baseball mind,
and he is as intent on teaching
his players as he is on having a
good time.
Maloney's role as coach has
been even more important this
year, perhaps his toughest at BC.
The team carried a 9-11 record
(1-8 BIG EAST) into this
weekend's action at Connecticut, and Maloney has also had to
deal with the lack of a legitimate
home field. Shea Field has been
a swamp for most of the spring,
and the team has had to bounce
from field to field in the area to
find places to play.
"I'm disappointed about this
year," Maloney said. "We're all
at fault, and we should be playing better. I'm not going to use
the field as an excuse. I'm not
bitter about that. But it's frustrating because the kids can't do
anything extra without a field."
"Our goal now is to win BIG
EAST games and get into the
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conference playoffs. It's been
tough this year, but I see a bright
future. I'm a very optimistic

person."
Maloney carries that optimism
into his off-the-field life as well.
A resident of Newton, he often
brings his dog to campus and
spends time with the children in
the Campus School, and he encourages his players to involve
themselves at BC off the field
also.
"I love [the Campus School],"
he says. "I'm paying God back
for blessing me, and I have a
great time doing it. You have to
give something back."
"To be an athlete at BC you
have to be a very blessed person.
To go to school here you have to
be very strong mentally, and to
be an athlete here you have to be
very strong physically. That's a
rare combination."
And that is why Maloney feels
so strongly about BC. When
speaking of BC, he sounds more
like a recruiter for the admissions office than a baseball
coach. As coach he teaches his
players that they are here fpr
more than four years of athletics, displaying an attitude that is
all too rare in modern college
coaching.
"Baseball has a lot of positives, but it should be a small
piece of the pie at BC," Maloney
says. "This is a great school and
a great institution?l hope it
never changes."
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The Eagles have struggled this year but remain loose and confident with Maloney as their
coach.

Golf squads rise to the top of New England
Men's and women's Eagles flourish as spring seasons begin
By John McInerney
HEIGHTS ASST.

SPORTS EDITOR

It has been a successful
spring for the men's and
women's golf squads, as they
have emerged from the snow
to become two of the best golf
teams in New England.
The men started their season
in Florida, and their lack of
practice showed against some
of the top southern programs.
However, so far this spring,
they have firmly established
themselves as the # I golf team

in New England.
This past Wednesday, the men
won a tri-meet against Providence and Holy Cross at Pleasant Valley. BC shot 382, besting
PC's 385 and the Crusaders' 399.
The team was led by sophomore
Shane Dooley. senior Brian
Gorczynski. and senior Andrew
Maher. All three shot 76. Matt
Stanchek and Jim O'Donnell
added 77s to help the Eagles
over the Friars. Providence was
a nemesis for BC in the fall, and
they won the BIG EAST title at

the TPC at Avenel in October.
BC has also captured the Massachusetts State
Intercollegiate Championship. It
is only the second time they have
captured the title in 20 years,
showing the improvement the
golf program has undergone in
the last several years. They also
finished second out of 24 teams
at the Vale Invitational in New
Haven, Connecticut.
The team is led by senior
Gorczynski. as well as junior
Scott Farrell and sophomores

Stanchek and Dooley. Next
weekend, the men are in the URI
Invitational at Green Valley CC
in Newport. Rhode Island. The
following week they get to prove
their status at the New England
Championships.
The women's squad has also
achieved success in the spring
season. It finished third this past
weekend at the University of
Hartford/Holiday Inn Golf Invitational at the Tower Ridge
Country Club in Simsbury, Connecticut.

Boston College finished
with a two day total of 699,
placing behind James Madison 663, Princeton's 677, and
Rutgers' 698.
The Eagles were led by a
10th place finish from junior
Cathy Burgess. Burgess shot
an 84 and 85 in the two days
for a 169 total. Donna Moore,
came in at 173 and placed
15th. Junior Maggie Tilton
shot a 181 to finish in 19th.
Next week the women play in
the Northeast Championships.
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1993-94: What a year to be an Eagles' fan

defeated the Crusaders, Flutie
was flown from Worcester to La

Guardia Airport in New York.
From there, a helicopter took him
to the Downtown Athletic Club
to appear for the announcement,
which was not a surprise.
1993 football had Notre Dame,
a Carquest victory, and Glenn
Foley finishing fifth in the
Heisman voting. An impressive
year, but the edge has to go to
Doug Flutie and the 1984 football squad.
The next stage of comparisons
between 1984-'B5 are with basketball and hockey. The basketball season in '84-'B5 was very
similar to this year's team in that
it used a first- round loss in the
BIG EAST tournament to propel
it to a good showing
NCAA
Tournament. The team was led
by sophomore Michael Adams,
now a guard for the Washington
Bullets and one of the all-time
career NBA three-point shooters. Adams helped them to a 20I I regular season that included a
victory over the eventual National Champions, the Villanova
Wildcats.
BC had lost by one point to St.
John's in the opening round of
the conference tournament and
was only an eleventh seed in the
Midwest Region of the NCAAs.
But BC was able to make a run.
defeating higher-seeded Texas
Tech 56-53 in the first round.
Then they pulled off a 74-73
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Glenn Foley (top) broke many of the passing records set by
1984 Heisman winner Doug Flutie (bottom) in his senior year.

victories against Carolina and
Indiana," Oslin said.
Hockey, however, is a totally
different story. While the
Beanpot victory masked an otherwise rebuilding season, the
1984-'B5 hockey team made it
all the way to the Final Four and
compiled a 28-15-2 record. The
team was led by future NHLers,
forward Kevin Stevens of the
Pittsburgh Penguins, and
defenseman Bob Sweeney of the
Buffalo Bills. They also had Dan
Shea, the freshman of the year in
Hockey East. Shea never made
it in the NHL, but he was a valuable asset on that team.
Their nemesis that year were
the Providence Friars, and more
specifically Chris Terrari. The
Friars beat them 2-1 in the finals
of the Hockey East tournament,
and despite a stellar effort by
Eagle goalie Scott Gordon,
Terrari was still able to stymie
them. After BC beat Minnesota
in the opening round of the
NCAAs. they faced Providence

Next
Heights
Photo
Meeting
Tuesday
at 5
p.m. in
McElroy
113. All
are
invited.

This year's edition
of the men's basketball
Eagles tops, but not by much,
the accomplishments of the
1984-85 squad. Those Eagles,
led by guard Michael Adams
(R), and coached by Gary
Williams, reached the Sweet
Sixteen round of the NCAA
Tournament before losing to
Memphis State 59-57. An
NBA All-Star, Adams has
established himself as one of

Ii

I

capped off the fairytale season.
He accepted the award in early
December after a game with Holy
Cross. After BC had soundly

again in the Final Four, and the
Friars beat them once again behind a strong goaltending effort
by Terrari. That ended BC's
chances of winning the NCAA
title for the first time since 1949.
Comparisons between the two
years is very difficult, because
they both had memorable moments and excitement. Where
1984-'B5 had the Heisman Trophy and a hockey Final Four
appearance, 1993-94 had the
Coughlin resignation and stadium expansion, which could
have long-term benefits. But one
thing is for sure: both seasons
were fun to be around. And, unfortunately, they don't happen
very often.

upset against Johnny Dawkins
and the Duke Blue Devils. Just
like this season, BC was in the
Sweet Sixteen, opposite the second-seeded Memphis State Tigers, led by Keith Lee and
Baskerville Holmes (that's his
real name).
BC was in a position to defeat
MSU, but the ball went offRoger
McCreety's foot late in the game,
enabling the Tigers to win 59-57
on their way to the Final Four. If
BC had prevailed over Memphis
State, they would have faced
Oklahoma in the final eight, and
Oslin said, "We would have
killed them." Comparing 1984-85 to '93-94 is not very difficult, because this year's bunch
made it a step further, and they
defeated the number 1 team in
the country. They also followed
that with a win over perennial
power Indiana. In ten years,93-94 will overshadow the
Michael-Adams-led variety and
will go down as the best season
in BC basketball history. "What
made this year special were the

I

'93-94 sports, from 21
games, and they chose the Cotton Bowl, over the Sugar and
Fiesta bowls.
BC defeated Houston in the
Cotton. 45-38, in a game played
in rainy conditions. "It showed
how good we were as a team,"
Oslin said. It put BC at 10-2 on
the year, and gave them a final
ranking of number four. The
Eagles earned a reputation from
the bowl as a team that travelled
with a large group of fans. BC
brought 23,000 fans to Dallas,
and it showed how much the
alumni and the city had gotten
behind the team.
Flutie's Heisman victory

.....J
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the premier NBA three-point
shooters while Williams
moved from BC to Ohio State
and then to his latest home,
Maryland.
The 1993-94 Eagles
reached the Elite Eight in the
first NCAA run since the '84-'B5 squad. The senior quartet
of Bill Curley, Howard
Eisley, Gerrod Abram, and
Malcolm Huckaby (L) earned
as much praise as any
players in BC history. They
won the team MVP as a
group after thrilling wins
over North Carolina,
Indiana, and Washington
State in the NCAAs.
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REVIEW
Pearl Jam show charged with meaning
By MELISSA ST. HILAIRE

a

pC E resentsPort ait of Murde

Heights Editor
Last Sunday evening at 9 p.m.,
Pearl Jam stepped out onto a stage
decorated by only a few scattered
candles and colorful lights. It being
only two days after the public had By BRIAN DiMATTIA
learned of Kurt Cobain's suicide,
rumors had spread that they might
not play, but here they were. They
immediately kicked in with "Go,"
and "Animal," but something was
missing. Then Eddie Vedder verbalized what we all felt: Empty.
However, as the show progressed,
Pearl Jam built momentum. The
audience witnessed a catharsis on
stage. Songs like "Glorified G" and
"Alive" took on new meanings.
Eddie's face turned red with strain
as he screamed "I'm still alive" more
to himself than to the crowd.
Unlike many shows that take place
in arenas like the Garden, Pearl Jam
had the spontaneity of a club act.
Aside from the sparse stage, Eddie
added Prince's lyrics, "I would die
for you," to one song and broke in
to "Sweet Emotion" in between
songs as a sort of tribute to audiContinued on page 29
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heights
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Pearl Jam's Eddie Vedder

'

Betrayal a refined and restrained production
audience with a needed dose of
comic relief. Byrne's brief but amusing turn was welcome three-quarters into the play when the lack of
an intermission could have left
people a little distracted.
Technically, the production values were spare and, at times somber, and added to the overall mood
of the play. Kristen D'Amato's lighting was simple and elegant, as was
Tara Nulty's set design which consisted of five levels on which a
different room was presented.

By MIKE HOFMAN

Heights editor
Harold Pinter is not the type of
dramatistwhose material appeals to
the crowds in Peoria. Pinter is an
expressionist playwright whose
works generally extend beyond the
accepted notions of time and space.
Having said that. Pinter's Betrayal
is a fairly straightforward work. Its
uniqueness comes from the fact that
it is told in roughly reverse chronological order. Thus, the play's
denouement does not crescendo as
much as it rolls toward an inevitable
beginning. This aspect can burden
the play in that it becomes an exercise not in action ?we already
know that the happily-ever-after is
pretty bleak?but in dialogue and
performance.
Directed by Angela Marinelli, the
department of theater's workshop
production of Betrayal is a sturdy,
capablepresentation. The actors are
forced to go the extra mile because
the action of the play is regressing.
They don't have an exciting plot
development or conclusion to fall
back on.and must hold the
audience's attention through other
means.
The play revolves around a pair
of book editors. Robert and Jerry,
who share Emma, a gallery owner.
Emma is Robert's wife and Jerry's
mistress, and the two men are "oldest friends." At the beginning of the
play. Emma tells Jerry that Robert
has discovered their affair, which
has been over for two years. The

A scene from Betrayal

play then moves back through the
events of the affair and ends with its
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It's not that Gianunzio is inept in his
performance at all; in fact, his work
is energetic, likable and especially
inception.
As Emma and Robert, Nora
effective in the flirtatious sixth,
Francescani and Edward Saleem eighth and ninth scenes, when the
Swidey do a fine job in depicting a affair is in full swing.
The problem is that Gianunzio
marriage in name only. Francescani
is empathetic as the woman caught
seems miscast. Physically, his cobetween two best friends and she is stars' appearance and demeanor is
particularly good when she is casuvery mature and middle-aged. In
ally interacting with the two men. comparison, Gianunzio looks and
sounds much younger particularly
Swidey is charming as the buttoneddown blow-'..arc!who is obnoxious, when acting with Swidey, whose
neglectful, and, at times, downright height makes Gianunzio look like a
vicious. Both are very natural in teenager all dressed up. He just
their roles, and completely believseems too youthful to be believable
able as a middle-aged couple whose as a forty- or even thirty-something.
lives seem to rapidly deteriorate
The supporting performance of
before the play even starts.
P.J. Byrne as a manic Eurotrash
Archie J. Gianunzio Ill's portrayal restaurant waiter with the volume
of Jerry is a little more problematic. turned tip. way up. provides the

Ivan Tse's costume design was in
keeping with the attractive conception of the characters, and the number of costume changes was handled
so well that it looked simple. Again,
however, the character of Jerry met
with some difficulty. Part of
Gianunzio's too-youthful, exterior
was his costume, which consisted
of Polo oxfords, sweaters, khakis
and penny loafers. This definitely
failed to add years to his appearance; if he had been called on to
remove his oxford, one would bet
that he was wearing a BC Elite Eight
t-shirt underneath.
Nevertheless, the production was
true to Pinter's conception and the
gimmick of having progression move
backwards was handled expertly.
The play was notable for an overall
air of graciousness, which is a credit
to director Marinelli and to her cast
and crew. Neither notably dramatic
nor lavishly presented, it was a
refined presentation of a low-key
story, and a successful adaptation.
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New releases from Primal Scream,
Mike Post and Husker Du
""1/2 Primal Scream GIVE OUT
BUT DON'T GIVE UP (Sire)
You can presently find Give Out
But Don't Give Up, the new release
from Primal Scream, in the Alternative section of your friendly neighborhood record store. This, however, is a complete mistake. This is
Blues-inspired, turbo-driven, pure
Rock music. This is the kind of
music that sounds like it should be
played by Classic Rock radio stations, even though it has only been
out for a week.
Primal Scream's first major release, Screamadelica, featured
bluesy rifts and choruses, side by
side with hard and dirty rock music. Their new album, an impressive effort by any performer's standards (12 tracks, 61-plus minutes!),
has more of the same, and belongs
in the record collection of any one
who considers themselves true
Classic Rock fans. The liner notes
list a total of more than 30 musicians, singers, producers and engineers who participated in the creation of this album, including such
music greats as Denise Johnson
and George Clinton, both of whom
offer support on vocals. Clinton
also takes a turn as producer and
co-producer of several tracks.
Part of this album is slow, blues
songs, that have equal influence
from Jimi Hendrix, Muddy Waters,
and the great Ella Fitzgerald. Songs
like "Free," "Sad and Blue," and
"(I'm gonna) Cry Myself Blind" are
haunting and beautiful, providing
proof that good blues can still be
written. Other songs, like "Everybody Needs Somebody," "Big Jet
Plane," and "I'll Be There For You,"
are Blues/Country combinations
that seem to capture and harness
the talents and spirit of Bob Dylan.The number of great performers
that Primal Scream is able to take
influence from on this album is
staggering. The song styles of both
Dylan and Hendrix are well represented. Some of the guitar licks in

Mike Post

Primal Scream
these songs are straight out of the
Allman Brothers, and Bobby
Gillespie, the band's lead singer,
sounds like a cross between Freddy
Mercury, Steven Tyler, and James
Belushi (hey, why not?)! "Rocks" is
reminiscent of "Taking Care of Business" by Bachman-Turner Overdrive, and some of these songs are
reminiscent of the slower songs by
The Steve Miller Band.
The only reason this album
doesn't get a perfect five stars is
because it doesn't seem to know
exactly what kind of music it is. It
covers so many styles and influences that at times it sounds like a
music sampler instead of an album.
But some of these styles haven't had
fresh life breathed into them in
literally decades.
Brian J. DiMattia
?

""Mike PostINVENTIONSFROM
A BLUE LINE (American)
Every so often, an album comes
along that is a surprise, an oasis of
difference in a desert of continuous
musical opulence and touchy-feely
anti-individualistic emotional oppression. Inventions From A Blue
Line, the newest collection from

award-winningcomposer Mike Post,
is just such an album.
Post, who has virtually made a
career out of creating theme songs
for television shows about law enforcement, has written some memorable scores (such as Hill Street
Blues and LA. Law), and has written some true masterpieces (like
the theme song to the criticallyacclaimed Ken Wahl drama
Wise Guy). Now, he has offered a
recording of his most recent material for such ground-breaking television producers as Steven Bochco
and Stephen J. Cannell.
The majority of the album is dedicated to the background and incidental music that Post wrote for the
outstanding ABC series NYPD Blue.
These are interesting songs, each
tailor-madefor the specific episodes
in which they appear. "A Rough
Wolf," about the show's occasional
character (a man who thinks he is a
werewolDis upbeat, showing some
interesting musical experimentation.
"A Song For Rudy," from an episode
about the kidnapping and murder
of a young boy starts out slow and
sorrowful, then suddenly becomes
positive and aggressive, reflecting
the way the boy's parents fight their
way through the tragedy and go on
to lead their lives.
"The Blue Line" is a fascinating
piece. Post himself describes it in
the liner notes, saying "Aside from
the main title, my personal favorite
piece of thematic material is what I
call the 'comradery theme.' Basically, what I needed was a piece of
music that relates to the unspoken
bond between cops." "The Blue
Line" provides this, with an emotional soaring track of bagpipes
mixed with synthesizers, and the
drums that Post uses as thematic
supplements throughout this thirtyseven minute long album.
This album also contains other
theme songs that Post wrote. The
theme to Law and Order is subtlly
powerful, and the theme to Renegade, starring Lorenzo Lamas, is
actually more sincere and believable than the actual show. The theme
song to the CBS Late-Night adventure drama Silk Stalkings is a raw,
sexually-driven offering of ticking
clocks, low guitars, and enveloping
percussion that creates a palpable,

erotic, powerful presence. As Post
described Cannell's instructions for
it, it is "humid."
The best song on the album,
however, is the first one, the theme
song to NYPD Blue. This is one of
the most powerful songs ever written for the small screen, with thundering bass and percussion leading
into a soulfully expressive, almost
painful wail ofhuman suffering that
perfectly describes the powerful
spirit that is inherent in New York
City itself. This one song is reason
enough to get the entire album.
Brian J. DiMattia
?

Husker Dv THE LIVING END
(Warner Bros.)
Husker Dv is back! Well, no, not
*"

really. In an effort to appease old
time fans while increasing profits, a
live album from their October 1987
tour has been released. The tracks
are a great accumulation of the
bands progression through their
eight-year life. The music is raw,
energetic and quite refreshing.
Interestingly, the liner notes consist of the band's ups and downs
told by Rolling Stone journalist,
David Fricke. Fricke explains the
tension, the pressure and the inevitable ending to Husker Du. Fricke is
correct in arguing that Husker Dv
was a definite driving force behind
today's grunge music. One listen to
the tracks and you begin to wonder
if the Seattle scene is outdated.
Fortunately, the album was produced for the fanatic and not just
thrown together. Over 76 minutes
of talent is squeezed on to the
compact disc. The 24 tracks cover
their live tour in 1987 from a number of concert halls. In addition, a
few of their more popular songs are
left off. However, songs like "Target" and their cover of the Ramones'
"Sheena is a Punk Rocker" are worth
the substitution. Although this may
disgruntle a few fans, others will
rejoice in hearing the less-popular
tunes that deserve similar praise.
One great aspect of the release is
that you can hear the evolution of
Sugar. Bob Mould, former guitarist
and vocalist of Husker Dv, has risen
again with his well-received new
band, Sugar.
Surely, this album
must have been partially released to
Continued on page 29
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Pearl Jam retains
Seniors bid farewell at
honesty at the Garden
Heightsmen Café
Continued from page 27
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mesmerized audience, but by the
end of the score Hudnut was strongly
belting out the meaningful lyrics
The semiannual Heghtsmen cafe
Perhaps the strongest perfora capella extraordinaire took place mances came from the four veteron Thursday, April 13 to a jamans. Rhoan Jones sang his usual
packed McElroy audience. As usual, "Tears in Heaven" as well as a new
students lined up around 6:30 p.m. Jodeci song, "Lately," during which
for the 8:00 p.m. performance to get you could hear a pin drop in the
audience.
good seats for the last cafe perforBy the second set, the Heightsmen
mance of the year.
It was a special performance beusually feel more comfortable in
cause it was the last show for the their surroundings. This certainly
four seniors on the Heightsmen.
held true for Thursday when they
The night started out with the performed more jokes and puns,
entire group showing their stuff in a which is one of the Heightsmen's
new improvisation about themselves best assets. Pete Hudnut and Jeff
called the "Heightsmen Harmony." Blanceto did an old-man routine, as
It was an innovative way to start in "when I was young, we didn't
their performance and they followed have all these fancy latex condoms,
it the next day in the Dustbowl for we went out and skinned rabbits to
the Springfest.
put on our private parts," and other
The few new songs that they sang similar anecdotes.
Of course, the alums got up on
were all very original, including
"Fee" by Phish as sung by Jeff stage to sing a few, and the
Blanceto, which started off as great Heightsmen managed to, all in all,
harmonizing, but after six minutes outdo their previous performances
of the song, got a little old. Pete once again. Goodbye and Good
Hudnut hesitantly sang "PhiladelLuck to the seniors, Mike,Eric, Marty
phia" by Bruce Springsteen to a and Rhoan.

ence member Steven Tyler. Another somewhat tribute was, "Not
For You." Written while on the
road, "Not For You" is an angstridden song that speaks out against
scalpers, the industry, and
commerciality in general. The similarity in message and raw power of
their performance echoed talents
such as Neil Young and
Soundgarden when they played
Great Woods last year.
Pearl Jam mesmerizedthe crowd,
who seemed to involuntarily sing
along to every word of every song.
Though they have been chastised
as going commercial and lacking
whatever it is that underground
bands have, Pearl Jam remains honest. Not only is their second album

By LAURA W. THOLEN

better than their first, but it is also
anything but commercial. Eddie's
voracious ferosity in "Blood" and
"Leash" and quiet intensity in "Indifference" became all too clear
live.
He connected with the crowd
even though from some perspectives they may have looked small
and unreal on stage. Eddie's pain
and confusion about the status of
the band was prevalent too. When
he mentionedthat they almost didn't
play, there was a sense that he
didn't mean just tonight.
At the end of the concert the
increasingly rowdy crowd called
Pearl Jam back for an unexpected
second encore, "Yellow Ledbetter,"
with lyrics, "And I know and I know
I don't want to stay."

Next Heights

Heights Editor

Review meeting,

Tuesday spm
in the Nest!!!!!
New writers are
always welcome...
"When you're going up the stairs
and you take a step, kick the other
leg up high behind you to keep
people from following too close."
Deeper Thoughts
?

Possum Dixon shows potential; Rollins Band continues to evolve
Continued from page 28
suck all Sugarfans back into Mould's
past.

Husker Du's trip down memory
lane will sure be a treat to most fans.
The live CD may also attract new
listeners because of its extensive
number of tracks that cover the
band's life. Despite this, the release
lacks the freshness of a new band
that everyone can follow for years
to come. It is difficult for a new
listener to become excited about a
band already put to rest.
Dave Laquidara
?

Possum Dixon POSSUM
(Interscope Records)
Flashback. The 1980s really had
some awful pop music that we can
all look back and enjoy now. From
Loverboy to the Culture Club, radio
stations insisted on pushing pathetic
music with mushy lyrics. Despite
this, there were a lot of "garage"
rock bands that soothed the minority with basic rock with a twist and
lyrics from the gut. The Replacements epitomized this category.
Possum Dixon has tunneled them***

DIXON

selves back to the Reagan Era and
has reintroduced garage rock.
Possum Dixon's self-titledrelease
echoes immaturity. The music is
crude and the vocals are evenworse.
In fact, their music is very reminiscent of early CamperVan Beethoven.
The instruments take a backseat to
the lyrics. Singer Robert Zabrecky
doesn't hesitate to sing about whatever comes to mind. The first track,
"Nerves," sums up his choice lyrics
repeating, "And I think it's gonna be
a long walk home/And I it's gonna
be a long walk to the car," with a
background chant of "Landlord,
Church, Car Crash, Work."
Possum Dixon's single, "Watch
the Girl Destroy Me," has received a
lot of radio play. Of the eleven
tracks, it is the most radio friendly
by far. The single is quite simple
with a chorus that you can't get out
of your head. The other tracks tend
to have off-key chords blended in
with random piano bits. Needless
to say, there probably will not be
too many other singles released
from this album.
Unfortunately, the music-is not as

lyrics. The guitar is
very limited on each track. The
piano is rather simple, and nothing
is too fast-paced on the album to
really jam. Zabrecky's lyrics are
clearly dominantas they should be.
"John Struck Lucy" rivals King Missile with zorhbie vocals and piano
playing equivalent to a four-year
old.
Possum Dixon has some potential talent. The creative lyrics are
present, but the band lacks the
musical edge to propel them. Although the single will attract many
listeners, it is not too representative
of the rest of the album. Nevertheless, the hard-core listener of garage rock and its absurd lyrics will
take delight.
Dave Laquidara
creative as the

Another winner is "Civilized", a song
about the price one pays for trying
to be a big shot on the crime scene
ending up dead or in jail. "Liar"
has the same kind of cynical overtones found in some of their other
songs about how one gets pleasure
from conning people.
The one fault with this album is
that while it sounds great, many of
the songs' topics deal with the same
old rehashing of death and other
problems. But if you are able to get
past this and the mediocre guitar
work that the band relies on, you
have the makings for a good album.
Ted Coleman
?

?

Ratings Key

?

"?Rollins Band WEIGHT(Imago)
Well, its anotherfine effort from the
Rollins Band. With the release of
Weight, their alternative, slightly
hard core sound keeps getting better.

The album starts off with one of the
best tracks by far, "Disconnect."

Instant

Classic

Excellent
***

Good
Poor
Awful
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Talented cast can't save The House of the Spirits
intentions and extremely talented
cast, rambles on for far too long.
The plot centers around three
generations of the Trreba family

from the 1920s to the 19705. During
this time, the politicalupheaval taking place in their country often
mirrors the family's tempestuous
relationships. Harsh patriarch
Esteban (Jeremy Irons) is the owner
of a formerly rundown, now successful and wealthy plantation. The
family is balanced by his beautiful
and ethereal wife Clara, his strongwilled daughter Blanca (Winona
Ryder), and his lonely sister Ferula
(Glenn Close).

cause of his hostility towards her
lover of a lower class, Pedro (Antonio Banderas). The film follows the
family's growth and change as it
parallels the growth and change of
the struggling Latin republic they
inhabit.
The star-studded cast deliver
memorable and emotional performances, especiallyStreep, Close and
Irons. In fact, the cast is what keeps
the interest level up when the movie
itself tended to drag.

But the ultimate shortcoming of
The House of the Spirits lies in the
fact that it is restricted by the limitations of film. In book form, it is
probably a beautiful, haunting and
engaging story. But when this epic
story is crammed into over two
hours of running time, the beauty of
the story often gets buried.

Meryl Streep and Jeremy Irons star in House of the Spirits.
Extremely jealous and bearing a
tive. Supernatural powers are used strong resemblance to certain body
By CLARISSA CRUZ
to fill out the sketch of one of the
orifices, Esteban banishes Ferula
Heights Review Editor
main characters, Clara (Meryl from the property because he reTHE HOUSE OF THE SPIRITS: A film
Streep). Whether or not her powers sents her close relationship to Clara.
are visible to the outside world or He also alienates his daughter bewritten and directed by Bille Ausimply exist within the confines of
Starring
Streep,
Jeremy
Meryl
gust.
Irons, Glenn Close, Winona Ryder her consciousness, is left for the
and Antonio Banderas. Based on viewer to decide. The exploration
of this ambiguity could have made
the novel by IsabelAllande.
for an extremely engaging film.
Unfortunately, The House of the
Hollywood's treatment of the suSpirits tries to be too many things at
pernatural has always been somewhat shaky. Either it aims for the once: a compelling family drama, a
cheap thrills a la Nightmare on Elm statement on the evolution of South
Street, or scares the living crap out American politics, and a story about
'.
'%?-' ' .'\u25a0\u25a0.
'\u25a0<'\u25a0?\u25a0
':\u25a0/.?*
'\u25a0'/\u25a0?.'\u25a0
of you with one of those "based on the class struggle and social hierarups
Who
has
had
his
of
and
share
By BRIAN J. DiMATTIA
a true story" epilogues. The House of chy. The result is an overly dra;dbwns
(who
business
Staff
Writer
in
the
movie
Heights
the Spirits offers another perspec- matic film that, despite its good
can forget Tango and COsh, that
'"1/2 COPS AND ROBBERSONS: A zany, 90-minute bout of stupidity).
Uirecfed by Michael Palance starts off as predictably upset
Starring Chevy Chase and towards Robberson's bumbling attempts to "help," but as the film
JacttPaletnce.
progresses, he becomes a positive
Continued from page 27
suspects, guests and murderedroy1993may long fee thought of u\ influence on his adopted family,
Prince
alty.
ruler Prince Laurence.
Ken Ferrigni, as irrepressible .entertainment circles as "The year wjthout becoming sappy or sentiLaurence is in attendance at the Hollywood Director/Wunderkind thatkilled Chevy Ghase," and righdy mental. Jack Palance is one of the
house of Sir Reginald Dethridge and R.H. Burgspiel, is larger than life, s«. Thus, with the release this past few actors today who can play a
his lovely wife Lady Lanore, who and presents a character that is at weekend of the hew film Cops and character that enjoys his self-dehave just opened a new art collecthe same time sympathetic, pathetic
people will hope structive nature and is still funny.
tion. The party is also attended by a and hilarious. Laura Lenehan is imtp see a sjrong retain of the man
The supporting cast of this film is
rogue's gallery of socialites, one of pressively manic and also suspi- M&tt syas once among the funniest nearly as good as the leads, and
whom just happens to become a cious as the retiring Cynthia Whyte, human beings on the planet. They includes Dianne Wiest, who reprises
her E4ward Scissorhands flcde as
murderer during the course of the whose borderline psychosis is "will not be disappointed.
plot
The
ensemble
is
rounded
out
chance
encounter
of
this
at
the
brought
by
is,
best,
a
the
film
evening.
June Cleaver-type housewife
whp is not quite in touch with
out, of course, with the audience, with Prince Laurence. Domingo unoriginal, & teßs the story of a
who are in attendance to watch Rodriguez, as "musical prostitute" guzzled, older police officer and reality. Robert Davi is great as the
events play themselves out, to be
Syd Barret made the evening more his young,; idealistic partner who befuddled villaia, and is furtny
to stake Out a iqirninal in the throughout. After the number of Bpropelled into the midst of improvienjoyable, and Cathy Dwyer was
sation, and to determine the idenenjoyable as the purely deranged suburbs: The plot; consisting of a movie roles this 'actor has been
forced into, it's astonishing that he
Jfasaify*ofstrange and unusual chartity of that dastardly villain, the Dr. Violet Bradshaw.
Prince
said,
murderer of
Laurence.
This having been
let no one acters that end up idealizing the still possesses the sense of hunior;
CCE has come up with a fun overlook the superb performances older
and teaching him an needed to bring life into what could
otherwise be a stock character
evening ofentertainment in the form by the rest of the cast. Derek Chism important lesson about humanity,
of this play. Directors Cole Stanton holds an accent and posture suis mostlycontrived and stale. How-*
This film was very impressively
and Mike Lord, and Assistant Direcperbly well, and brings life to the ever, these particular cops have directed by Michael Ritchie. Not
tor Will Luera make great use of the role of Butler Boswell T. Pendleton. goodchemistry, and the family is as
only was he able to get excellent
many available rooms in Gothic, He also delivers the worst rendition weird as they come. The*script performances out of his cast, but he
elegant OConnell House. Portrait of the Shakespeare classic Ham lei takes a tired, dull plot and makes it was also able to do three major
things that tend to escape most
ofaMurder'is light and moves well. in recorded history, but it all bal- fun again.
Luera,
This script was created by William J.
out
in
as
The
film
revolves
mostly
ances
the end. Will
around directors in the Cop/Actton/Family
Comedy genre. First, the
O'Neill 111, Guillaume Tourniaire, royal bodyguard Shaka-Luera, does Chase as Norman Robberson, a subforeshadowings happen right beWill Luera and Theresa Regli. It tells more with grunting than many acurbanite who is endlessly fascian interesting story, and contains tors do with actual diction.
nated by police work and law enfore their respective plot twists oclots of great BC jokes and plenty of
One of the most impressive asforcement. Chase carries off gags, cur, which keeps the audiencefrom
having to think back to understand
popular culture references.
physical humor, and subtle referpects of CCE is the work they unThe acting is the main point that dertake. The writers and directors ences with grace, wit, and obvious the relevance of certain events. Secmakes or breaks a performance such all double as actors. House Manager humor. True, this role is not quite ond, the "badguys" are funny, don't
as this. First and most obviously, Adam Winthrop leads a crew of the level of his classic performances fall victim to any convenient stereor
these the.spians must perform the supportingperformers that confront in such comedic masterpieces as types, and seem to be caught up in
National the midst of the overall lunacy at.
script as written, which they do audience membersand keep everyCaddyshack and
here competently, if without much thing moving smoothly, and writer/ Lampoon's Vacation, but is still
hand. Finally, this film isftghtheafted
spirit. Following this, however, they per tor m c r / c os tv m c
designer better than sleepers like Fletch and and entertaining throughout* It.
must improvise their roles to anTheresa Regli is to be commended Spies Like Us. In fact, Chase is*so doesn't try to throw in ;a message
swer questions and nudge viewers
for appearing to clothe the entire good in this movie, it may even just for the sake of having one, and
when the inevitable show down
along the right-deductive path. The cast in recycled costumes from last cause his fans to forgive such cellucast throws itself into this most
month's Middlemarch.
loid nightmares as Fletch Lives and with the villains arrives* it doesn't
make the mistake that many such
difficult of acting challenges with
This entire performance is a fun NationalLampoon's Christmas Vadepict
cation.
movies make in
feeling, wit and pure genius.
evening that demonstrates an imSeveral membersof this cast stood pressive amount of work by the
In the role of the grizzled older realistic violence. This flaovie was,
out among the milling throng of
Committee for Creative Enactments.
cop is Oscar winner Jack Palance, made purelyfor entertainmentvalue.

Cops andRob ersons mayresuscita e Chase's
: '"'
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Enjoyable Portrait
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Students turn out for food, music at Springfest
Continued from page 1

the Dustbowl offering information and giving away raffle tickets for a free class.
Marc Molinsky, CSOM '95,
Brad Christianson, CSOM '97,
Greg Taylor, CSOM '91, Nancy
Drane, A&S '94, and Mike
Rozman, A&S '95, were among
the students who got wet after
spending part of the day in the
dunk tank.
The day was well-received by

the members of the BC community, who enjoyed the chance to
relax in the sun after a particularly harsh Boston winter.
"We did the routine annual
fight for food, listened to some
great music and basically walked
around doing nothing and relaxing in the sun," Marybeth
Esposito, A&S '96, said.
"It has been a fun day." Bruno
Donato, A&S '95, said. "However, I regret the irresponsibility
of the students because of all the

Michael Kennedy speaks
at BC to rally volunteers
Continued from page 10
To combat these problems,
Kennedy wants to develop a fax
network to inform voters of the
Senator's activities, as well as
an organized drive to increase
voter registration. He asked the
students to assist in gathering
signatures and in keeping informed of opponents' strategies.
After the meeting, Kennedy said
he is looking for the kind of student who "is concerned with the
issues. He or she does not necessarily have to have political experience. We need people who
can devote set amounts of time
that we can count on."
Many students attending the
speech exhibited the kind of en-

the Banks and Banking Committee, was the vice chair of the
Special Commission on Loans
and Credit, and chair of the Massachusetts Housing Finance
Agency.
After becoming state attorney
general in 1969, Quinn sponsored consumer protection, urban legislation, and helped to
establish the State Department
of Community Affairs, Metropolitan Area Planning Council
and the University of Massachusetts in Boston.
He also helped establish the
first Environmental Protection

acts to occur and moved to

tion Offices, as well as the New
England Organized Crime Intelligence System.
Quinn has served as chair of
the board of trustees of the University of Massachusetts, a
trustee of the New England
School of Law and of the Boston
Ballet, and as director of the
Family Counseling and Guid-

help

the Jews. Concerned clergy hid
Jews and forged baptismal papers to make them temporary
Christians. Some Christians were
daring, while others were frightened into silence.
The film urged people to keep
the Holocaust alive and remind
the world of what can happen
when we choose wrong.
"The Church laments its past
sins of anti-Semitism and strives
for gjeater reconciliation. This
work shows this clearly and sen-

%SL
IsUlJud

Dawgert, SOE '96, Maeve
Naughton, SOE '95, and Kirn
Reisinger, A&S '96, all members of the RHA executiveboard.

\u25a0ri

I

dition.

film,
In
the
making
Michalczyk linked his interests
in Biblical studies, the Holocaust
and World War 11. In studying
the tensions and problems between Christians and Jews in
Biblical times, he discovered
they tied to the World War II era
events. The film has been
screened to at least 5,000 people
in parishes, synagogues, and
universities.

A company wants to market its hot new product: genetically engineered corn. It spins the story one way. Consumer advocates' spin it
another...Guess who's caught spinning in the middle? Price Waterhouse
invites you to join us for this fascinating episode of On the Issues.
Watch leaders from the worlds of business, government, academia and
the media think out loud as they struggle at the crossroads where
moral dilemmas and tough business decisions collide.

s\W
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joh n c h a ?ceHor
*?

were many difficult moments
when Christians did not respect
the idea of loving one another.

The second is a personal message?to open our eyes to diversity as a richness rather than a
difficulty or challenge. The third
is for Christians to see the wealth
and richness of the Hebrew tra-

'MASSAGING THE MEDIA'

wT

speak.

Division and Consumer Protec-

was elected Speaker of
the House. There he served on

sitively," Robert Drinan, SJ, of
Georgetown University said.
Rabbi Harold Kushner, author
of When Bad Things Happen to
Good People, said, "I was very
taken with The Cross and the
Star. Not only is it not only is it
moving and graphic history, it is
the most honest and penetrating
analysis of Christianity's role in
the Holocaust, for good and ill,
that I know of."
Michalczyk said the film
should send three messages to
those who saw the movie. The
first is that, historically, there

God could allow such horrible

thusiasm for Senator Kennedy
and his programs that Michael
Kennedy was seeking. "Senator
Kennedy has had a lot of influence on my family," Susan
Ferrel, A&S '96, explained. "I
have a lot of affinity for him."
Several people were also eager to work for one of the most
powerful members of the U.S.
Senate.
"Well, I'm a Democrat, and
Ted Kennedy is one of the most
influential Democrats, so who
wouldn't want to work for him?"
another student said.
Other students did not want to
work for the campaign, but were
mainly interested in hearing a
member of the Kennedy family

integral to planning Springfest

were Dave Telep, A&S '96, Sara

Michalczyk movie traces
history behind Holocaust
were Christians disturbed by how

service to community
Quinn

BC limits what you can do with
Springfest, and I agree it's not
comparable to what other schools
do, but for what we can do, it
was terrific," Kelly said.
The other members of the RHA

Continued from page 8

Quinn awarded for
Continued from page 1

trash lying around." Members of
RHA were responsible forcleaning up the litter that covered the
Dustbowl at the day's end.
"1 think that circumstances and
our good planning made the day.

p resen ,ec ] fjy MarylandPublic Television.

APRIL 22,10 P.M. ON PBS. CHECK LOCAL LISTINGS
. ..they need something that sounds sexy.'

~

One network assumes if the
story is about a big company,
the company
must be wrong.
r

,

/

I

/

I

Inscribed on the award Quinn
received is what the UGBC senate says Hurley stood for: "In
recognition of the loyalty, scholarship, and leadership instilled
by a Jesuit education and returned to the BC community in
steadfast dedication
and
comradery."
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Sullivan speaks of conflict between church, gays
Catholic." He explained, "I was
brought up into the faith, and I
find it, simply intellectually, the
most persuasive account that I
have yet to find for the universe
and find it impossible not to be-

the values of human beings in
the eyes of God."
He added, "This idea was implicit in the 1975 declaration,
but never explicitly advocated.
Then here it is, 11 years later,
embedded
in
Ratzsinger's very
title."
Although this
1986 doctrine
made evident the
positive progress
of the Roman
Catholic Church
regarding its recand
ognition
treatment of homosexuals,
Sullivan pointed
out certain parts
of the doctrine
which "made it
clear that the
Church is still reticent to acknowledge homosexuality," he
said.
"You must be wondering why
the hell I'm gay and a Roman

Continued from page 9
Sullivan pointed out that in
1975, "The Church added a new
dimension to that position. It said
that some people are definitively
in nature not heterosexual. They
are, somehow, internally, or by
some innate instinct directed towards emotional, social, a<id
sexual contact with the same sex.
"Instability was injected into
the doctrine regarding the immorality of homosexual acts, and
it wasn't surprising that the
Church felt it was necessary to
take up the matter again," he

Smith, class of '92. "I've tried to
be a good Catholic. I've lived in
a black hole. I've lived in a seminary in which a heterosexual
asked me to leave, and my family asked me to leave because I
told them I'm
gay," he said.
"How do
those of us who
don't feel at
home within
the framework
of the Catholic
Church search
for what we're
looking for?"
Smith added.
"What
I'm
looking for
won't be found
by looking in
gay bars or by
going to Gay
Pride. What I'm looking for is a
man with whom to spend the rest
of my life. I just don't feel wel-

''You must be wondering
why the hell I'm gay and a
Roman Catholic..."

said.
Sullivan then quoted Cardinal
Joseph Ratzsinger's The Pasto-

ral Care of Homosexual Persons
from 1986.
Sullivan explained, "This doctrine reflects the recognition by
the Church that a homosexual
person deserves exactly the same
concern and compassion as a heterosexual, and having all the
rights of a human being, and all

Andrew Sullivan
editor, New Republic
-

lieve in the certain basic elements of what the Church
teaches."
The most poignant remark of
the evening came from Richard

S IS IE

i

B

come to the Catholic Conversa-

tion within the institution of the
Church," Smith said.
Sullivan had no response for
this remark.
When asked about what she
thought of the dialogue that took
place in the course of the evening,
Eva Castaing, A&S '97, said,"
I'm very optimistic because this
is what BC needs ?to have an
open conversation about homosexuality.
"A lot of people are cautious
and sweep the issue under the
rug," Castaing added.
"I hope we get more speakers,
because it doesn't seem as though
a lot of undergraduates came tonight."
At the end of the forum,
Sullivan remarked how honored
he was to be invited to speak at
BC, and he said, "With the dialogue that took place, I feel as
though something special hap-

pened."
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14 drug cases heard by Board this semester
Continued from page 1

students disciplined Friday,
where they found quantities of
marijuana and hallucinogenic
mushrooms, as well as drug paraphernalia, such as pipes, bongs
and plastic bags. A significant
amount of cash was also discovered.
The male students in this room,
which also included an illegal
seventh male roommate who was
not a BC student, were brought
up on charges.
Morse said BCPD is "lead to
believe" that these students were
dealing drugs from this room, a

Steady increase over three years
lead confirmed by other students.
Only one student has been formally charged with intent to distribute at this time. As a result of
this bust, several other BC students who bought drugs from
this room have been discovered
and charged with possession.
Both Morse and Sherwood
expressedconcern that the drugs
confiscated from these rooms
included not only marijuana, but
drugs which cause "more potential for medical attention," such
as hallucinogens. Morse said.

"We've definitely seen an increase ?over the last two years?

of use," Morse said. "We're looking for the supplier...l'm sure
there is more than one supplier."
However, Morse said this is
the first time in his almost three
years at BC that he has apprehended students for the use and/
or possession of acid, mushrooms and other hallucinogens.
"It's scary," Morse said of the
types of drugs surfacing at BC.
Morse noted that underclassmen seem to be using drugs, or

Professionals and students
benefit from 'networking'
Continued from page 3
come part of a private firm,"
Bradley said.
"A vital aspect to this event, I
think, is the variety and quality
of the professionals here. Over
40 professionals answering questions for students is rather impressive," Gatti said.
"This is great for the kids,"
said Susan Pearlman, assistant
attorney general for the state of
Connecticut. "I never had this
when I was in college, and I hope
this helps some students who are
looking toward a certain profession."
Tivo Concepcion, A&S '94,
agreeing with Pearlman, said,
"This is wonderful. It gives students a chance to look at all sorts
of options before they choose
which careerthey will delve into.
"I'm a senior, so I am very
seriously looking at the job mar-

ket. and this is almost like a mini
one where I can get a feel for
what the rest of the field looks
like," Concepcion said.
A split end for the Eagle football team, Concepcion said that
at the student-athlete career fair,
he did not pay as much attention
as he could have. "I was more
concerned with academics and
football than looking for a career when I was a freshman and
sophomore. However, it is great
to see all of these freshman and
sophomores out here tonight so
that they have their feet wet for
the real deal later on," he said.
"I'm looking into human resources, and although I have been
told here tonight that I will have
to work from the bottom up, I
have also been encouraged to
work hard, and the ascension to
bigger things will come naturally," KristinaCristofoli, CSOM
'96, said.

"The people are very encouraging, saying that contrary to the
belief that there are no jobs after
graduation, there are many opportunitiesfor graduates to take,"
Cara Lanza, A&S '96, said.
Kirn Flanigan,CSOM '95, was
disappointed that there were no
computer industries represented.
However, on the whole, she
found Networking Night to have
positive results.
"Other than not having computer industries, they had a wide
array of jobs and opportunities
for students to look at," Flanigan
said.
"I think it is great that BC
alumni and parents take the time
to try to help students in finding
a career," Cristofoli said. "This
whole event has been wonderful. The Career Center has done
a very nice job in mixing the
professions. I'm very impressed."
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getting caught for the use of
drugs, more than upperclassmen.
Many of these student are bringing the drugs and the drug habits
from high school, he said.
BC statistics show an increase
over the past three years in the
use of such "1960s drugs," as
well as an increase in overall
drug use. In the fall of 1993, 27
cases were heard by the Administrative Hearing Board, an increase of nine.from the 1992
number of 18 cases, and 21 more
than those cases heard in the fall
of 1991.
Both Morse and Sherwood
noted that BC's statistics reflect
national statistics, showing a
nationwide trend of increasing

This spring, 14 cases have already been heard. Of these 14,
five housing suspensions have
been issued. One of the 14 cases
involves nine first-year students
who were found on Upper Campus last weekend possessing
quantities of marijuana. They are
currently awaiting an Administrative Hearing.
In addition two BC students
living orf-campus are facing
Boston Police charges of possessing an LSD-like drug.
Morse said that the arrests
made in the last two weeks will
have a "minuscule effect" on the
number of people using drugs at
BC, but he also said that most
drug cases have a domino effect?once one large bust is
made, others are sure to follow,
as connections between drug
dealers and users are made.

*

Covenant House Faith Community
You know what you've learned.You know what you believe. Now
put it all to work by putting the Gospel into action.
Covenant House Faith Community is men and .vomen of all ages,
all denominations, helping the truly forgotten homeless kids. As
a member you'll commit yourself to 13 months of service helping
young people while living in a lay Christian community dedicated
to a prayerful lifestyle.
Faith Community is a vibrant, action-orientedand deeply spiritual
challenge. No special talents or religious knowledge are required.
What it takes is a commitmentto God, fellow community members
and the homeless kids of our city streets.
Find out more about this richly rewarding challenge of a lifetime.
Then put your education and your faith to work.
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Police Blotter
Saturday, April 9, 1994
12:01 am BC Police receive an
anonymous report of a male subject exposing himself to a female near the MBTA in Cleveland Circle. Boston and
Brookline Police are notified.
12:22 am Officer speaks with a
shuttle bus operator who stales
that person(s) unknown stole six
headrests from his bus this
evening somewhere between
Sutherland Road and the Main
Gate stops. Due to the large
crowd on the bus, the operator
was unaware of the thefts and
did not observe any suspects.
1:52 am Officer responds to
Duchesne Hall to assist Newton
Police with an intoxicated resident student. The Newton officer states that he located the
subject onMandalay Road while
investigating a report of a suspicious male kicking the front door
of a local residence. Both offic-

-

-

ers transport the subject to the

2:45 am

-

Love, all your friends at
The Heights & the CLF

-

Tuesday, April 12, 1994
9:06 am Officer speaks with a
construction employee who states
that workers discovered vandalism on the roof of Fulton Hall
this morning. Orange spray paint
has been sprayed on the roof tiles
sometime over the weekend.
7:15 pm Sergeant and officer
responds to 70 St. Thomas More
Road on a report of water balloons being thrown. Officer
speaks with the occupants of the
apartment, who deny knowledge
of the incident. Numerous balloons are observed within the

I

1

-

-

-

-

apartment.

Monday, April 11,1994

Friday, April 15, 1994
1:00 am Officers respond to the
-

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

j

results. One light fixture is observed to have been broken, a
brick is located underneath.
1:12 am Officer responds to a
Walsh Hall apartment on a noise
complaint. While speaking with
the occupants, the officer observes a quantity of alcohol and
drug paraphernalia. The items
are confiscated and returned to
BC Police Headquartersfor disposal and safekeeping. The residents and occupants are identified.
1:46 am - Officer speaks with a
commuter student who states that
her roommate, also a commuter
student, assaulted her this
evening during an argument. The
complainant is advised to contact the detective bureau in the
morning.

identified.

PINK FLOYD FANS!

to our favorite "Heffer"

I

new dining facility on a report of
a male subject throwing a brick
at exterior lights. A check of the
area for suspects has negative

-

conduct and assault and battery
on a police officer. The subject
is booked at BC Police Headquarters, and is transported to
Brookline Police Headquarters
for safekeeping.
3:15 am Officer responds to
BC Police Headquarters on a
report from a BC security officer of two male subjects whom
he observed trying to take off a
tire of a vehicle parked on
Comm. Aye. The security officer brought one suspect into
BC Police Headquarters. Newton Police are notified and respond. A search of the area reveals a parked vehicle with a
smashed window. The suspects
are identified. Reports are filed
by both departments.

Sunday, April 10, 1994
1:42 am Officer/EMT respond
to 90 St. Thomas More Drive on
a report of a victim of an assault
lying in the hallway. The victim,
a BC resident student, states that
she was thrown to the floor by
several unknown male subjects,
causing injuries to her head and
upper body.
A witness states that the suspects fled the area upon her confronting them. Newton Rescue
is notified and responds. The victim is transported by ambulance
to St. Elizabeth's Hospital for
evaluation and treatment. A
search of the area for the suspects has negative results.

HAPPY 20th
TO OUR FAVORITE DWARF!
Hope you "Goett" what you want
for your birthday, Dennis!

4:02 pm
Officer responds to
Walsh Hall on a report of resident
students jumping from a window
onto mattresses on the second
floor roof. Several subjects are

Officer arrests a
twenty-one year old Boston
College student for disorderly

infirmary for observation. The
subject becomes abusive and
combative, and is placed under
arrest by Newton Police for disorderly conduct.

Don't fall on your
again!
Only one more year Pam!
?601,616, 922 &
9 Strathmore
***

5 tickets for May 20 show available

STUDIO. ONE BED, in clean, quiet building, freshly painted,
eat-in kitchen, hardwood floors, balconies, cable TV,
washer/dryer, Building Superintendent Walking
distance td BC shuttle and stores, close to BC campus.

Call Juan at 558-7835

*

*
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NO FEE!
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"The Kick"

WE RENT WHAT WE OWN
Call 227-5300 days, 964-0447 evenings
|

Cherry Realty Trust

BC-ND '93 Football Game Color Prints
Makes a great present. Samples, price list.
P.O. Box 885
South Bend, IN 46624

East Boston Social Center
Summer camps for inner city kids at
Westford, Mass, needs counselors
for 8 weeks.
Ages 6-9, CO-ED; 9-14, boys; 9-15, girls.

For information and/or
job application, call Linda Picardi
at 617-569-3221
it

WHEN DRINKING, GALL A FRIEND.
OR GET A RIDE WITH A STRANGER.
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Drinking and riding can lead to a loss of license, a conviction, or even worse.
That's if you're lucky. The fact is, 50% of motorcycle fatalities involve \ o /
riders who have been drinking. So if you have been drinking, get a ride
with a friend. It's the best call you can make. MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION^
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OPEN EVERYDAYTO SERVE YOU!
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ON SALE $11.99 CD Through April 28
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The Heights

Nanny Needed. Warm, fun-loving, creative nanny needed to care for our delightful 2-year-old daughter in our Newton Centre home. Private room and bath
plus salary. Full-time. Start June Ist.

552-4104

FREE ROOM AND BOARD in ex
change for 15-20 hours of babysitting/
household chores in homes close to B.C.
Call now for FALL placement. Summer
placement also available. The Student
Housing Exchange. 277-6420
SUMMER JOB- Ncwtonville Mom
expecting a baby in July seeks warm,
energetic, experienced live-out helper
for 2 year old boy. Mid-May or June
through August. Possible 25-40 hrs per
week. Non Smoker, please. References
required. Please Call 964-9583.
Childcare/Driver. Local BC family hiring childcare/ driver with driver's license and car for bright fun boy (10) for
two different time periods:
Time period #1 from Mid May until
early June: Mon to Thurs after 3pm to
5:30 pm and Friday noon to 5:30.
Time period #2: early June to end of
June. Mon to Fri 9-5. Some flexibility in
days and hours. You can share this job
with another student. Great kid, nice
family. House is 7 minutes from campus.
Excellent driverrequired who likes kids.
We reimburse for gas. Call with your
school schedule and your calendar 8 pm
to 20 pm M-F evenings and anytime
weekends at 327-9442. Be sure to leave
your name and evening telephone.
Summer Nanny Wanted: early June
through July. Three Boys 7, 5 and 3
years. Brookline and Nautucket must
have experience and be athletic! Nina
277-3063
SUMMER BABYSITTER Needed,
mornings 7-9am. 2-3 days/week to help
get kids ready for school/camp. MayAug, ideal or any part of summer. Please
call 964-3544 eves before 9pm
Summer Nanny Manchester by-the
Sea Mass. Live-in- Summer activities.

-6547
CHILDCARE HELP WANTED Tues
day and Thursday afternoons 1:30-6:30
P.M. in May and June, possibly longer.
Experience and references required. No
smoking. Newton Corner area. Call 969-0270
DO YOU NEED SUMMER HOUSING OR ADDITIONAL INCOME?
We need help early mornings, late afternoons and evenings (M-F before and
after camp) for 2 boys, 6 and 8 1 12 years.
Choose either to live free in our house
(private room with a bath on third floor)
in exchange for 15/hrs/week or to live
out for a weekly salary. Non-smokers,
male or female. Grad student, if possible.

Beat the Rush***
Book Now!!

or

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY-

Saturday evenings (free by I Ipm so
you can still party). 6 yr. old girl and 8 1/
2 yr old boy in nearby Needham. Must
have a car. call Ellen at (617) 449-7375

mnmwnzrnznmmmm

EARN HIGH INCOME ($4OOO-

MENT- Earn up to $B,ooo+ in two
months. Room and board! Transportation! Male or Female. No experience
necessary. Call (206)545-4155 ext A5038
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Earn up to

$285
$253
$275
$239
$199
$285
$315

$315
$299

Street, Boston, MA 02116

617-266-1926

SUMMER JOBS $9.10/hr or commission. Advertising sales. Sales experience
helpful but not necessary. Training provided. Work close to BC. Car recommended. Call Steve Gorman at (800)
468-3510 for details & applications.
Matro Marketing Group.
Sail or Windsurf Instructor Qualified
instructor needed for coed children's
camp on pristine 6X3 lake in Adirondack
Mtns. I-800-ITS-FUNN (487-3866)
ATTENTIONSTUDENTS! Earn extra cash stuffing envelopes at home. All
materials provided. Send SASE to

15 Court

#

174, Manhattan KS

66502. Start imme-

ING APARTMENTS!!! Extermely
busy real estate office in Chestnut Hill is
looking for parttime or full time realestate brokers starting in May or June
thru September. Must have real-estate

diately!
Photographers Assistants professional
attire & attitude required. Eves/weekends May/June Events Call 1-800-424-3686 Ask for Eden.
Full Time Summer Work. Earn $3000-$4OOO outdoor painting Call 617-282-1489 Leave message (w/ name & phone

license and car. Will train. Must be reliable, energetic and honest. Clientele is
mostly professional and B.C. call for
details.
GREATPLACES REALTY 242 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE, CHESTNUT HILL (617) 964-8900
ATTN.: Ex-managers fromCollege Pro,
Student Painters, etc... Our firm has a
serious postgradutate position for you.
For recruiting info, call: 1-800-ToCHECK. (800-862-4325)

number)

EARN $500 or more weekly stuffing
envelopes at home. Send long SASE to:
Country Living Shoppers, Dept. W34,
P.O. Box 1779, Denham Springs, LA
70727
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
(WORD PROCESSING & DATA
BASE), POSITION #I. Keyboarding
and data entry for word processing and
data bases. Use IBM word processing
Word Perfect 5.1 and data base Data
Perfect (IBM). Excellent computer skills
required. Familiarity with mail merge,
importing data, mailings.

BARRETT'S
ON
BOSTON
HARBOUR. Busy waterfront restaurant and function facility is now hiring
for full and part time positions. Applications must be responsible, hard working
and energetic, Covenient to North Station T. Apply in person. Two Constitution Plaza, Charlestown(adjacent to Navy

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
(BOOKKEEPING), POSITION #2.
Keyboarding and data entry for accounting, books, spread sheets. Use both IBM
and MAC software. Some bookkeeping
or accounting training helpful. Excellent
computer skills required.

Yard).
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SUNNY BEACHES SIB9R/T Carrib.
or Mexico Europe-$169 AIRHITCH
617-254-2819 Call for program descriptions!
CASH FOR COLLEGE, 900,000
GRANTS AVAILABLE. NO REPAYMENTS. EVER. QUALIFY IMMEDIATELY. 1-800-243-2435. A.I.M. BOX
20O57.DAGHAMMCC.NY.NY 10017
Tutor: Harvard Ph.D will tutor in chem-

MARKETING ASSISTANT (TELE-

PHONE MARKETING), POSITION
#3. Telephone marketing, arrange conferences, speakers. Excellent telephone
and people skills. Enthusiastic never quit
attitude required. You can make calls

summer\u25a0 \u25a0 31
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Square

Boston, MA 02108-2503
BC Professor Needs Help: Packing to
move within Chestnut Hill. Hours, days
at student's convenience from now
through the summer. Refrenees required.
Call 566-5818, 8-10 pm
ATTENTION STUDENTS!!! EARN
$10,000 + THIS SUMMER RENT-

Homemailing Program, 1228Westloop
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Small classes taught by
Brandeis faculty
Competitive tuition
Easy access from Rtes.
128/95/90
Free parking
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I Information, catalog and application:
Program Office
I Summer
Rabb School of Summer,
II Special,
and Continuing Studies
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Brandels University
P.O. Box 7110
Waltham, HA 02254-91 10
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FAX: (617) 736-3420
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A reminder for Seniors planning
to attend Law School

FREE NITE
OF

Roger Williams University
School of Law

Jazz, frzz, daCC
Performed by
Makoto Takenata Jazz Quartet

AND

Japanese Cuisine

$330

Student or Faculty ID. may be reojired. Fares are
1/2 round tripsfrom Boston. Taxesand surcharges
not included. Fares subject to change.

729 Boston

*

CLEANING INTHEAFTERNOONOR
EVENINGS IN EXCHANGE FOR
ROOM AND BOARD IN NEWTON
NEAR BUS. REF. REQUIRED. CALL
332-2425
SUMMER NANNY- Spend the summer in East Hampton, Long Island. June
20 thru Labor day. You must swim,
drive, and be very fun! Experience and
references required. This is a live-in position taking care of two small children,
call for an interview: Nancy 738-7271.
Summer Babysitter. Needed June to
August. We'll be in Brookline and Nantucket. Three children ages 4,5 and 7. If
you're great with kids, and love to cook,
drive, swim, (and do laundry), call 734-8212. Non-smokers only.

SUMMER CHILDCARE NEEDED

errands. Cheerful,enthusiastic-education
or teaching experience helpful, ref. required .Contact Helen 731-5859
Full Time Summer Help Wanted for
Chestnut Hill family with three girls ages
10,7 and 5. Walking distance to BC.
Campus- Live in or out- competitive
salary. Contact Cindy 731-5382
Newton. Great Room & Board in exchange for babysitting 2 children. 20 hrs/
wk. Loving, experienced + references.
Non-smoking. Own car. Ph (617) 965-

Athens
Berlin
Brussels
Dublin
Glasgow
London
Munich
Rome
Stockholm
Vienna

for two gteat kids for occasional weekend (some weekday) nights. You must
be responsible, loving and experienced.
Car needed. Call Leslie 244-2666.
Summer Help- Experienced babysitter
for 2 children- 9 + 8 yrs old. Evenings
only- walking distance from school. Call
Merle at 964-5510
Newton family (near Waban T stop)
seeks loving, mature, live-in nanny (for
summer or longer) to care for our 3 year
old boy and six month old girl. Mother
works three days/week. Non-smoker.
Driver's license required. Call 969-0523.
Sitter (or sitters) needed on an ad hoc
basis for occasional weekday evening
(kids in bed by 8:30, free by 10pm) and/

HOURS BABYSITTING/ LIGHT

'?

Boating, beaching & sports. Large, busy
family needs "a Mary Poppins" to help
with childcare, driving, simple meals &

$8000+) & GAIN VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE selling yellow
page advertising in your official student
campus telephone directory. A car is
required. Call National Marketing Director, College pro publishing at 1-800-466-2221.
ATHLETES WANTED: Sports models needed for TV & Print advertising
projects. Attractive, accomplished, male
& female athletes wanted. All sports, all
ages. Sport Shots, USA (617) 631 -5235.
Workout Buddy or Exercise Trainer.
Youngbusy male professional seekscollege athlete or exercise trainer to help
loose 20 lbs. and tone up. Three times a
week in Brookline. Hourly wage negotiable. Call Dr. Habib Hassan at (617)
739-511.1 evenings or leave a message.
Summer Job/Internships $1,200/
Month National Health Oriented Company has openings available in Marketing, Advertising and Display for college
students. Can earn $300.00 and up per
week. All majors considered, training
provided, no experienced necessary.
($1,200 a month based on display set
ups) Call (617) 891-1233 or (617) 848-6616. Monday-Friday 9-5
Part-time job making $500 to $2000 a
month. No experience necessary to oiler
customers something they really need:
Discounts (up to 50%) on hotels, car
rentals and travel in one simple package.
20 people needed NOW in your area.
Call (703) 523-6012 for more info. 24hr
recorded message. (Not a MLM)
COUNSELORS- GIRLS CAMPWHT
MTNS needs Coaches, Instructors, Tennis, Gymnatsics, Arts & Crafts, Pottery,
Softball, Basketball, Volleyball, Archery,
Soccer, Lacross, Swim(WSl) Waterski,
canoe, sail, windsurf, dance, piano Theater Director photo, camping, ropes
course office RN's Good salary room/
board laundry travel allowance JUNE
20-AUG 17 call Mike 1-800-846-9426
write 389A Neponset Norwood MA
02062
REAL ESTATE RENTAL AGENT
Great opportunity especially if you will
be in Boston this summer. Active
Brighton/Back Bay office Will Irani.
Car required. Call James 267-6655.
AA CRUISE & TRAVEL EMPLOYMENT GUIDE. EARN BIG $$$ +
TRAVEL THE WORLD FREE! (CARIBBEAN, EUROPE, HAWAII, ASIA!)
HURRY! BUSY SPRING/SUMMER
SEASONS APPROACHING. GUARANTEED SUCCESS! CALL(919)929-4398 EXT El 13
Summer Resort Jobs- Earn up to SI 2/
hr + tips. Locations include Hawaii,
Florida, Rocky Mountains, Alaska, New
England, etc. For details call 1-800-807-5950 ext R5038

Please call 964-7374 before 9:30 PM.
WANTED: Responsible, loving, experienced babysitter for a nine year old girl
and a six year old boy in Newton. Evenings only. Flexible hours and nights.
Excellent pay. Car preferred. Call 244-8837
20 HoursOf Childcare/Misc. Help For
Room and Board Sept t- May '95. 5
mm. walk to 8.C., Separate entrance
leading to private 2nd floor room and
bath. Washer/dryer, kitchen privileges.
Boy 5 yrs. Must love kids, animals, (I
dog, 3 cats) and outdoor activities. Looking for a mature, responsible non-smoking male or female with refs. and Driver's
License. Call Anne after 4:00 @566-4406.
BABYSITTER NEEDED- Starting
June 94; three children; 3:30p.m.-6:30p.m. daily; pick-up needed so car
required; call Linda Bucci 969-3209
Babysitter needed (male or female) 25
hours/week during summer. Two children- 10 yr. old girl, 5 yr. old boy. Will be
enrolled in B.C. recreation for summer
swimming. Must have car. References
and experience helpful. For more info
please call Linda 524-1981.
SUMMER OR FALL 1994 15-20

from your own phone. Detail oriented
and follow-through approach. Use IBM
Word Perfect 5.1.
Part time days during school year, summer and into next semester.
Send Resumes, school schedule(daysand
time of classes), school & family address
and cover letter (specify positions) stating yourexperience with the above items
to:
Suite 360

C5038

1

The Classifieds

$2,000+/mo. on Cruise Ships or LandTour companies. Summer & Full-Time
employment available. No exp necessary. For info, call 1-206-634-0468 ext

WILL BE ADMITTING ITS SECOND CLASS
IN FALL 1994

catered by
MIYAKO JAPANESE RESTAURANT

THE APPLICATION DEADLINE IS

Wednesday Nite
April 20th

MAY 15TH

for the fall class
please call

401-254-4555 for

a Catalogue and Application
John f.

Ryan, Dean

Christel l. Ertel, associate Dean
for admissions

Gasson 100
8:30 PM
EVERYONE WELCOME!!!
.
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istry (all levels) or French. Resonable
731-5434
Steven at (617) 566-2873
2 BEDS- Condo W.W. Mod. Kitchen
BROKE FROM SPRING BREAK?
and Bath. $1000
Need cash? Moving? Ryder truck col731-5434
2 BEDS- Reservoir place Dish, Disp,
lege contest Grand Prize: $300 to person
with most referrals. 20 Ist prizes: free
Pool $1250
truck renatal-20 or more referrals. Call
731-5434
Andy 493-7129 or Candice 783-8570
3BEDS NRChansky's,B.C.,Shuttle,
NEGLECTING YOUR MOTHER?
T. Spacious all Students. $1075
Soothe ruffled feelings by making a
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
Mother's Day donation to the Women's
3 BEDS- Good for 5. NR B.C. + M.A.'s
$1650
Lunch Place, a daytimerefuge for homeless women. We'll send a handwritten
731-5434
card to the person you' ye been slighting.
3 BEDS- Town estates, pool, parking 2
Your gift will enable a woman in need to
baths $1300-$ 1400
enjoy an elegant Mother's Day dinner,
731-5434
and food, friendship, and resources all , 3 BEDS- Modern Condo, Dish, H.W.
year long. Print your name and address
Floors Fresh Paint, Pool, Ldry $1400
and the name and the address of the
731-5434
woman you are honoring and mail to
3 BEDS- NR Shuttle Shops, Clev. Cir
Woman's Lunch Place. 67 Newbury
11/2 Baths $1350
Street, Box BC. Boston, MA 02116.
731-5434
I want your Mac. I'll pay more than the 3 BEDS- Victorian House. Close to B.C.
computer <tore. Please call Dave at 262Porch, parking. $1550
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
-8419 and leave a message.
BC graduate student Pastoral Minis4 BEDS- Claridge House, spacious,
try employment. BA Sociology from
clean,dish,disp,on the shuttle+Ts 1600BC-Ms Library Science Simmons Col-1800
lege. Four years professional experience 731-5434
4 BEDS- Luxury unit ultra modern kit. +
special libraries. KNowledge of CDRom, online searching, reference, word
bath, laundry $2300
processing. Please call (617) 245-8027. 731-5434
Leave Message.
5 BEDS- Nr Chansky's, great apts. All
B.C. student building porch. $1500
\u2666ATTENTION* SEPTEMBER
731-5434
APARTMENTS* GREENLINE RE8 BEDS-Charming Victorian fireplaces.
ALTY LOCATED NEXT TO Off Beacon St. Near Clev. Circle, parkCITYSIDE RESTAURANT. 731ing. $3400
-5434.
MANY MORE AVAILABLE
STUDIOS- 1900-2000 Block Comm.
Greenline Realty
rates. Call

+

.

+

731-5434
1 BED- Condo Quiet BLDG. $625
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
1 BED- Euro Kit. Micro, Dish Alarm
$750
731-5434
1 BED- Split good for 2 $700
731-5434
1 BED- Luxury Hi-rise. pool, views,
$915

731-5434

2 BEDS- Close to B.C. from $800

GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
2 BEDS- Clev. Circle. B.C. Building,
spacious $1000

731-5434
1956 Beacon St.
(next to Cityside restaraunt)

Brighton?September apartments are
in!! Great locations. !657-1800Comm.,
1945-1947 Comm,. Sutherland Rd.,
Cleveland Circle, 1900's Beacon, Foster
St., South ST., Chriswick Rd., Euston
Rd.. and many others. 19 years of student rentals, call All-Bright Realty 783-

-9151

ATTENTION FRESHMEN, SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS, SENIORS!
LOW OR BAD LOTTERY HOUS-

+

APARTMENTS! CALLFORSUM-

MER SUBLETS AND SEPTEMBER
RENTALS. WE ALSO HA YE A FEW
LUXURY UNITS IN REDSTONE
COURT, KELTON PLACE AND

CLARIDGE HOUSE.

SIX BED
Exclusive! Five minute
walk to B.C. main Gates. Located in the
heart of Chestnut Hill. Beautiful duplex
in a 2 family, huge modem kitchen, 2
baths, fireplace, washer, dryer, plenty of
parking-quiet tenants only! $2600+
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
FIVEBED?Exclusive 'turn ofthe century' Edwardian manor house,ballroom,
2 beautiful bathrooms. 20 ft ceilings,
European kitchen with balcony, fireplace,
skylighted loft bedroom w/ spiral staircase, quiet tenants only! $2850.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
?

964-8900

FIVE BED?Best location! Beacon
Street @ Cleveland Circle, 5 bed, 1 1/2
baths, modern kitchen, washer/dryer,
hardwood floors, $2200 takes it away!
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
FIVEBED? OffSutherland Road, mint
condition, townhouse near Chansky's,
Quiet neighborhood, great value $2100
GREAT PLACES REALTY

Big Scores.

Live instructors for

extra help, not tapes.

must

964-8900

FOUR BED? Walk to Chansky's!
Brand new apartments in good condition, good size bedrooms, hardwood
floors, porches and parking $ 1400
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
FOUR BED? Near Chansky's, cheap
steal of a deal! Newly renovated, huge
apartments, two baths, parking, all student building! $1400
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
FOUR BED ?Very cute, very modern
small condo near Bluestone Bistro, top
floor, very sunny, parking, laundry $ 1400.
GREAT PLACES REALTY

nary, unique, sumptuous and luxurious,
three apartments available in Cleveland
Circle mini mansion. Architectural Digest Living in the most luxurious apartments anywhere! Beautiful and exquisite details. Only for the connoisseur!
Great location, Cleveland Circle! $450-$475 each.
GREAT PLACES REALTY

GREAT PLACES REALTY

show BCID

617/558-2828

*
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McGill Summer Studies
offers a full range of
university level courses.
An intensive four-week

from $198

'LET'S GO' BOOKS from $12.95
HOSTEL MEMBERSHIPS from $25
TRAVEL GEAR from $8.95

Plus... Travel Insurance, Tours,
Language Courses, Work Abroad
& Lots ofExperience!!
FREE "Student Travels" magazine

?

summer course carries

*hTH

wsw*

QfJ| ?
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sessions starting May 31, July 5, and July 18

affordable costs

j

d
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REALTY

to B.C!

Elevator

building, laundry, live-insuperintendent,
very convenient location $275-$325 each.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900

TWO BED? Cleveland Circle! Popular B.C. building on shuttle + T, across
from Mary Anne's, $995
GREAT PLACES REALTY

964-8900

TWO BED? Near 8.C., all B.C. building, large modern kitchens, living room,
hardwood floors, $900-$ 1100.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
TWO BED? Near B.C, 2000 block
Comm. Aye, great deal for the $$$! $850.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
ONE BED? Ultra modern condo building near Chansky's! Alarmed, a/c, two
floors, washer/dryer, new, new, new!
$1100.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
'
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Boston. MA 02125-3393
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McCILL SUMMER SIIVIES
McCdl Lnrmsli- >50 Sheitroote SL «ea
Montreal.
585
Quebec. Canada H3A IBg
Id: (514) 398-5212; (514) 398-5224
E-Mad. Summei<»SsoSlierb Ltn Mcftll.Ca
Suite

I

City

\u25a0

GREAT PLACES

964-8900
TWO BED? Walk

LJrdL

3 academic credits
Registration opens:
March 8,1994

I Please send me
I 1994Summer Studies,
I and information

Street address

729 Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02116

TWO BED? Exclusive! All newly
renovated condo in luxury building in
ClevelandCircle, elevator building, pool,
great views, watch the action at Cityside
from this condo-perfect for 4! $1350.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
TWO BED? Exclusive! Lovely
townhouse, with hardwood floors, modem kitchen + bath, near Bluestone Bistro! $1225.

j^»

?

\u25a0 WVS

964-8900

i.*<jiwft_.'.-... TfiEjft.

We welcome

way

?

?

964-8900
THREE BED? 2OO- blockComm. Aye.
great condo in mint condition! Perfect
for 3! $950.
GREAT PLACES REALTY

tAjfcu'"*

It's all here for yon!

?

THREE BED? Off Lake Street, country setting on pond, luxury condos, a/c,
modern kitchen, two baths, parking and
pool! $1400-$ 1500
GREAT PLACES REALTY

where, alarmed, modernkitchen and bath,
hardwood floors, deeded parking, a deal!
$325-$375 each.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BED? Walk to 8.C., great
apartment in house, living room, dining
room, eat-in kitchen, porch, modem bath,
parking $1475+.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREEBED? Exclusive! Twoblocks
to 8.C.! lovely top floor of house, living
room, dining room, fireplace, kitchen,
porch, laundry, parking and attic space
for storage. Good tenants only! $1525.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREEBED? Great apartment in 2000
block Comm. Aye! Modern kitchen
-t-bath, hardwood floors, porch + laundry
in apartment! Walk to school! $1600

Discover Quebec and
"la francophonie"
Experience multicultural
Montreal
Enjoy the summer festivals

?EURAILS

964-8900

in popular student buildings near
Chansky's, biggest living rooms any-

Increase your options
Lighten your course load
Enrich your program

FLIGHTS from $ 199 each

Near Chansky' s, all renovated, hardwood
floors, all student buildings,parking available. Cheap, Cheap, Cheap $ 1075.
GREAT PLACES REALTY

Montreal, Canada

""""""j

Summer

THREE BED? For those on a budget!

964-8900
THREE BED? Huge Victorian condos

A Summer Course at

CALL TODAY FOR INFORMATION:

GREAT PLACES REALTY

964-8500

THREE BED? Designer living in

Aye, beautiful house, alarmed, new
floors, beautifully modern kitchen and
bath, fireplace,yard, porch, parking, laundry, very sunny, exquisite $2300.
GREAT PLACES REALTY

964-8900
FOUR BED? 1700block Comm. Aye.
Many apartments available for groups, 1
1/2 baths, modern kitchen $360-$375
each.

THREEBED? PopularCircle location!
Look at Mary Anne's from your bedroom! 1 1/2 baths, all student buildings,
need we say more! $1295.

964-8900

THREE BED? Exclusive! Extraordi-

FOUR BED? Near Chansky's in brick
townhouse, all modern, hardwood floors,
$1700.

964-8900

GREAT PLACES REALTY

FOUR BED? Exclusive! Off Comm.

964-8900

Alarmed, Jacuzzi, two baths, central a/c,
laundry, fireplace, wall to wall, etc. etc.
$1800.
GREAT PLACES REALTY

$1100-Sl3OO.

964-8900

FOUR BED? Walk to B.C. in 10 minutes! Near Greycliff dorm. Hardwood
Floors, living room, dining room, fireplace, modern kitchen and bath, laundry,
parking, Jacuzzi $2300.
GREAT PLACES REALTY

THREE BED? Ultra luxurious! Du-

plex in condo bldg. near Chansky's.

964-8900
FOUR BED? Walk to 8.C., huge and
spacious apartment in house, great value,

GREAT PLACES REALTY

Tanning Salon
Wolff System
10 VISITS FOR $29
Take advantage of this coupon and deduct 50%
off any hair service
373 Harvard St., Brookline
566-1111
open seven days
close to Green Line

Guaranteed!

964-8900

FOURBED? Exclusive! OffChiswick
Road, large and spacious, modern kitchens and 2 baths, fun and funky, unique

964-8900

FIVE BED? IBOO block Comm.
Great Condo with 2 baths, huge amounts
of space, like having yours own house,
parking, etc.. $2200.
Aye!

ultra-tan

Small Classes.

condo, great steal of a deal $1600.
GREAT PLACES REALTY

GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BED? Exclusive! Charming
Chriswick Road ultra luxurious condo!
Wall to wall, modern kitchen and bath, a/
c, laundry in kitchen, parking $1550.
GREAT PLACES REALTY

charming brick Back Bay style
townhouse, on B.C. shuttle and T, exposed brick, 2 baths, gourmet designer
kitchen, yard with patio, garage, living
room, diningroom, fireplaces, verycozy
and unique! $2600.
GREAT PLACES REALTY

964-8900

964-8900

ING NUMBERS?? GRADUATING?
LOOKING FOR SUMMER SUBLETS? WANTTO LIST YOUR SUMMER SUBLET? LAST CALL FOR
SEPTEMBER 1994 RENTALS BEFORE CLASSES END! CALL
GREAT PLACES REALTY FOR
RENTALS OF CONDOS, HOUSES

GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900

'

HW floors $575
731-5434
STUDIO- Clev. Circle, modern, clean,
safe, pool $600
731-5434
STUDIO-Dish. Disp. Microß.C Shuttle
$600
Aye

?
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964-8900
ONE BED? Beautiful condo near B.C!
Top floor, very sunny, porch, new K.+B,
laundry in building, $900.

m0d!...52400

738-1820

REALTY 1212-B COMM AYE 738-

738-1820
4 bed5. ..100% new! gigantic, sunny, 2
baths, laundry, pkg one of the

2beds...Ultra mod with eurokitch, health

-1820
We Have A Large Selection Of Apartments. All apartments located on or
near bus line or walking distance to
BC. Studios $450+ some with alcoves!
Bedrooms, some modern, many
split able, good for 2 or 3 people, $675+.
2 bedrooms starting as low as $625 to
$1000. Sunny views w/balconies. Many
23,4,5 and 6 bedroom houses. Call for
choice. We have excellent values. All
types, many different prices. Weekly
specials are available. Call Now, James
Reality 267-6655. Apartments also
available in Boston/Back-Bay/South-

c1b..5975
738-1820
2 beds..Sutherland Road, best deal

964-8900

be'st!...slBoo
738-1820

ONE BED?Exclusive! Charmingolder
Tudor building near B.C. $550!

4 beds...The Claridge House, dish &
disp, X-tra spacious, parking, reno-

valed...sl6oo
738-1820

738-1820
TOO MANY 2 BEDS TO LIST! STUDIOS & 1 BEDS, TOO! 738-1820
THESE ARE JUST A FEW OF OUR

4 beds... Renovated 3 unit house near

GREAT APTS FOR SEPTEMBER

738-1820

EAS! ALL SIZES ALL PRICE

GREAT PLACES REALTY

GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THESE ARE JUST A FEW OF OUR

OFFERINGS FORSEPTEMBEROF
1994. CALL US NOW TO SELECT
YOUR NEW HOMEFOR SEPTEMBER BEFORE SCHOOL SEMESTERENDS. WEHAVETHELARG-

there!...sBso

Chansky's, porch parking, nice!...51350
4 beds...Off 2000 Comm., semi mod,
large bed rooms, porch, pkgavail...s 1 200
738-1820
3beds...Ultrainodhouse! luxury! cathedral ceilings! all x-tras, Clev Cir...52000

EST B.C. STAFF ANYWHERE!
WE'RE LOCATED 2 BLOCKS
WEST OF THE B.C. MAIN GATE

738-1820

AT THE CORNER OF MANET

3 beds... In house, walk to class, dish &

ROAD AND COMM. AYE.

disp, parking, large bedrooms...s

CALL US NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT!
GREAT PLACES REALTY
242 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

CHESTNUT HILL

964-8900
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900

GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-9800

738-1820

APARTMENTS

FOR LARGE GROUPS!!!

CALL

TODAY FOR THE BEST SELECTION! WE'LL PICK YOU UP AND
DROP YOU OFF! WE'VE GOT
YOUR HOUSE! READ ON FOR A
SAMPLE OF OUR GREAT B.C.

AND PICK YOU UP!

AT HOME

Studio's, near Chestnut Hill Aye $550
1 Bedroom: Great for "2" $700
1 Bedroom: Very Lux, a TEN $800
2Bedroom: Great forwalktoß.C. $900-1000
Large 2 Beds: Washer/Dryer $1000-1200
3 Beds: Chriswick Rd. Parking $1300-1400
3 Beds: Study, fireplace, parking $ 1 400-1500
4 Beds: Plenty still remain, call. $1500-

-1.800

?Located across the street
from Main Campus, NEXT
T0 THE WHITE
MOUNTAIN CREAMERY.

rSo3~j%n

**\u25a0*/

3beds...Victorian rehab, x-tra sunny, on
the shuttle parking inc!...5!400
738-1820
3 beds...Pristine house off Comm, 100%
m0d...51400

$ 9siS>
Jl&&Xstik
IBBLfiffiL

'Largest selection for
September 1994

Sutherland, Cummings,

I*'
-7-MdFXT
$pJ*W

r00m5...51300

**

Rd, m0d...51200
738-1820

*
*

,

~.,r
27A COMMONWEALTH
AYE.
_~.

.

,??

,_,.,

1%

CHESTNUT HILL, MA 021 67

2 beds...Luxury townhouse, modern &
clean $1200
738-1820
2 beds...Renovated, X-tra large & el-

egant...sloso

Bay Realty Group, Inc-Save money
after the RUSH.

$$

The answer to all your housing needs

738-1820

738-1820
3 beds...Large, clean units on Sutherland

#1

BEST SELECTION! WE'LL COME

huge...51675

APARTMENTS SEPTEMBER!
NEED AN APARTMENT FOR SEPTEMBER'94? AT HOME REALTY
SOURCE! SPECIALIZING IN
GREATAPARTMENTS & HOUSES

RANGES! CALLTODAY FORTHE

3 beds...Luxury in a house, gorgeous and

738-1820
3 beds...Off Comm Aye, 2 baths, huge

IS B.C.'s

'94! HUNDREDS MORE! ALL AR-

1800

APARTMENTS!

SEPTEMBER

out

End.

527-6655
\u25a0

I

II

Kennch (o(( [ akc Stj hkm
f or larger groups.
'Call or stop by our office
&

SOOn!

-open 7 days-

'

Chiswick, Upper Comm Aye.,
Crosby Rd., Radnor Rd., Fostci
St., near Chansky's, Town Estate.;

I??^?.^^

APTS....

13 beds... Victorian mansion! 2 full modern kitchens, pkg, washer/dryers, multi
baths cream of the crop!... Call

736-1820

10 beds...Strathmore Rd, 4 parking, 2
kitchens, recent renovations, m0d-

em...53600
738-1820
9bed...Gorgeous,x-traclean townhouse.
dish & disp, large bedrooms, fireplace...s36so

738-1820
7 beds...Beautiful multi-level townhouse,
100% modem! 3baths,2parking...s36oo

738-1820
7 beds...large 2 fam house 2 baths, porch,
laundry in the apartment!..s33oo
738-1820
6 beds...extra large unit in the heart of
ClevelandCir, Ultra mod kitchen...s22oo

AND YOUR WHEELS ARE SOMETHING SPECIAL, TOO.

6 beds...walk to campus! Whole house
with 6 pkg spaces, huge r00m5...53800
738-1820
5 beds... Mint cond, large townhpuses,
mod eat-in-kitch, porce, fireplace. ..$2lOO

There's a lord or Mercury Just Like You
and Vbur Ford or Lincoln-Mercury Dealer Has a
Graduation Present to Help Make it Your Own...
$400 Cash Back or a Special Finance Rate*

738-1820

738-1820
Sbeds...Off Comm Aye, walk to

2parking...sllso

school!

738-1820

Too many houses to list!
4 beds...Ultra mod! Luxury unit, new
gourmet

kitchen,

wash/dryer,

pkg...52300

London
Paris
Frankfurt
Milan
Copenhagen
Athens
Madrid
Eurail passes from

$415

525
525
585
610
659
625
198

All fares Roundtrip from Boston. Tax not
included. Some restrictions apply.

271

STA TRAVEL

been there.

617-266-6014
297 Newbury Street
Boston, MA 021 IS

?

?

Personally speaking, what you drive says a
lot about who you are. So why not say you're
one of the most exciting, fup-loving, even
sensible people going? In other words, why not
say it with a sporty new Ford or Mercury?
,
ii
a personal
Nows the perfect time to make
l.
iv
mr»
c
w
statement ?because the 1994 Ford & Mercury
College Graduate Purchase Program** gives
you your choice of $400 cash back or a
special finance rate* when you buy a new
Ford or Mercury. Or lease your vehicle and get
$400 cash back!
~

~

738-1820
4 beds.. .duplex townhouse, 2 baths,
unique loft bedroom X-tra large &

"We've

...

,

jo

Plus, Ford Credit can offer qualified applicants
pre-approved credit up to $18,000 or the MSRR
whichever is lower, which could mean no down
payment on finance purchases. You may also
defer purchase payments for 120 days in most
states (excluding Michigan, New Jersey,
?

\

~..

x
DC),
Pennsy vania, and Washington,
3
,\u25a0

'

So take time out to see your Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury dealer today and ask about
the College Graduate Purchase Program. (It's a
terrific way to show the world just how smart
you really are!)

*Special Finance rate alternative and Ford Credit programs nol available on leases
?Mb be eligible, you must graduate with a bachelor's or graduate degree, or be enrolled in graduate school, between 1/1/94 and
9/30/94. This program is in addition to all other national customer incentives; except for other Ford private offers, including the
Young Buyer Program You must purchase or lease your new vehicle between 1/1/94 and 9/30/95. Some customer ond vehicle
restrictions apply, so see your dealer for details.
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38
782-6666 Open
everyday.
ATTENTIONSTUDENTS-specializing in rentals for all ofB.C.
Studios- located on Comm. Aye. and at
Call for our brochure

circle from $500

One Beds- nearCHANSKY's,splits6so
Two Bedrooms-walk to B.C. good for
3-4 $900

Three Bedrooms- SUTHERLAND.

COMM. AYE. Some two baths from
$1050
Four/Five Beds- Many in houses, all
near B.C. good for 5-6 people From
$1400
Six/Eight Beds Also Avail.

CALL FOR TODAYS SPECIALS
NEW ENGLAND REALTY
164 HARVARD AVENUE

ALLSTON OPEN & DAYS

787-5511
HEY SOPHOMORES! NEED AN
APARTMENT FOR SEPTEMBER
?94? AT HOME REALTY IS B.C.'S
#1 APARTMENT SOURCE! 738-

-1820

WE STILL HA YE A HUGE SELECTION OF GREAT APARTMENTS!
ALL SIZES AND PRICE RANGES!
STUDIO, 1 BR, 2 BRS, 3 BRS, 4 BRS,
S BRS... HOUSES, TOO! CALL TODAY! 738-1820 AT HOME REALTY
738-1820 AT HOME REALTY 738-1820 AT HOME REALTY 738-1820.
Home for Sale: West Newton Hill. 11
room colonial. 7 Bedrooms. 4 1/2 Baths.
Finished basement. Screened porch. Office and AY pair potential. $599,900.
owner #617-332-2444
BC sophomores seek I or 2 roommates
for 5 bedroom/3 bathroom/2 full kitchen
house near Bluestone Bistro. Parking
available. Fireplace, On bus line + Tl!
Call Craig X9458
NO FEE, WALK TO B.C.
$575
Studio, June. Sep. Kit
1 Bedroom. Sept., Large $775
$850
2 Bedroom, Sept., Pool
CALL OWNER. 527-7273
Three Bedroom Apt Avail. June/Sept.
10 minute walk to main campus. A/C.
heat. CATV. parking, -i-pool included.

tF

.

Also, has Dishwasher + w/w carpeting.
$1325 Call Allison 782-0785
HILLSIDE PROPERTIES 731-0101
SEPTEMBER APARTMENTS
Sludio-Luxury dish. disp.. micro, health
club, alarm 600
1 Bed-Walk to BC, XLarge, good for
two, dish, disp 750
2 Bed- 1999 Comm, lowest price in the
complex 850
2 Bed-Cleveland Circle, Mod, Condo,
Dish, Disp, Pool 950
3 Bed-Two bath, dish, disp, balcony,
large 1000
3 Bed-Sutherland Road, wall to wall,
dish, disp, moden 1100
4Bed-BC Bus. very large, dining room.
den 1450
5 Bed- Price Buster, all BC building,

232-3658
BRIGHTON. Clevl circle, off Comm.
Aye. 2 bed, hardwood floor, laundry,
dishwasher, hid by owner NO FEE $800
232-3658
SUMMERSUBLET: seeking 1 female
roommate for 6 room apartment; 3 miles
from 8.C.,0ff-streetparking,437s/monlh
plus utilities. Call Tobce 924-9638
Cape Cod Cottage for Rent Cottage for
xejtl all summer-May to Sept. Private
yard, sleeps 4, close to jobs recreation
area and bike path. $4200 Call (617) 742-6546

only 1500

Many More Available HILLSIDE

PROPERTIES

1694 Commonwealth

BRIGHTON NEXT TO BC TOWN
EST. 3 bed., 2 bath, 2 park, swim, pool.

sTXt~\

SPRING BREAK SALE! The hottest

destinations for 1994! Jamaica. Cancun.
Bahamas. S. Padre, Florida starting at
109 Book now and save $$$! Organize
small group travel free!! Sun Splash
$

Toursl-800-426-7710

Aye

731-0101

X

security, Indry central, a/c, w/w, d/d
stroage, htd by OWNER NO FEE $ 1,400

X

1986 ALFA ROMEO Graduate, of
course it's red and aconvertible, new CD
systems, new sheepskin seat covers, new

jr

THE HEIGHTS
tires, immaculate, great sports car, see
this one. $7,500.00'"eve. 721-2981
Computer For Sale Toshiba 286
Laptop. Modem 3 1/2 inchextemal drive.
4 meg ram expandable. Lotus 1-2-3Carry
case. 5550/BO John 630-8902
Eurailpasses! !! Save with the best prices
available for Discount Airfare and
Railpasses! Join INTERNATIONAL
BACKPACKERS UNION. Call for a
free brochure 1-800-313-PACK

Need Commencement Ball Tickets?
Call Nancy 969-3759.
TAG Hever Watches Incredible savings Now only $35 Call Mike 558-8348
Tutor: HarvardPh.D. will tutor inChemistry (all levels) or French. Reasonable
rates. Call Steven al (617) 566-2873

Ad rates are: $5.00 for the first 25
words, $.25 each additional word. B.C.
discount- $3.00, $.20. Pre-payment is
required. The deadline is Thursday at
noon, late ads will run in the nextissue.
We do not send tearsheets. 617-552-

-3548.

#

SERVICE CHARGES
this

SUMMER
.* m

'

We'll waive the service charges on your
Bayßank account over summer break.
SAVE MONEY.
Your account will be free
of all service charges
during the summer as long as
you're not using your account.

SAVE TIME.
Use your Bayßank Card at anytime
and your account will automatically
be reactivated. There's no paperwork and
no need to order new checks.

IT'S EASY.

Just call 788-5000 anytime

or stop by your
nearest Bayßank office.

Bayßank*
Member FDIC

April 19,1994
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UGBC Communicator UGBC Communicator
Your Key

To UGBC
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Power Gym
Thursday, April 21
Doors Open: 7:3opm
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Jewish Students Association and UGBC Lecture Series Present:

IRENA FINDER
Recalls Schindler's List
7:3opm, Wednesday, April 20
DEVLIN 008
-

on the Dustbowl

Friday, April 22: 10am-6pm
Live music...Poetry readings...Student Talent

\u25a0

Coming next week:
Asian-Pacific American
Month Activities...

40
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Earn A
Savings
Bachelor Of
England
At Your New
Ford Dealer
Probe

Thunderbird

Ranger

\u25a0

-

Bronco

._

?

Escort

Taurus

?

-

=
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F-150

Mustang

H^'

ssatW

Aspire

Explorer

Tempo

Aerostar

And Get 400 To Use As Cash Back Or A Down Payment.
Plus Pre-Approved Credit For Qualified College Graduates.
$

You took endless

tests

and endured more all-nighters than

you can count to finally get to graduation day. Your Ford
Dealer understands how hard you've worked and thinks
you've earned a very special distinction.. .big savings on the
new Ford car or truck of your choice.
Right now, you can receive a MOO
cash rebate on all new 1993 or 1994
Ford cars or trucks in addition to
most other incentives being offered.
Qualified graduates could have no
down payment on vehicles less than
18,000 MSRP. You can even defer
$

your first payment up to 120 days,
This offer is available to college graduates, grad-school

graduates and grad-school students graduating between
January 1, 1994 and September 30, 1994.
So hurry in to your New England
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FORD DEALERS

I

MJ

Ford Dealer and see how your new
degree can earn you big savings on a
new Ford car or truck. You may even be
eligible for pre-approved financing. The
College Graduate Purchase
Program. For more information call:

1-800-321-1536.

.

